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EDITOR'S PREFACE

This is the ninth of a series of Yearbooks which the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics began to publish in 1936. The
titles of the preceding Yearbooks are as follows:
t. A Survey of Progress in the Past Twenty-five Years.
2. Curriculum Problems in Teaching Mathematics.
3. Selected Topics in the Teaching of Mathematics.
4. Significant Changes and Trends in the Teaching of Mathematics

Throughout the World Since 191o.
5. The Teaching of Geometry.
6. Mathematics in Modern Life.
7. The Teaching of Algebra.
8. The Teaching of Mathematics in the Secondary School.
Bound copies of all except the first two Yearbooks can be secured
from the Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York City, for $1.75 each postpaid. The first Year-
book is now out of print and the second is obtainable only in paper
covers ($z.2 postpaid). A complete set of Yearbooks (No. Two to
No. Nine) inclusive will be sent postpaid for $r Loo.

The purpose of the Ninth Yearbook is to present some of the most
important ideas connected with relational and functional thinking.
The tendency now in American schools is to organize the work
around the function idea, and it is hoped that the contents of this
volume will be stimulating and helpful to teachers of mathematics
in the schools.

I wish to express my personal appreciation as well as that of the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics to Professor H. R.
TIamley, for permitting us to publish his contribution as the Ninth
Yearbook of a series that is becoming increasingly important and
helpful to the field.

W. D. REEVE
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INTRODUCTION

The science of mathematics. The science of mathematics has
to do with certain fundamental concepts of number and space, with
logical propositions derived from these concepts and with practical
applications of the propositions so derived to everyday computa-
tion lin(' measurement. Thus the science of mathematics is both
abstract and concrete. It is abstract in the sense that it is a logical
structure based upon certain postulated foundations; it is concrete
in tl.e sense that it can be brought into correspondence with our in-
tuitive notions of number and space and with a rational kterpreta-
tior of the physical universe it which we live.

In recent years there has be n a tender cy to extend the boundary
of abstract mathematics to the utmost possible limit, with the re-
sult that it is now impossible to determine where pure mathematics
ends and formal logic or philosophy begins. Russell maintains that
it is idle to seek a boundary between mathematics and logic, since
the two subjects are fundamentally indistinguishable. "If there are
still left those 1Nho do not admit the identity of logic and mathe-
matics, we may challenge them to indicate at what point, in the
successive definitions and deductions of Principia Matkematica,
they consider that logic ends and mathematics begins. It will then
be obvious that any answer must be quite arbitrary.", This logical
bias of modern pure mathematics is reflected in the definitions that
have been given of the term 'mathematics'.

Russell's clefin'tion is as follows: "Mathematics is the class of
all propositions of the form `p implies q', where p and q are proposi-
tions, containing one or more variables, the Came in the two proposi-
tions, and neither p nor q contain any constants except logical
constants,"2 a definition that gives us little or no escape from the
contention that mathematics is deduction by logical principles

Russell, B. Introduction to .11athematiral Philosopy, p. 194. London, 1024.
Russell. B. The Principles of .11,thematics, p. 3. Cambridge, zgo3. These are

the openi,g words of Russell's classic treatise.
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from logical principles." A less complete but more concise defini-
tion of mathematics is that of Benjamin Peirce: "Mathematics is
the science that draws necessary conclumons."3 That Peirce con.
ceived this definition in the broadest passible sense is shown by
his assertion that "mathema ics, under this definition, belongs to
every inquiry, moral as well as physical." Whitehead, while giving
general assent to Peirce's definition, suggests that we add "from
the general premises of all reasoning," and that we define mathe-
matics as "the science concerned with the logical deduction of con-
sequences from the gt neral premises of all reasoning." We may,
without undue violenco.to the spirit of Peirce's statement, modify it
in one particular and assert that mathematics is the science of
necessary relations. This modified form is admittedly less con-
clusive than the original, but it does suggest the idea of /sow-
tionalitywhich has been aptly called by Klein the 'soul' of
mathematicsand it readily admits a concrete as well as an ab-
stract interpretation.

Any justification of this definitioi, would require a critical anal-
ysis of the w ads 'necessary' and 'relation'. Young3 has pointed
out, in his discussion of Peirce's definition, that what we com-
monly designate 'logical necessity' is something that can, in some
cases, at least, be determined only by its consequences; in other
words, that in the final issue the validity of our reasoning appears
to rest on no surer basis than the fact that no contradiction has
ever been found. This may be an unacceptable doctrine to the pure
logician, but it nef:LI not cause any concern to the teacher of school
mathematics. Kleine has urged that we do not regard even the
axioms of mathematics as arbitrary assumptions but as common-
sense statemen.'s (verniinftige Siitze), which find their justification
in their consistency with experience. A similar thought has been
expressed by Veblen in his treatment of the validity of hypotheses:
"The writer is inclined to believe that the truth of a statement can
be determined only by testing all its consequences, so that the real

Pei- -e, B. "Lirrar Associative Algubia." American Journal of ,Va..Itematics,
Vol. IV, p. 97, x881.

Whitehead, A. N. Article on "Mathematics" in the Encyclopaedia Brilannica
(Fourteentn Edition), Vol. XV, p. 87, 1929.

Youn)., J. W. The Fundamental Concepts of Algebra and Geometry, p. 220. New
Yolk, 192s.

Klein, F. Elementarmathematik von lutheren Standpunkle aus, Band II (Geomdrie),
F). 334. Leipzig, 1925.
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test of the validity of the hypotheses of geometry is in the validity
of the theorems," We may leave the solution of this problem to
the logicians* and proceed, on the reliable assumption, that there
does exist a substantial correspondence between the commonly ac-
cepted axioms of mathematics and the world of our experience.

Concept of relation, The word 'relation' is more easily compre-
hended than defined, Whitehead attributes to the objects of ex-
ternal reality a 'relational essence', involving the possibility of
realization as relatedness. "The meaning of the term 'possibility'
as applied to el (an external object) is simply that there stands
in the essence of el a patience for relationships to actual occasions,"
This patience cannot be rewarded by ingression, or this potentiality
become actual as relation, except through the activity of the mind
which relates, This dynamic charactcr of relation is expressed in
Spearman's definition, "A relation is an attribute which mediates
between two fundaments."10 According to Spearman a fundament
is any "character" of things, simple or complex, concrete or ab-
stract ; it many even be a relation already determined between other
fundaments.

The concept of relation is fundamental to human thought. As
Whitehead has remarked : "If anything out of relationship, then
complete ignorance as to it."" It is through the cognition of re-
lations that the mind transcends the particular and immediate and
learns to apprehend and appreciate the abstract and remote, When
man first used words to identify things, and numbers to designate
quantities of things, he showed that he was capable of thinking in
terms of general abstract relations. When he used the word 'spear'
to direct attention to a certain type of weapon, he showed a definite
capacity for mathematical logic; for from the variable class of
objects 'spear', he had abstracted the element 'spear', ar sym-
bolized it by a word. Thus were language and mathematical logic
born together. Modern mathematical logic has much to do with
classes, and in particular with 'variable classes'. "This fact, that

1 Veblen, O. The Foundations of Geometry, p. 4. Monographs of Nlodet Mathe-
'natics. New York, 1937.

Ramsay, F. P. "Mathematical Logic." Mathematical Ga:ctle, Oct. z926, p. Iss.
So also The Foundations of Mathematics, p. 3sO. London, 1931.

Whitehead, A. N. Science and the Modern World, pp. roS, 199. Cambridge, r927.
10 Spearman, C. E. The .Valure of 'Intelligence' and the Principles of Cognition, p. os.

London, 2925.
11 Whitehead, t . N. Op. cit., p. 32.
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the general conditions transcend any one set of particular entities
is the ground for the entry into mathematics, and into mathematical
logic, of the notion of the 'variable,' "" and the variable is "perhaps
the most distinctly mathematical of all notions.'" According to
Russell, "pure mathematics is the class of propositions, which are
expressed exclusively in terms of variables and logical constants."14

Relations may be of many different types and may have many
different kinds of uses. The fundaments or raw materials of rela-
tions consist in whatever entities we choose to include in our dis-
cussion. They may be, and often are, relations between other re-
lations. The pure mathematician usually restricts the range of his
fundaments to number and space: he may, if he is interested in tim
endurance of his pattern, add the concept of time. The applied
mathematician would at least require the further concept of man.
The most important relation with which we are concerned in mathe-
matics is that of order, "There are parts of mathematics which do
not depend on the notion of order, but they are very few In com-
parison with the parts in which this notion is involved." (Rus-
sell.") it is important to add that the concept of order, either
explicit or implicit, is essential to an adequate theory of variables,
and, therefore, to an adequate theory of functions. Cantor has
shown this in his Transfinite Mengenlehre,

The purpose of mathematical analysis is to investigate the mutual
relation, existing between certain variable classes and to establish
laws pertaining to these relations, In the absence of some arrange.
ment of the quantities concerned, mutual relationship can have no
meaning. When we state that a variable x approaches a value a,
we assert that every quantity of the variable is nearer a, according
to some order of arrangement, than every previous quantity. Such
a statement would be devoid of meaning, if the word 'previous'
carried no implication of order. The concept of a limit, which
underlies all higher mathematics, is a serial conception,'" When

12 White !Wad, A. N. Op, cif.,
2 Russell, H, the Prim ipirs of .114thematiel, p, 80,

" Russell, H. "The Philosophical Importance of Mathematical Logic." 7'he
Moni.11, Vol. XXIII, p. 4S', October, 1013,

" H. Russell, in a gliscussion of the importance of this concept, says. In former days
it wall supposed and philosophers are still apt to suppose that quantity was the funda-
mental notion It mathematics. lint nowadays quantity is banished altogether,
except from one little corner of geometry." From Atplicism and Logic, p.
Loo.lon, 1Q21

" Rui sell, H. Introduction to Hathematioil PhiloAophy, 11. 29.
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we state that tw,..) variables are in functional relationship we as-
sume that they are arranged, although the order of arrangement
may differ according to the purpose of our inquiry,11 It is strange
that the notion of order, which lies at the very heart of mathematics
and science, should have received so little attention in school mathe-
matics, It is true that number sequence and number grouping are
now emphasised in early number teaching but, as a general rule, no
further reference is made to order until the student is introduced to
directed numbers or progressions, School mathematics in the past
has been too closely identified with the sign of equality. School
mathematics in the future will deal more often with inequalities;
with order, arrangement, and system; classes and groups; corre-
spondence and correlation; similarity and symmetry; and relation,
variation, and function. And there is not a term among these
which cannot be brought into intimate association with life,

The notion of function. The notion of function, like that of
relation, is one of the most elementary in human thought, The
rhythm of the seasons and the changing features of the trees must
have suggested even to primitive man some kind of correspondence.
At all events there came a time when he began to till the soil, con-
fident in the belief that seed-time and harvest had their appro-
priate seasons. He learned by experience, and learning by experience
is, in a real mathematical sense, a functional activity, When the
child realizes that fire burns or shows by his movements that he
appreciates rhythm, he has succeeded in educing a correspondence
between two variables; in other words, he has learned to think
and act in functional terms.

The word 'function' has now become almost commonplace in
everyday speech, but it is not always used in the mathematical
sense. When we speak of the function of the teacher' or 'the
function of thp liver,' we use function as synonymous with a duty,
or a service, that the teacher or Ow liver is expected to perform,
without imputing to either any necessary association with mathe-
matics, But when we assert that 'the teacher's temper is a function
of his liver', we imply a correspondence between the state of the
one and the condition of the other, which could be expressed with
equal precision of thought by a mathematical equation. It is this
meaning of the word 'function' that is to he our particular cone

17 Op, eit., p. Ai. The fact that a elm.; may have many nrilvrs is due to the filet
that there ran be many relations holding among Ih. irmhers of one single class."
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cern in this study. A Junction is, then, a correspondence between
two ordered variable classes.

The world is becoming, as Klein has expressed it, "functionally
minded." Newspapers and magazines are using, to an increasing
extent, not only the functional language but also the functional tools
of the mathematician." We read, for example, that public health,
the weather, the bank rate, unemployment, the incidence of crime
and the condition of trade are all functions of many variables, known
or unknown. Such assertions are often accompanied by statistical
data and graphical representations of the concomitant rising and
falling of related variables entering into the case. Industry and
commerce, economics and politics are becoming saturated with func-
tional ideas, so much so, that there is an increasing demand for
men with an expert knowledge of 'functional economics'. That
being the case, it is our duty to take cognizance of the fact and to
reorganize our mathematical teaching so that our youth may re-
ceive the knowledge and the discipline that It needs to meet the
changing times. As Kilpatrick has reminded us, "We must have
a philosophy that not only takes positive recognition of the fact
of change but one that Includes within it change as an essential
element."10 Functional mathematics will go a long way to meet
this demand, for change is the very essence of function, whether
we regard the term as an activity or as a mathematical correspond-
ence. A dynamic concept merits a dynamic mode of treatment.

Criticisms of mathematics curricula. In recent years school
mathematics has frequently been called upon to defend its right
to membership in the society of approved school subjects. It has
been asserted that the disciplinary and cultural values of mathe-
matical education have been greatly overestimated. Some critics,"
while recognizing the dependence of the modern world on the work
of the professional mathematician, contend that the average con-
sumer needs only a modicum of mathematics for his daily needs,
and that the educational values of school mathematics are incom-
mensurate with the time and effort usually devoted to that subject.
Challenges such as these are to be welcomed, if they carry us beyond

10 See, for example, Adams, James Truslow, 4` Diminishing Returns in Modern
Life." Harper's Magazine, April, ro3o.

'9 Kilpatrick, W. II. &hie, lijOn for a Changing Civilization, p. 4r. New Yo-k, tg2R.
*0 Bowden, A. 0. The Consumer's Uses of Arithmetic. New York, !nu). See also

reviews of Bowden's thesis in the Mathentaties Teacher, Vol. XXIII, March. ro3o,
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defense reactions to serious self-examination and reform." When
we view the ..ituation dispassionately we have to admit that some
of the arguments of our critics are difficult to refute. We cannot
deny that school mathematics in the past has been largely con-
cerned with the mechanical and the abstract. and almost wholly un-
related to the child's natural interests and future needs. Algebra
generally began with arithmetical substitutions, often of a meaning-
less kind, and continued, by a relentless logical procedure, through
the fundamental operations, factors, and the like, to quadratic equa-
tions. The treatment of geometry, until quite recently, was just as
formal and uninspiring. The Euclidean discipline, excellent as it
was for the few who could profit by it, proved in the large majority
of cases to be ineffective, partly because it. was administered too
soon, but largely because it was an abstract study of a static
universe.

Status of the teaching of mathematics. Although progress has
been slow, it has been none the less sure. Thoughtful teachers are
now awakening to the fact that, if school mathematics is ever to
meet the demands of modern life, or even to win the respect of
the average man of affairs, it must be made more dynamic and
functional. They are also beginning to realize that, in endeavoring
to satisfy the exigencies of our modern world, they are securing,
even more effectively than hitherto, those very objectives which, at
first sight, they seemed to be in danger of losing. Broadly consid-
ered, the aims of most teachers oc mathematics may be summarized
under three main headings : utilitarian, disciplinary, and cultural.
Functional mathematics affords us an ideal medium through which
these aims may be realized. The purpose of this study is to examine
the function concept in all its bearings and to justify the claim

n soe lee Hoihentatirs Tearher for t929, 193e, t9.3r for the following articles:
Reeve, W. D. "The Universality of Mathematics," Vol. XXIII, p. 7r, February,

2930.

Bets, William. "Whither Algebra? A Challenge and a Plea," Vol. XXIII, p. 104,
February, 1030.

Langer, S. K. "Algebra and the Development of Reason," Vol. X.XIV, p. 285,May, 1931.
Shaw, J. B. "Mathematics as a Fine Art," VA XXIII, p. zo4. March, r93o.
Judd, C. II. "Informational versus Computational NIathematics," Vol. XXII.p. 187, April, 1929.
Kempner, A. J. "The Cultural Value of Mathematics," Vol. 'air, p.129, March,

1920.
See also The .ci'th rcarhookVational Council of Teachers of Afalhentatics, which

is a stirring apologia for ruthematical education.
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that has just been made, by showing that the conception of function
may be regarded as the natural coordinating principle of all school
mathematics.

Nature of the remainder of this study, In Chapter II we trace
the history of the terms 'variable' and 'function' and discuss, from
the purely mathematical standpoint, the meaning of functionality.
In Chapter III we examine the logical and the psychological bases
of functional thinking in general. This leads to a general dis-
cussion of the psychology of reasoning. Chapter IV is devoted to
an outline history of the development of functional thinking in
the schools of Europe and America. Chapter V extends the history
of the subjects to an examination of modern textbooks in school
mathematics. Chapter VI is preliminary to Chapter VII, in which
a course of general mathematics, with the function concept as its
central theme, is outlined. In Chapter VI some mathematical con-
cepts, other than the function concept, which enter into the course
of study developed in Chapter VII, are discussed. In the first
part of the chapter a general discussion of these concepts is given.
This is followed by detailed examination of the course proposed.

In Appendix A is given a Test of Mathematical Relations which
was submitted to several hundred children in English elementary
schools, and in Appendix B, a more advanced Test on. Functional
Relations for secondary schools.



II

VARIABLE AND FUNCTION

Original concept of a variable. Although the germ of the in-
tegral calculus is to be found in the work of Archimedes, the concept
of the variable did not definitely enter mathematical thought until
the close of the seventeenth century. The word 'variable' seems
to have been first used by Leibniz, who wrote, in the introduction
to his Analyse:

Those quantities are called variable which continually increase or diminish
and on the contrary those are constant, which remain the same while others
change.'

This concept of the variable, as a quantity which varies or is a
function of duration, was already implicit in Newton's Method of
Fluxions. Newton's "fluent" which corresponds to the variable
of Leibniz, was conceived as a quantity which varied with, or was
a function of, real or imaginary time. In 1687, he wrote in his
Principia:

Now those quantities which I consider as gradually and indefinitely in-
creasing I shall hereafter call fluents or flowing quantities.2

That Newton had the idea of the variable before 1687 is shown
in a reference to fluents in the Quadratura Curvarum:

Calling these velocities of the motions or increments Fluxions and the gener-
ated quantities Fluents, I fell by degrees upon the Method of Fluxions, which
I have made use of here in the Quadrature of Curves, in the years 1665 and
1666.3

Thus a fluxion was the rate of change of a fluent or variable quantity.
To-day Newton's theory of fluxions would be called the Theory of
Continuous Functions. Although great progress was made in the

Leibniz, W. Quoted by L'Hospital in Analyse des infiniment petits, p. x. Paris,
1696.

Newton, L Method of Fluxions, pp. 20, f. (.anslated by John Colson). Lon-
don, 1738.

3 Newton, I. Tract° lus de Quadratura Curvarum, 1671. Introduction (translated by
John Stewart). London, 1704.

9
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development of function theory during the two centuries follow-
ing Newton and Leibniz, the term 'variable' retained the meaning
given it by Leibniz"a quantity which varies."

The changing interpretation of a variable. The first sugges-
tion of a change of any significance is to be found in the work of
Biermann:

We will suppose that certain elements have values fixed once for all; other
elements take values of our system of quantities in turns. The formerquantities are called constant or unalterable, the latter variable or alterable.4

The important feature of this definition is that the variable is not
defined as a quantity but as an aggregate of elements selected from
a set of existing quantities.

Definitions couched in similar terms are to be found in most of
the treatises on analysis riblished during the following twenty
years. Thus Rent Baire writes, "In mathematics we represent by
a letter a number capable of taking different values. We then say
that we have a variable,"15 and Batter, "We distinguish between
constant and variable quantities. The former have a fixed value,
the latter can take any assigned values." The same thought is
contained in a more complete definition by Burkhardt,

A number is said to be altaable or variable, when in the course of an in-
vestigation one value after another is assigned to it, and to be constant whenthe value first assigned is retained through the whole investigation.'
Harnack introduced a further refinement into the concept of the
variable when he urged i hat we dissociate the variable entirely from
its concrete embodiment and look for its essence, not in the thing
represented, but in the abstract number values assumed by the
variable.

A quantity is said to be a variable when it is able to assume different nu-merical values. As in arithmetical investigations we no longer consider thethings given in number, so in the conception of a variable quantity we haveto free ourselves entirely from considering what this quantity represents
(distance, temperature, tension of vapour). Everything measurable in naturecan enter into calculation as a variable quantity.'

4 Biermann, 0. Theorie der analylischen Funelionem p. 5. Leipzig, 1387.Baire. Rene. Leons . cur les 'henries gEneraks de !'analyse. Vol. I, p. 20. Dijon, 1907.Bauer, G. Vorlesungen ueher Algebra, p. 7. Leipzig, Tom
7 Burkhardt, IL Algehrairehe Analysis, p. 37. Leipzig, 1903.
8 Harnach, A. Introduction to the Study of the Cai'ulus, p. rs (translated from theGerman). London, 1397.
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Many mathematicians of the present day incorporate this con-
dition in their definitions of the variable ; others, taking their star,'
on a broader logical basis than number, regard it as an unnecessary
restriction .°

According to Molk, Weierstran was the first to define a variable
as a symbol. In a course of lectures given in Berlin between the
years i861 and 1865, he defined a variable as follows:

A tell variable is a symbol which represents the different elem.nts of an
assemblage of real numbers. Each of these elements is one of tne values
which the variable can take; the assemblage itself constitutes the domain of
the variab1e.4

The first published definition of the variable as a symbol is
that given by Pringsheim :

By a real variable we understand a symbol to which is assigned successive
different numerical values.il

Similar definitions were given by Weber Pierpont, and others. Thus
Weber writes, "If x is a symbol for which any number we choose
can be put, we then call x a variable,"12 and Pierpont says, "A
symbol which takes on more than one value, in general an infinity
of values, is a variable."18

None of these definitions imposes any restriction or indicates any
specification of the field of selection of the variable. Tannery. how-
ever, proceeds more cautiously. He writes:

It is well to modify this notion of a variable ... . This is not a letter that
can take any values whatsoever but any values whatsoever belonging to a
certain ensemble. There are functions which are only defined for the integral
and positive values of the variable."

The same thought was implicit in one of Tannery's earlier works:

Let us consider an ensemble (X) of distinct numbers and look upon these
Russell, B. Principles of Mathematics, Chap. VIII. Cambridge, 1903.

10 Molk, J. Encyclopedic des sciences mathematiques pure: ei appliqutes, Tome 2,
Vol. 1, F-tsicule r, p. 16. Paris, Nob.

Pringsheim, A. Article on "The Foundations of General Function Theory."
Encykloddie der mathematischen Wissenschaften, Band II, p. 8. Leipzig, 1889.

12 Weber, II. Encyclopddie der elementaren Algebra and Analysis, p. 185. Leipzig,
zgoG.

13 Pierpont, C. Lectures on the Theory of Functions of Real Variables, Vol. I, p. I18.
Boston, rgo5.

14 Tannery, J. De la tnethode dans les sciences en mathematiques pures, p. tr. Paris,
1 909.
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numbers as values which can be assigned to a letter (x), which we designate
a variable.14

Writers of modern textbooks on analysis and treatises on func-
tion theory seem to have added very little to the definitions :hat
have been quoted. Some prefer to leave the term 'variable' unde-
fined, others to illustrate it by a few selected examples. Young de-
fines a variable as follows:

A variable is a symbol, which represents any one of a class of elements.
The elements may or may not be numbers."

The following may be taken as typical of the definitions found in
modern textbooks:

A variable is a quantity to which an unlimited number of values can
be assigned in an investigation (Granville, Smith, and Long ley")

When a quantity is permitted to assume different values in a given problem,
it is called a variable. (Miles and Mikesh")

A letter capable of taking up various values. (Walmsley")

A magnitude to which, in the course of any given process, different ualues,
are assigned is said to be a variable. (Lamb20)

A symbol for a changing quantity. (Czubern)

Perhaps the most comprehensive and complete definition to be found
in modern mathematical works is that given by Hobson :

If we suppose that an aggregate of real numbers is defined, the aggregate
being either enumerable, or of the power of the continuum, such an aggregate
is said to be the domain, or field, of a real variable. It is necessary for the
purposes of analysis to be able to make statements applicable to each and
every number of the aggregate and which shall be valued for any particular
number that may be, at will, selecterl. This is done by employing the real
variable, denoted by some symbol other than those used to denote real num-
bers, and the essential nature of the variable consists in its being identifiable
with any particular number of its domain.22

is Tannery, J. Introduction d la th4orie des fonctions d'une variable, p. 220. Paris,
1904.

le Young, J. W. Lectures on the Fundamental Concepts of Algebra and Geometry,
p. 093. New York, 1912 and 1925.

17 Granville, Smith, and Longley. Elements of the Differential and Integral Calculus,
p. 1. Boston, 1929.

le Miles, E. J. and Mikesh, J. S. Calculus, p. 3. New York, 0930.
10 Walmsley, C. Mathematical Analysis, p. 134. Cambridge, 1926.
"Lamb, H. An Elementary Course of Infinitesimal Calculus, p. r. Cambridge, 1924.
21 Czuber, E. Vorlesungen fiber di fferential-und-integral Rechnung, p. 03. Leipzig,

1926.
I* Hobson, E. W. The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable, p. 256. Cambridge,

2921.
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Historical background of the term 'function'. It is frequently
stated in books on function theory that the term 'function' was
hest used by Descartes to denote powers of a variable (x), such as
x2, x3, etc., but there seems to be no basis for this statement. It is
true that the function concept is implicit in Descartes's Geometric,
but he does iiit a.:tually use the term 'function'. Ile does, however,
mention two important functional ideas: one, that "unknown quanti-
ties can be e <pressed in terms of a single quantity"23 (as powers)
and the other, that a curve pictures the dependence of one variable
on another. Fermat" brought out the concept of dependence even
more definitely but he, again, does not mention the word 'function'.
It now seems to be agreed that we owe the term 'function' to Leib-
niz," who used it to denote variable lengths (abscissae, ordinates,
tangents, and not mak), related in a definite way to variable points
of a s'urvt.. For example, he asserts that "a tangent is a function
of a curve" and that -a function is a fact asserted by an equation."2"
In his earlier writings James Bernouilli used the term in a some-
what similar sense, but in 1718 he took us a step furthe- when he
wrote, "We name a quantity composed in any manner whatever of
a variable magnitude and constants, a function of the variable mag-
nitude."2e In 12,30, he distinguished for the first time between alge-
braic and transcendental functions. In these definitions Bernouilli
seems to imply that there are three distinct classes of quantities
variable quantities, constant quantities, and functions. As we shall
see later, this distinction is not a correct one. The credit of having
introduced, for the first time, the familiar f(x) notation goes to
Euler defines a function as an analytical expreshit.n :

A function of a variable quantity is an analytical expression compose i in
some way of that variable quantity and of numbers or constant quantities."

23 Descartes, Rene. Geometrie (livre premier), p. 3or. Paris, 1637.
24 Fermat, P. de. Varia Opera mathematica, p. z. Toulouse, 167g.
25 Milner, F. Bibliotheca mathernatica, Vol. II, p. 285. Leipzig, row.
See also l'ringsheim, A. and Melk, J. Encyclopedie des sciences mathematiques,

Tome 2, Vol. I, Fasicule z, p. z. Paris, Iwo.
26 Leibniz, G. W. Considerations sur la difference qu'il y a entre l'analycr ordinoire

et le nouveau calcul des transcendantes, 1604. See also Opera O,nnia, Vol. III, p. 302,
Geneva, 1768; and Leihnizens mathematische Schrtften, Book V, p. 3o7.

21 Bernouilli, 3. Par. Mem., 1718, p. zoo. Sec also Opera, Tome II, pp. 241. 255,
Lausanne et Geneve, x742; and Opera, Tome III, p. 174.

18 Euler, L. Introductio in anaiysin infinitarum (translated by J. B. Labey), Vol. I,
P. 4. Lausanne, 1748. See also Commeniaria Academiae Petropolitanae ad annos
7734-5, Tome VII, pp. x86-87. Petropoli and St. Petersbourg, 1743. "Si f(xla
denotet functionem quamcumque ipsius (x!a c)."
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This definition defines a function as a compound expression of the
variableas we find it, for example, in the statement that ax2 +
bx c is a function of xan error that has since been repeated by
many writers of textbooks on higher algebra. Burnside and Panton
open their treatise on the theory of equations with the words, "A
mathematical enression involving a quantity is called a function
of that quantity."20 In his lntroductio in analysin infinitorum,
Euler gave an acute analysis of elementary functions and dis-
tinguished for the first time between implicit and explicit functions
and uniform and multiform functions. Lagrange, in his Theorie
des fonctions analytiques (1797), extended Euler's notation by
using f, F, 42, x, etc., followed by parentheses to designate func-
tions. He defines a function as "a property of P. series of powers
of the independent variable.""

Development of the concept of functionality. It is an in-
teresting fact that the next developments in this subject came, not
from pure mathematicians but from mathematical physicists, who,
while working with physical facts, found that the existing mathe-
matical tools were inadequate for their purposes. D'Alembert
(1797), in his discussion of the oscillations of strings, and Fourier
(1807), in his analysis of trigonometric series, both stressed the need
of a more general type of correspondence than any previously pro-
pounded. We owe to Fourieral the conception of a single function
defined in different intervals by different analytical expressions. In
1829 Lejeune-Dirichlet, in a celebrated memoir dealing with the
convergence of Fourier's series, gave a definition of a function,
which, with slight modifications, has been accepted by mathema-
ticians ever since:

Let by a and b be understood two fixed values and by x a variable quantity ,
which gradually assumes all values lying between a and b. Now, if a single
finite y correspond to every x, in such a way that while x continuously passes
through the interval a to b, y = f(x) likewise varies gradually, then y is called
a continuous function of x for this interval. It is quite unnecessary that y
in this entire interval should be dependent upon x according to the same law;
indeed, we need never think of a dependence expressed in terms of mathe-
matical operations.32

29 Burnside and Panton. Theory of Equations, Vol. I, p. 1. Dublin, 1912.
"Lagrange, J. L. Oeuvres de Lagrange, Vol. IX. Paris, r881.
" Fourier, J. B. J. La Theorie analytique de la chaleur, Chap. III, Sec. 6. Pa-is,

1822. See also Oeuvres, Vol. I, pp. 119, 135. Paris, 1889.
32 Dirichlet, G. Lejeune. "(Jebel' die Da:sten:mg ganz witikarlicher Functionem lurch

Sinus-und Cosinusreihen." Werke, Vol. I, p. 135. Lerausgegeben von L. Kronecker,
Berlin, 1889.
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Thus, for the first time, " Dirichlet gave the word funct nt a sig-
nificance independent of any assumption of the possibility of an
analytical representation."33 At the same time he gives the func-
tion a definite graphical interpretation, for he continues:

Considering x and y as abscissae and ordinates, a continuous function
appears as a connected curve in which only one point corresponds to every
abscissa between a and b. This definition does not attribute to the various
parts of the curve a common law. We can think of the curve as made up of
heterogeneous parts or as described entirely without law. Thus a function
is to be regarded as completely determined for an interval, only if it is defined
graphically for the whole extent of the interval or is subjected to mathe-
matical laws valid for the several parts of the interval.

In this memoir Dirichlet laid the foundation of the modern Theory
of Functions. But, more important for our present purpose, he
gave a wider meaning than hitherto to the whole concept of func-
tiona!ity, linking it up on the one hand with physics and on the
other hand with geometry. Henceforth physical interpretation and
graphical representation became recognized parts of the technique
of analyzing functions. Little advantage was taken of this lead,
as far as school mathematics was concerned, until Klein,34 in an
article on the graphical representation of functions, subjected the
function concept to a searching analysis, and at the same time ini-
tiated a movement towards functional thinking which has pro-
foundly influenced the teaching of mathematics in Germany and
elsewhere.

Dirichlet's definition has been criticized by later writers," some-
times on the ground that it is inadequate for the needs of modern
analysis, and at other times on the ground of its excessive generality.
Harkness and Morley write :

This definition, in contrast tc those used before Dirichlet's time, errs on the
side of excessive generality, for it does not itself confer properties on the
functions. The functions so defined must be subject to restrictive conditions
before they can be used in analysis. Nevertheless, this definition forms and
must continue to form the basis of researches upon discontinuous functions

See also Repertorium der Physik, Lerausgegeben von Heinrich W. Dove und Ludwig
Moser, Band I, p. IV. Berlin, r i37. S. F. Lacroix had already given a somewhat
similar definition, but not nearly so general. (Differential Calculus, p. t.)

33 Dini, U. Journal fur Mathemalischen, Vol. IV, p. 157. See also Grundlagen far
eine Theorie der Functionem einer veranderlichen reelen Groesse, p. 48. Leipzig, 1892.

34 Klcin, F. "Ueber den allgemeinen Functionbegriff und dessen Darstellung (lurch
eine willknerliche Curve." Mathemaiischen Annalen, Vol. XXII, p. 249, 1883.

36 Hankel, H. Untersuchungen saber die unendlichen oft oszillierenden und unsteligen
Fun'.1i.ment, p. 5. Tubingen, 187o.
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of a real variable. In Dirichlet's sense f(x) is a function of x throughout an
interval when, to every value of x within the interval belongs a definite value
of f(x). A value of x which makes the function infinity is excluded."

Hobson, however, supports Dirichlet :

An adequate definition of a function for a continuous interval (a, b) must
take the form first given to it by Dirichlet.11

Modern concept of functionality. These definitions of a func-
tion are found in modern textbooks :

If to each value of x of an interval of the x-axis or of a set of points by any
prescribed rule, a definite y is made to correspond, then we may say that y is
a function of x defined in that interval and write y = f(x). (Knopp")

To-day the notion of function is considered to be identical with the notion
of correspondence between two ensembles. Suppose a number x runs through
the points of an ensemble and the movement of x makes a certain other num-
ber y take fixed values, it is said that the variable y is a function of the variable
x. (d'Ahhemar")

One variable quantity is said to be a function of another, when, other things
remaining the same, if the value of the latter be fixed, that of the former
becomes determinate. (Lamb")

y is a function of x, when, x being given, y is determined. (Appell")
If x be a variable which takes on a certain set of values of which the totality

may be denoted by [x] and, if y is a second variable the value of which is
uniquely determined for each x of the set [x], then y is said to be a function
of x defined over the set [x]. (Wilson")

Let a and b be any two real numbers, where b > a. If to every value of x in
the interval a < x < b there corresponds a real number y, then we say that y
is a function of x in the interval (a, b) and we write y = f(x). (Carslaw")

If, to each point of the domain of the independent variable x, there be made
to correspond in any manner a definite number, so that all such numbers form
a new aggregate which can be regarded as the domain, or field, of a new variable
y, this variable y is said to be a (single valued) function of y.

In th;s definition no restriction is made a priori as regards the mode in which,
36 Harkness and Morley. A Treatise on the Theory of Functions, pp. 5r, 53. London,

1893.
22 Hobson, E. W. Op. cif., p. 259.
36 Knopp, K. Theory and Applications of Infinite Series (translated by L. C .Young).

London, 193o.
'4 d'Ahhemar, R. Leon: sus les principes de l'analyse, p. 24. Paris, 1922.
4° Lamb, H. An Elementary Course on Infinitesimal Calculus, p. 13. Cambridge,

1919.
41 Appell, P. Eliments d'analyse mathfmatique, p. I. Paris, 1921.
42 Wilson, E. B. Advanced Calculus, p. 4o. Boston, 1912.
43 Carslaw, H. S. Introduction to the Theory of Fourier's Series and Integrals (3rd

edition). London, 1930
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corresponding to each value of x, the value of y is assigned; and the conception
of the functional relation contains nothing more than the notion of determinate
correspondence in its abstract form, free from any implication as to the mode of
specification of such correspondence. In any particular case, however, the
special functional relation must be assigned by means of a set of prescribed
rules or specifications, which may be of any kind that shall suffice for the
determination of the value of y corresponding to each value of x. (Hobson")

Interrelation of mathematics and logic. This survey of the his-
tory of the fundamental terms of our subject would be incomplete
without some reference to the influence of mathematical philosophy
on logicand the reflex influence of logic on mathematics. All
the definitions so far quoted have had a strictly mathematical im-
plication. It should be observed, however, that the function con-
cept need not be restricted to numbers or to those problems which
we are accustomed to style mathematical. Thus the logical propo-
sition, 'All men are mortal', could al,o be expressed, 'If x is a man,
then x is a mortal, for all values of x', which is essentially a mathe-
matical form.4 Here x is a variable in the true mathematical sense,
since it may connote a particular man or any man belonging to
the class .man . Again, since two variables are related in the state
ment, the proposition is, in the mathematical sense, a functional
expression. Russell has given the name "propositional function"
to a statement of this kind.

By a propositional function we mean something which contains a variable x
nd expresses a proposition as soon as a value of x is assigned to x. That is to

say, it differs from a proposition solely by the fact that it is ambiguous: it con-
tains a variable of which the value is unassigned. It agrees with the ordinary
functions of mathematics in the fact of containing an unassigned variable;
where it differs is in the fact that the values of the functions are propositions."

Elsewhere Russell defines a propositional function as follows :

A propositional function is simply any expression containing an undeter-
mined constituent, or several undetermined constituents, and becoming a
proposition as soon as the undetermined constituents are determined. If I
say that 'x is a man' or 'it is a number', that is, a propositional function; so is
any formula of algebra, say (x y) (xy) = x2y=."
The word 'undetermined' used in this definition is to be preferred

" Hobson, E. W. Op. cis., p. 2,57.
6 Russell, IL Introduction to Mathematical
46 Whitehead, A. N. and Russell, Bertrand.

Cambridge, 1910.
47 Russell, B. "The Philosophy of Logical

p. 192, April, 1919.

Philosophy, Chap. XV. London, 1024.
Princi pia Mathematica, Vol. I, p. 38.

Atomisms." The Monist, Vol. XXIX,
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to the word 'ambiguous' used in the previous extract, for the inde-
terminate character of the variable is Its main characteristic, while
the characteristic of a mathematical function Is that there is a
determinate correspondence specified by the functional relation be-
tween the variables. Thus the characteristic notion of a variable is
that it may be identified with any term of a particular ensemble:
"the notions of any and of denoting are presupposed in the notion
of a variable.""

Let there be some proposition in which the phrase 'any a' recurs, where a
is some class. Then in place ot. 'any a' we may put x, where x is an undefined
member of the class isin other words, any a. The proposition then be-
comvs a function of x, which is unique when x is given.41

The example, 'All men are mortal,' will serve to exemplify the role
of the function concept in formal logic and in everyday speech ; it
will also serve to show how closely functional thinking is related to
intelligent thought in general. This aspect of functional thinking
has been the subject of close analysis by Russell, Whitehead, Frege,"
Royce," and others."

Examination of definitions. Having completed this historical
survey of the meaning of the terms 'variable' and 'function', let us
now proceed to examine some of the definitions that have been
quoted. It will be noted that most of the definitions enunciated
up to the time of Biermann, implicitly or explicitly, define a varia-
ble as a quantity. This is an erroneous conception. Quantities of
the same kind constitute a variable class, but the variable itself is
neither a quantity, nor a set of quantities composing a class. "If n
stands for any integ :, we cannot say that n is 1, nor yet that n is
2. nor yet that it is any particular number. In fact, n just denotes
any number and this is something quite distinct from each and all
of the numbers."" When we state that the variable x is a maxi-
mum at the point P, we do not assert that any quantity (x) is a
maximum at the point P, but that, at the point P, x has a maximum

" Russell, B. The Principles of Mathematics, p. 89.
49 op. cit., p. 463.
ao Frege, G. Die Grundiagen der Arithmetik. Breslau, 2884. See also Function and

begri,9. Breslau, 2893.
61 Royce, J. Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical Sciences, Vol. I. London, 1923.
u Kempe, A. B. "Memoir on the Theory of Mathematical Form." Philosophical

Transaci: CI,XXVII. See also "On the Relation between the Logical Theory
of Classes and the Geometrical Theory of Points." Proceedings of the L. .1f . S., Vol. XXI.
See also Peanr, G. Formulaire de mathematiques. Turin, 2895-19o8.

63 Russell, 13. Op. cit., pp. 9o, 91.
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quantity. Similarly, when we state that the variable x approaches
a limit L, we do not assert that any quantity x approaches L as a
limit. On the contrary, a limit is a quantity which may or may not
belong to khe variable. Neither can we define a variable as 'a set
of quantities', or a 'variable class', for the relation y a.v2 mould
then be meaningless; we cannot square a set of quantities. What
makes the definition of a variable difficult is the fact that the same
word Is used to indicate the variable itself and the quantities which
compose it. Dirichlet defines a variable as a quantity, but he re-
fers to "a single finite y" and "every x," showing that according
to his conception of the term, a variable is not itself a quantity, but
it is composed of quantities. Similarly, we cannot define a variable
as a number even when we restrict our inquiry to the numbers of
pure mathematics. A variable is not a number but is constituted
of a group of objects possessing the attribute of number.

Again, it will be noted that most of the definitions, from Bier-
mann's to the most recent, define a variable as a symbol of some
kind. That this is also an erroneous conception may be seen by
arguments similar to those that we have just used. The letter x,
by which the variai le Is identified, is a sign, or If taken as a
functional instrument, symbol," to indicate the existence of a
variable class of mathematical quantities, just as the word 'chair'
is a sign, or a symbol, to designate a variable class of social im-
plements. Mathematical symbols, like words, may be looked upon
as linguistic units, acting as functional substitutes for a variable
class of a certain kind. But the symbol is not the variable, nor
is the variable a symbol, We must distinguish between mathemati-
cal symbols and what they denote, just as in everyday speech we
distinguish between names and what they denote. Mathematics
is a symbolic science, but it is not a science of symbols. Failure
to recognize this fact has been responsible for many a wrong atti-
tude towards mathematics.

Definition of `variable'. The result of this discussion, then, is
that the word 'variable', though conveying a definite meaning, must
itself remain undefined. We may, however, define a variable, as

64 We distinguish between sign and symbol and use the latter word, in the Aristo-
telian sense, as an instrument of communication. The words 'sign' and 'symbol'
correspond to Aristotle's semeion and symbola. The latter word had a distinct social
implication.

See Ogden, C. K. and Richards, I. A. The Meaning of Meaning. London and New
York, tor 7.
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we define an angle, not by stating what it is, but by specifying
its constitution. So we suggest the following statement :

..ln aggregate of mathematical quantities constitutes a variable.
The variable can be identified with any of the number-values of
the aggregate, and is usually symbolized by a letter, which may be
used as a functional substitute for the variable.

In this definition the word 'aggregate' is used in its technical sense."
Definition of 'function' Although the definitions of the term

`function', which we have cited above, have been framed to suit
the particular types of investigation (e.g., Wilson's fur the theory
of point sets), they show a striking similarity of form. All of them"
give, implicitly or explicitly, the idea of determinate correspondence
within a certain domain. Few of them specify any condition of
order, but leave the order to be implied, The arrangement of the
quantities of a variable in order is essential but it is a matter of
convention. Any variable can be put into a functional relation
with any other variable or variables by adopting a convention that
will make the variables alike in order and put the quantities of the
variable in determinate correspondence. Correspondence can gener-
ally be effected in more than one way.

We set down, then, as the essential characteristics of a functional
relationship: order and correspondence. Thus when we state that
the variables y and x are in functional relationship within a certain
interval, we assert that, there is an order of the y's and an order
of the x's, which may be brought into correspondence, so that when
x has a quantity of a certain value, y has a corresponding quantity
of a certain value. So we arrive at the following definition :

Two variables y and x are in functional relation when there is a
determinate correspondence between the quantities xl, x2, x3, . . .

of the x variable and the quantities yi, y2) y3) . . of the y variable,
the order of the arrangement of the quantities of the two variables
being alike.

The function is defined, when the domain of the independent vari-

" In this definition of a variable we assume that a variable has at least two number-
values. Cantor, in his Theory of Aggregates, asserts that a single element may con-
stitute an aggregate.

See Cantor, G. "Beituigl :to Begrandung der tran.cliniten Jfengenlehre."
matirrhen Annalen, Vol. XLVI, p. 484.

se With the exception of such a definition as "any expression containing x is a
function of x," which is still popular in textbooks of algebra.
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able and the rule which enables us to compute the corresponding
values of the dependent variable are specified. It should be noted
that we have given a definition of a functional relation rather than
that of a function. Although the word 'function' must continue in
use, it would make for clearer thinking in schools if the longer
expressicn were used instead.

The specification of order and correspondence as essential quali-
ties of a functional relationship suggests the idea of correlation.
Russell employs this concept in his treatment of functions, when
he states that, in specifying a function, "the independent variable
is to be a series. The dependent variable is then a series by correla-
tion, and may also be an independent series. For example, the posi-
tions occupied by a material point at a series of instants form a
series by correlation with the instants, of which they are a func-
tion."" Thus the notion of correhision comes in naturally.

Examples of functional relatkonship. Betore we leave this
part of our subject it will not be out of place to insist that our best
examples of functional relationship and correlation come through
the study of concrete examples of physical change. When we
state that the extension of a strained spring is a function of the
tension applied, or that the distance traversed by a body falling
from rest is a function of the time that has elapsed since it started
or that the density of a gas is a function of its volume and pressure,
we are ..xpressing functional relationships between certain denomi-
nate quantities, which can actually he measured. If there is even
an element of truth in Rignano's contention" that thinking is the
mental execution of a series of experiments, it is important that
the experiments should be such that the pupil will readily appreci-
ate or sense them. Again, there is much to be gained by studying
the relationships between the variables involved in a physical
change, not as examples of cause and effect. as is so often done
in the science classroom, but simply as examples of functional cor-
relation. Viewed in this way even Mill's" canon of Concomitant
Variations becomes but the expression of a functional relationship.
School mathematics has suffered much in the past by being treated
merely the science of abstract symbolism. We urge that it be
studied rather as the science of concrete relations.

67 Russell. 13. Op. fir., pp. 264-65.
51 Rignano, E. The Psy:hology of Reasoning, Chap. IV. Low Ion, 1923.

Mill, J. S. A System of Logic, p. 263. Lundui., ON.
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE FUNCTION CONCEPT

Shortcomings of mechanistic psychology. A careful survey
of the available literature on the psychology of mathematics re-
veals the fact that, while there is an abundance of reliable material
on the abilities and skills of elementary mathematics,t there is
a dearth of material on the psychology of mathematical reasoning.

Thorndike has analyzed both the nature and the constitution of
arithmetical and algebraic abilities with characteristic insight and
thoroughness, but his inquiries have been concerned with the ac-
quisition of the technical skills of mathematics, rather than with
the conduct of mathematical reasoning. Indeed, he draws no dis-
tinction, except of degree, between these two abilities, for he writes:

Reasoning is not the negation of ordinary bonds, but the action of many of
them, especially the bonds with subtle elf ments of the situation. Some out-
side power does not enter to select and criticize; the pupil's own total repertory
of bonds relevant to the problem is what selects and rejects.2

In a later discussion of the same topic he confirms this view:
These higher powers are hi reality the cooperation of many connections of

bonds selected and given proper weight for some purpose.3

Still later, he says:

I conclude, therefore, . . . that there exists no fundamental physio-
logical contrast between fixed habits and reasoning.'

1 Thorndike, E. L. The Psychology of Arithmetic. New York, 1922. See also The
Psychology of Algebra. New York, 1928.

See also Rugg, IL 0. and Clark, J. R. "Scientific Method in the Reconstruction
of Ninth Grade Mathematics." Supplementary Educational Monographs, Vol. II,
No. 1, 1918.

Everett, J. P. The Fundamental Skills of Algebra. New York, 1928.
Symonds, P. M. "The Psychology of Errors in Algebra." Mathematics Teacher,

Vol. XV, p. 03, 1922.
Schreiber, E. "A Study of the Factors for Success in First Year Algebra." Mathe-

matics Teacher, Vol. XVIII, p. 54. 1925.
Judd, C. H. Psychology of Secondary Education, p. 107. New York, 1927.
1 Thorndike, E. L. The Psychology of Arithmetic, p. 194.
3 Thorndike, E. L. The Psychology of Algebra, p. 251.
Thorndike, E. L. human Learning, p. r6o. New York, 1931.

22
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This conclusion certainly possesses the great virtue of simplicity,
but it is not a simplicity that stimulates the imagination. By scien-
tific or logical simplicity we usually mean either simplicity in a
generalization or formula, or simplicity in the elements of which
the formula is constituted. Thorndike seems to have puLhased
simplicity in the former at the cost of greater complexity in the
latter, for the familiar 'bonds', which were first presented to us as
rather patient correlates of habits, now appear as functional agents,
having the power, not only of discrimination, but also of coopera-
tion in the production of abstract reasoning. Our elements seem
to have grown more complex in our hands.5 Such 'dispositional
plasticity' we are prepared to recognize, but only when associated
with a definitely conativistic conception of the mind. But we are
at present concerned not so much with the nature or structure of
the mind, as with the lmico-psychological schema or pattern to
which the mind, however we conceive it, conforms, when it is per-
forming its highef.t. functions.6

Examination of the concept of functionality by analogy.
Let us begin our discussion with a brief examination of the logical
bases of our subject. Here we shall make use of an analogy drawn
from the main concepts of our thesis.

We have already seen that the concept of functionality has four
main components or elements: class, order, variable, and correspond-
ence. We say that two variable classes are in functional relation,
when there is a determinate correspondence between the elements
of the two classes, these elements being arranged in some prescribed
order.

Class. In any mathematical discussion the class of the entities
with which we are dealing is either specified or implied. When we
specify our class to be, for example, 'the class of natural numbers
(C)'. we have in mind a definite set of elements which we repre-
sent by the symbol.,: i. 2 , 3, . . . . We include in this class all
natural numbers and exclude everything else : consequently, any

6 We are reminded of a rt.rnatk made by 1:Adineton that "whikt it is re;v.onable
to explain the complex in terms of the simple. this nere,carily involves the paradox
of explaining the familiar in terms of the unfamiliar."--ddington, A. S. "'Du. Ntran-
ing of Matter and the Laws of Nature According to the Theory of klatiity." Mind,
New Series, No. tit), p. r.15, Oct.. two.

Cf. Koffka. K. The Growth of Ike Mind, pp. (22 25 and Chap. IV. Lon Ion and
New York, to25.

See al4o KiLmano. E. Tire l',y,liolo;; of Reasoning, p. 22. London and New York,
1923.
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given number N either belongs to the class C or it does not so be-
long (The Law of the Excluded Middle.) In all classification there
is a dichotomous separation, expressed or implied, of the class
from the nonclass, or, in psychological terms, of 'figure' from
`ground'. In ordinary speech, however, a discrete classification of
this kind is not always possible. When we classify a color as blue,
we have in mind a more or less definite concept, which we desig-
nate 'blue', but we should have some difficulty in deciding when a
range of color shades ceases to be blue, and becomes either indigo
or white. A particular shade of blue will occupy a position or
grade between these two extremes. Similarly, when we assert that
a certain boy is clever, we place him in a class, the extremes of
which are obviously difficult to define. In fact, it may almost be
said of the boy that he does and he does not belong to the 'clever'
class. Illustrations of this kind could be multiplied indefinitely,
warning us that, when we have given an object a name, we have
not necessarily particularized its character. Mathematical educa-
tion should aim at obviating vagueness; it is a science of close
specification as well as of exact procedures.?

Order. Now the elements of a class may be arranged in order,
aLcording to some specific attribute or quality, thus making possible
subclasses and gradations of our main class. For example, the
class of natural numbers may be arranged in ascending or descend-
ing order, or, again, as primes and nonprimes. Similarly, a class
of students may be graded in order of merit, as A, B, and C, ac-
cording to some arbitrary or accepted scale of evaluation. The order-
ing of a mental series is essential, if we are to reason about the
series at all.

Continuity. As a special case of the concept of order we have
that of continuity, which is fundamental in everyday logic as it
is in mathematics. Russell has said, "The notion of continuity
depends upon that of order, since continuity is merely a particular
type of order."8 The class of real numbers, the class of points of a
line, the class of blues or grey, clever people or stupid people, all
suggest the same thought, that of gradation and continuity within a

7 This is not an argument against the Law of the Excluded Middle but against its
thoughtless application. As J. M. Keynes has remarked: "The so-called fundamental
laws of thought are to be regarded as the foundation of all reasoning in the sense that
consecutive thought and coherent argument are impossible unless they are taken
for granted." Formal Logic, p. 45o. London, xgo6.

sRussell, B. Mysticism and Logic, p. cu. London, 1921.
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particular class.a We say that an ordered class is continuous, in
the mathematical sense, if it is 'dense' and if it satisfies Dedekind's
Postulate of Sequence.l° It may be noted that this concept of con-
tinuity, which countenances no gaps, stands in contrast to that of
the class itself with its discrete bounds. A continuous set of ele-
ments may, of course, be separated into discrete classes at will, as in
the case of the Dedekind schnitt (Dedekind cut).

Again, we may note that specification within a continuous se-
quence implies a point of balance between two bounds or extremes.
Sometimes these extremes carry the implication of opposites or of
opposite classes or subclasses within a class, for example, in such
terms as rich and poor, high and low, good and bad. Whether
we judge a person to be rich or poor, depends, first, on the mean-
ing we attach to these terms, and, second, on the degree to which
the person approximates to one or other of the opposite extremes.
In the ultimate issue, therefore, our estimate or judgment of a
given quality will depend upon usage or experience. Schiller has
said : "There is imposed upon every logic which aspires to be more
than an artificial word-game, a far-reaching and unavoidable de-
pendence on experience."H This is certainly true of the logic of
life. Failure to recognize the existence of a continuity or a con-
tinuous sequence inevitably leads to confusion of thought. As illus-
trations from the realm of logic and psychology we may mention
such antitheses as percept and concept, deduction and induction,
analysis and synthesis, judgment and infe once, individual and
social, subjective and objective, which often lead us to useless diF-
putations as to whether a particular example belongs to one or the
other, whereas the real question in most cases should be: To what
degree does each enter?

The importance of the concept of continuity is seldom recognized
by writers on formal logic, who generally confine their attention to
clear-cut logical classes and ignore the fact that, in the logic of
life, such sharp dichotomous divisions are seldom manifested.
Among philosophical thinkers Dewey, perhaps more than any °Vier,
seems to have taken special care to avoid this error. On almost
every page of his Democracy and Education, to cite but one of his

Whitehead, A. N. The Axioms of Descriptive Geometry, Chap. T. Cambridge
Mathematical Tracts, No. 5. London, 19r4.

10 Young, J. W. Fundamental Concepts of Algebra and Geomc.ry. p. 82.
Schiller, F. C. S. "The Value of Formal Logic." Mind, New Series, No. 162,

p. 46, Jan., 1932.
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works, he has given practical expression to the concept of con-
tinuity, although he has not formulated that concept as a principle.
A single quotation will suffice:

Any activity with an aim implies a distinction between an earlier incomplete
phase and a later completing phase; it implies also intermediate steps. To
have an interest is to take things as entering into such a continunuily de-
veloping situation, instead of taking them in isolation. . . . The word interest
suggests, etymologically, what is between that which connects two things
otherwise distant.12

Schiller, the most persistent exponent of the 'personal' method in
logic, has defined Dewey's attitude as follows:

Dewey sheaved that there was a glaring. contrast between the theory of
Formalism and the practice of the Sciences, between the precepts of Logic as
to how men ought to acquire knowledge and the methods by which they
actually succeeded in doing so.13

Limit. Associated with the concept of continuity is that of the
limit. In this connection it is important to note that the modern
conception of a limit does not specify whetter or not a variable is
equal to its limit. All that this conception requires is that the
numerical value of the difference between the variable and its limit
shall become and remain less than some arbitrarily assigned posi-
tive number, in other words, that the variable shall converge to
the limit. We suggest that the mathematical notion of a limit has
its counterpart in psychology. A concept, for example, may be
looked upon as the limit of a variable class of percepts, and, being
of the nature of limit, it is not necessarily identical with any par-
ticular element of the class. Again, a causal series of events may
be taken as an illustration of a doubly-bounded infinite sequence.
Consider the causal series involved in the stimulus-response situa-
tion: kitty-kittymeow-meow, Here we have a continuous series
of events, spatial and temporal, with end-points in the stimulus
and response, respectively. These end-points are mathematical
limits of the set ies R, to which there is no first or last term.
'hat, then, is the first term of the stimulus or the last term of
the response series? Again, what is the stimulus? Is it a single
term of an infinite sequence or its summation? Surely the latter.
The same is true of the response. Again, since the S--+ R series is

12 Dewey, J. Democracy and Education, pp. 149, Mi. New York, 1929.
13 Schiller, F. C. S. Op. cit., p. 53.
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continuous, where is the point of separation of S and R? A little
reflection will show that there is no point of separation. The 4%!
stimulus is meaningless apart from the response and the response
meaningless apart from the stimulus. The total situation .3-* R
is a mathematical whole, with mathematical limits as its end-points.

Variable. Our third component of functionality is the variable,
which we have defined as an aggregate of mathematical elements.
Thus. the class of natural numbers constitutes a variable, which
may be represented by a symbol identifiable with each and every
element of the class. Similarly the word 'man' is a variable symbol,
by which any one of the class of men may be identified. Names
are symbols of the variables of human discourse. In mathematical
logic the variable is identified with elements of a set of quantities,
which, in the large majority of cases, vary or differ, but which may
also be constant. So, in the logic of everyday use, one term may be
used to denote an element of a varied or ordered sequence, another
to denote an object of a constant class. Thus the word 'blue', as
we have already seen, may do duty for a large variety of shades
of blueness, but Wedgwood blue is, so we are told, the same the
world over. Thus, to the word 'blue' a quantitative estimate may be
applied. A particular blue may be estimated a dark or a light blue,
somewhere in the interval indigo to Chinese white. This quantita-
tive estimate is applicable to all logical classes which imply an
ordered sequence cr a continuity.14.15 Bridgesl° has made practical
use of this idea in her judgment of the emotional characteristics of
young children. According to her, the emotional condition of an

"Ogden, R. M. Psychology and Education, p. 364. New York, 1926.
In his discussion of "Thinking and Reason," Ogden has suggested both the idea of

gradation and that of quantitative estimate. "Steps will then appear in the gradient.
. . . Whenever a serial order of steps appears, we have the possibility of quantifica-
tion."

" Since the above discussion was written, the writer's attention has been drawn to
a book entitled The Technique of Controversy by B. B. Bogoslovsky (London and New
York, ro2g). This book is a highly original and practical treatment of the logic of
everyday thinking. Bogoslovsky's Principle of Polarity, his Principle of Partial
Functionirrg, and his Principle of Quantitative Indices have a close resemblance to
the principles suggested by us. They have been worked out with a wealth of detail
that give great force to the main thesis. Bogoslovsky's terms are expressive of their
inner meaning and could be applied, with advantage, to the concepts that we have
defined.

" Bridges, K. M. The Social and Emotional Development of the Pre-School Child.
London, mt.
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infant at any particular moment may be estimated quantitatively on
the scale of excitement, between the opposite extremes distress and
delight. Watson uses a similar scale ranging between fear and
affection.

Correspondence. Finally, we come to the idea of a correspond-
ence between variables, which we designate a function. As we
have seen, the essential characteristic of a function, beyond that
of the variable, is correspondence. Since every element of the
variable class of natural numbers can be put into correspondence
with the elements of another variable class of numbers, known as
the 'squares' of the natural numbers, one class is a function of
another. This correspondence is usually symbolized by an equa-
tion: y = x2. The notion of function need not, however, be re-
stricted to mathematical classes. As Russell has said: "The notion
of function need not be confined to numbers, or to the uses to which
mathematicians have accustomed us ; it can be extended to all cases
of one-many relations, and 'the father of x' is just as legitimately a
function of which x is the argument as is 'the logarithm of x'.""

Some of the correspondences of pure mathematics are definite
and precise, others involve the factor of probability, leading us to
what is known as 'statistical inference.'" Correspondences of both
types are met with in life, fro -n the unequivocal statement of fact,
to the more hypothetical inductions from experience. Dewey's
"complete act of thought" is, in its ultimate analysis, a functional
process of the second kind.19

The concept of correspondence naturally suggests the relation
of cause and effect, which is not usually considered to be a mathe-
matical relation. Nevertheless, the data upon which judgments of
causation are based are strictly mathematical. Newton himself in-
sisted on this point and maintained, in his Principia, that when
enunciating formulas he was merely expressing correlations of
observed facts. Russell maintains that there is nothing more in
the notion of cause than a spatio-temporal continuity between se-
quent events-" AO he. _tbfrefore v.commends that theusefaf the
term be abandoned. "The word 'cause' is so inextricably bound
up with misleading associations as to make its complete extrusion

'7 Russell, 13. harm/H/ion to Mathematical Philosophy, p. 46,
19 Keynes, J. M. .4 Treative on Probability, p. 32 7. London, 1922.
19 Dewey, J. low 13'e Think. London, 1928 and 1933. See also Democracy and

Education, p. r 76. New York, r925.
=" Russell, B. The Analycis of Mind, Chap. V. London, 1928.
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from the philosophical vocabulary desirable."21 While we are ut'-
willing to go to this extreme, we suggest that, as a first rule of scien-
tific method, mathematical relations derived from physical observa-
tion should be interpreted as correlations rather than illustrations
of preconceived relations of cause and effect.

Before we leave this part of our subject, let us note that. just as
the concept of continuity brings into our terms of speech an ele-
ment of uncertainty, or even of ambiguity, so it brings uncertainty
into our judgment. The proposition, 'Mathematics is essential to
the modern world', may be an acceptable conclusion to most teachers
of mathematics, but it involves the variables, mathematics, essential,
and modern world, the exact meanings of which few, if any, feel
capable of defining.

One problem of practical interest is whether, in functional think-
ing, one type of logical pattern is dominant or not. It has been
generally accepted in the past that the syllogism is, as .eibniz has
expressed it, "a kind of universal mathematics," and that all mathe-
matical thinking is syllogistic. Against this view there have re-
cently appeared many dissentients. Brown, in an article, "Mind
and Mathematical Ability," says, "One fact that has been definitely
placed beyond doubt, by recent experimental investigation, is that
men do not, as a rule, think syllogistically."22 ;c, by syllogistic
reasoning, he means the syllogistic form of argument, then he is
undoubtedly right, but we submit that the syllogism may sometimes
be found where its presence is not suspected. There iL, often an im-
plied syllogism, even in apparently simple statements of fact. The
statements: 'Newton was a genius', and 'Even Newton was falli-
ble', will illustrate the point. Ballard seems to be on safer ground
when he asserts that "Every attempt to press mathematical rea-
soning into the syllogistic mould has failed."23 This is certainly
true, for to do so would be to ignore all those mathematical truths
that are the products of inductive reasoning. Induction is the
method of discovering general truths; deduction the method of
expounding them.

Induction and deduction. Several attempts have been made
to determine which of the two methods of teaching, the inductive

21 Russell, B. Mysticism and Logic, p. rSo. London.
22 Brown, W. "Mind and Mathematical Ability." Mind and Personality, p. 112.

London. to 26.
2 Ballard, P. B. Teaching Ike Essentials ofArithmetic, p. to. London, 1923.
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or the deductive, is the more efficient in the development of con-
cepts. The issue is still in doubt. The evidence given in the studies
of Winch, Hu11,2' Fisher," and Fowler" is certainly conflicting.
The most recent of these studies is that of Fowler, who has main-
tained the superiority of the deductive method: "The results of
the whole series of experiments have shown that the deductive
method of teaching, where there is an explanation of the relation-
ship to be taught and immediate reference to particular cases, is
much better than the inductive one."" So many variable factors
entered into this investigation, that the results can hardly be ac-
cepted as conclusive. One cannot help feeling that the inductive
exercises were too difficult for the subjects to whom they were
given.

In functional thinking" the deductive and inductive methods of
reasoning are naturally and justly blended, for while the main
objective is the establishment of a generalization, the process is
tested and reinforced at all points by deductive inference.

Functional thinking involves a similar blending of the operations
of analysis and synthesis; for functional thinking is creative think-
ing, and creative thinking cannot proceed without the exercise of
both operations. Kant has said, "To separate is to unite," By
separating the function into its elements, we tend to make it a
unity. In this respect functional mathematics stands superior to
the mathematics of the traditional type, which was, at least in
its presentation, almost exclusively synthetic. Functional mathe-
matics invites us to discover, rather than to verify truth.

The psychology of functional thinking. Let us now examine
the psychology of our subject more closely.

In its ultimate analysis functional thinking is thinking in terms
24 Winch, W. H. Inductive versus Deductive Methods of Teaching. Baltimore, 2913.
26 Hull, C. L. "Quantitative Aspects of the Evolution of Concepts." Psychological

Monographs, No. 123. 19ao.
27 Fisher, S. C. "The Process of Generalizing Abstraction." Psychological Mono-

graphs, No. go. 1916.
27 Fowler, H. L. "The Development of Concepts: An Investigation into Methods

of Teaching." British Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. I, p. 13, Feb., 2931.
Note that we are using the term 'functional thinking' as the equivalent of think-

ing in terms of fundamenis present as variables functionally related in the mathe-
matical sense.' Although the view expressed in this chapter has certain resemblances
to functional psychology (see Carr, H. "Functionalism." Psychologies of 1930.
Worcester, Mass., 1930), the term 'functional thinking' is simply another expression
for thinking mathematically.
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of relations.2U This does not place functional thinking in any ex-
clusive category, for it may be said that all thinking is thinking in
terms of relations." The special character of functional thinking
is the nature of its relations, which are, as we have seen, concerned
with correspondences between variable classes. Functional think-
ing is not the special privilege of man, for it is true of functional,
as of perceptual, thinking, that "the difference between the per-
ceptions of a dog and the thoughts of a sage is a difference not in
the nature of the process but in its range and complexity and in
the materials with which it works."" Many interesting illustra-
tion,. of this fact have been given in recent years by the exponents
of the Gestalt psychology.

In discussing the subject of relational thinking we naturally turn
to Spearman, who has made an exhaustive study of cognitive activity
in all its aspects. Spearman has shown that all relational thinking
can be reduced to the operation of three fundamental principles,
which he styles "noegenetic principles."32 The first principle states
that one has an apprehension of one's own experience, or power, to
a greater or less degree, to observe what goes on in one's own mind;
the second principle (Eduction of Relations) states that "The men-
tally presenting of any two or more characters, simple or complex,
tends to evoke immediately a knowing of relation between them" ,33
and the third principle (Eduction of Correlates) states that "The
presenting of any character together with any relation tends to
evoke immediately a knowing of the correlative character."34 It
is with the second and third of these principles that we are more
immediately concerned. Representing the relation R between two
fundaments :1 and B in the symbolic form .4 4* R4--> B, the prin-
ciple of the eduction of relations states that, when A and B are
given, R may be educed (A B), and the principle of the
eduction of correlates that, when A and R are given, B may be

R9 We may state that A is related to B, when A possesses an attribute which could
not exist in the absence of B.

3° Vailati and Russell have both pointed out that geometrical thinking is relational
thinking. See Whitehead, A. N. The Axioms of Descriptive Geometry, p. r. London,
1914.

31 Nunn, T. P. Mutation, Its Data and First Principles, p. 207. London, 03o.
33 Spearman, C. The Nature of 'Intelligence' and the Principles 4 Cognition. Londnn

and New York, 1923. (Second edition, 1927.) See also The Abilities of Man: Their
Nature and Measurement, Chap. XI. London and New York, 1927.

"Spearman, C. The Nature of 'Intelligence' and the Peinciples of Cognition, p. 63.
"Spearman, C. Op. cit., p. 9t.
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educed (A R B). The ability to continue an arithmetical
series 2, 4, b. . . requires the exercise of both types of eduction,
In the first instance, R is a function of A and B and in the second,
B is a function of A and R.

The iundaments, or raw materials, of the relations with which
we are here concerned are certain mathematical elements and re-
lations derived from these elements. In mathematical thinking
these fundaments and their cognized relations become organized
into mental patterns, or schemata, more or less stable, more or less
clearly abstracted. In the lower forms of life schemata are used
only in immediate perceptual situations ; in the higher forms the
schemata have greater stability and can thus be successfully directed
towards an absent or remote situation. The ability of man to re-
tain schemata, when removed from their perceived fundaments,
may be justly regarded as an index of his intelligence. A child of
low intelligence cannot see that, if A is as tall as B, and B is as tall
as C, then A is as tall as C, not because he is unable to cognize
the relations between the fundaments in pairs, but because, while
cognizing the relationship of B and C, he cannot carry and integrate
the relationship of A and B into the new schema. It is only when
.4 and C are placed in juxtaposition, either concretely or imagina-
ti-ely, that the new schema is established.

When two comparable fundaments are presented to us, we im-
mediately proceed to educe a relation of some kind between them.
This relation may be educed with varying degrees of abstraction,
from the vague cognition that there is a similarity or a difference
between the fundaments to consi,:rius discrimination and definition.
For example, one child on being presented with the series, 5, 8, ix,
. . . , said. "Getting bigger": another remarked, "Going up by
threes." Again, some children, on being presented with the se-
quence, i 2 3, 2 3 4, 3 4 5 . . . , merely sensed the rhythm of the
number-grouping; others, in addition, cognized the actual number
relationships. In the vast majority of relation- schemata various de-
grees of particularization are possible. This is of the greatest im-
portance in teaching.

It is i.uportant to note that relations may be usable although not
completely abstracted. This was one of the most interesting re-
sults of the tests given in Appendix A. Many of the pupils tested,
when asked why they had continued the series. 2, 4, 6, . , with
the numbers 8 and io (in arithmetical progression), and the series,
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a, 4, 8, . , , with the numbers 16, 3: (in geometrical progres.
Mon), remarked, at first, that they did not kilow." But they were
able to use the correct relation, This ability to use relations that
have not been fully abstracted has been noticed by Spearman, who
writes:

Cooperation between the preparatory phase of obtaining relations and the
ipplicative phase of educing correlates becomes especially intimate and
obvious when the transition from the one phase to the other occurs in a direct
manner. This happcas whenever the relationalthough still, as ever, the
vital factor in the whole processnevertheless does not happen to arrive at
the stage of being abstracted from its fundaments (or even perhaps from
intik idual occurrence at all). Despite thus remaining still embodied in certain
concrete and particular cases, it nevertheless can already be applied to further
cases no less concrete and particular.

The possibility of such direct transference has been already noticeable in all
our classes of experimental examples. Most prominent of all in this respect
was the test of Analogies. In ordinary life, also, the most conspicuous in-
stances are those designated as 'inference by analcsgy.' To this class must be
ascribed almost all pre-scientific deduction and evi.a conduct. Hy its means
men must have learnt to seek shelter on seeing the sky grow black, countless
ages before they could formulate any abstract relations of meteorology's

As a general rule, we may state that when two fundaments are
presented and maintained together the relations or schemata tend
to undergo progressive clarification. This is analogous, in the psy-
chology of perception, to the Gestalt Law of Priignanz (pregnancy),
that perceptual configurations tend to become more and more
sharply defined. The progressive clarification of a relation may
imply a form of mental maturation, whereby the relation becomes
gradually and unconsciously strengthened, or that the state of ab-
straction is, in the true mathematical sense, the limit of a series of
cognized relations which have become progressively wore complex.
The interpretation of a graph offers an excellent illustiation of pro-
gressive clarification, from the elementary cognition of geometrical
form to the complete analysis of the equation of the graph, Spear-
man maintains that "abstraction is the climax of eduction";

The explanation of the whole matter, then, seems to be that all cognitive
growth -wLether by eduction of relations or by that of correlates -consist~
in a progressive clarification; the mental content emerges out of a state of utter
indistinguishability and ascends into ever-increasing cli. tinguishability. Su
soon as any ilem of mental content has become sulliciently clear :old dis-

n Examination showed that they hail nut mmorizod the geometrical series at
any time previously.

3S Spearman, C. Op. cit., p. too.
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tinguishable, then and then only it admits of being abstracted; that is to say.
it can be 'intended' apart from its context. And when this happens, it can
be thought of separately and given a name."

The end of abstraction is, then, to reinforce the schema and to
convert it into a more stable configuration, thereby enabling it to
serve as a fundament for higher schemata, Thus the schema be-
comes a 'disposition pattern', possessing a certain purposive in-
tegrity. In the process of abstraction the concept acts as if it had
acquired a momentum in the direction of its clarification. As it
continues to function in this direction, it becoms still further
clarified, and the fundaments from which it was derived acquire a
fuller and fuller meaning. This is what Dewey means when he
says that a concept is essentially "operational."

Now, although the process of clarification is unidirectional, it
gives Ilse to a reverse reciprocal action. It is as if the funda-
ments A and B were held by tensile forces to the relation R in such
a way that the abstraction of the relation from the fundaments
tended to produce a compensating stress towards them. Suppose,
for example, that A and B are related through R according to the
formula A 4--). B, and that subsequently the abstracted rela-
tion R is applied to new fundaments A' and B' to give us A' R

B', then, not only will the relationF be strengthened in the new
situation, but the original fundaments A and B will also tend to be
reciprocally strengthened. Such a reciprocal activity may be con-
ceived to be the first half-period of a sustained oscillation. Thus, by
a process of mental interlacing, the whole series of schemata be-
comes integrated, each new set of related funr:aments acting re-
ciprocally on all that have preceded it.

This principle of reciprocal activity is of fundamental importance
in functional thinking. In the endeavor to relate two sets of varia-
bles the mind is in a state of tension or indetermination between
the elements of the variables and oscillates between them, until
the law of correspondence has been abstracted or established. This
state of indetermination is not blankness but active and creative
thinking. Functional thinking involves a two-fold operation of
analysis: one we shall describe as a horizontal analysis, an analysis
of the order of the variable itself, and the other as a vertical
analysis, or an analysis of the correspondence between the ordered
variables. Illustrations of these two procedures will be given later.

" Spearman, C. The Abilities of Man, p. nó.
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So far we have been dealing with the structural aspect of our
subject, our main purpose being to study the schematic form of
functional thinking. As we have already indicated. schemata are
to be regarded not merely as structures having a static configuration
but rather as dynamic entities having a directional or purposive in-
tegrity. The best physical analogy we can give is that of the gas
vortex ring, which not only has a visible stt ictural form, but also
possesses intrinsic kinetic energy. This energy becomes manifest
only when the ring reacts to an external stimulus. The efficiency
of schemata depends partly upon their complexity and stability
and partly on their purposive or purposeful energy, or on what
NIcDougall has called "the selectivity of the desire."

Psychological aspect of the reasoning process. We now turn
our attention from the schemata themselves to their mode of activ-
ity in the conduct of functional thinking.

.1s we have already indicated, the term 'function' may be used
either to denote an operation or to express a COTPTS PO11(1010'. In
mathematics the word is used almost exclusively to define a corre-
spondence between two or more variables. When we speak of the
function of a mathematical sign or symbol, we have in mind the use.
of such a sign or symbol employed .as an operator : when we state
that v is a function of x, we are expressing the fact that there is a
determinate correspondence between all the number values rep-
rest nted by the symbol y and those represented by the symbol x.
In either case, the word 'function' has a dynamic implication. This
is obvious when the word is used to indicate an operation. but a
little reflection will show that, even when used in the second sense,
the notion of activity is implicit, for correspondence requires, first,
the arranging of the elements of our variable in order, and. second,
the placing of corresponding elements together to determine their re-
lationship. Function is thus an operation or experiment in thought.

kignano. in his study, The Psychology of Reasoning. maintains
that all reasoning is nothing else than a series of operations or
experiments performed in the mind, and that the logical process
of thought is identical with perceptual reality itself. -To think
of making an experiment allows us to perform in imagination, with
very great rapidity, not only this single experiment but a very great
and practicall infinite series of experiments, mentally varied in
certain of their conditions and so to verify that they all give the
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same result."38 This imagined experiment he calls, following Mach,
a "thought experiment" (Gedanken experiment). Reasoning may
be regarded, in a very real sense as the process of observing or 'see-
ing' relationships.

Rignano applies this idea of the thought experiment to the whole
range of mathematical reasoning. "Reasoning," he says, "in addi-
tion to being a true thought experiment takes further the form of
determinate classificatory operations (comprising inclusions, ad-
junctions, intersections, etc., of classes) performed upon mate-
rials already produced and presented to the mind by the preceding
creative act of the combining imagination. The form of deduc-
tion by means of operations performed upon classes to which any
reasoning whatever can thus be reduced is nothing else than a kind
of cataloguing of the results of determinate experiments after these
laws have already been mentally performed by the combining
imagination."39 According to Rignano, any form of deduction is a
static mode of regarding the products of a dynamic process.

Miller, nearly fifteen years before, had expressed a similar thought
when he regarded "the act of thought as the preliminary imagining
in advance of all the results of one of our particular modes of pro-
cedure."40 Others have also emphasized the dependence of pure
thought on prior perceptual experience. Mach says: "It is erro-
neous to assert that the straight line is recognized as the shortest
line by mere visualization. It is true that we can reproduce in
imagination, with perfect accuracy and reliability, the simultaneous
change in form and length which the string [line] und.2rgoes. But
this is nothing more than a reviviscence of a prior experiment with
bodies, an experiment in thought.'" We find the same idea in the
work of Hollingworth, who regards thought as the use in the solu-
tion of problems of substitutes Li, symbols for the real objects and
processes that belong to the problem. The symbol may be 'an

39 Rignann, E. The Psychology of Reasoning, p. 84. London and New York, ro23.
This book is an elaboration if a paper: "Sur la methode d'enseignement des mathe-
matiques et des sciences pt.ur la formation du futur maitre." See also Revue de
metaphysique el de morale, May, June, igIQ.

39 Rignann, E. The Psychology of Reoning, p. JO.
40 Miller, I. E. The Psychology of Thinking, pp. 133-34. New York, Iwo.
41 Mach, E. Space and Geometry in the Light of Phyiological, Psychological and

Physical Inquiry, p. 62 (translated by T. J. McCi,rmack). Chicago, root). For a
criticism of Mach's philosophy, see Cohen, M. R. Reason and Nature, p. 40. London,
1931.
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object, a word, a diagram, a mathematical symbol, or it mental
itnage'.4='

Dewey has made the thought experiment the basis of his philos-
ophy of instrumentalism, In his Quest for Certainty. he says, "All
conceptions, all intellectual descriptions, must be formulated in
terms of operations, actually or imaginatively possible." And he
proceeds:

Thz significant difference is that of two types of possibility of operation,
material and symbolic. This distinction, when frozen into the dogma of two
orders of Being, existence anti essence, gives rise to the notion that there are
two tvI)eS of logic and two criteria of truth, the format anti the material, of
which the former is higher and more fundamental. In truth, the formal
development is a specialized offshoot of material thinking. It is derived
ultimately from acts performed, and constitutes an extension of such acts made
possible by symbols, on the basis of congruity with one another.;;

Piaget distinguishes between two types of thought experimeir.
The first is mereiy productive, being the repetition in imagination of
experiences that have actually occurred : the second is productive or
creative and involves the abstraction of an extrinsic relation and its
application to new and varied cases." But the difference is one
of degree rather than of kind. In functional thinking both types
of thought experiment are active.

Our purpose in quoting these authorities is partly to uphold the
thesis that mathematical reasoning is ideal experiment, and partly
to support the view that school mathematics should he taught as
the symbolic expression of actual or potential activity : in other
words, that school mathematics should he presented as a concrete
and dynamic. rather than as an abstract and static, science. We do
not think that the function concept can be grasped by the average
student in any other way. Mathematics is the projection of life
upon the plane of human imagination.

Ideal relations. Now, the conduct of experiment involves the
following main activities: the collecting of data, the arrangement
of the data according to some attribute or quality, the identifica-
tion of the data by name, and the interpretation of the data so
organized in terms of relations or correlations that have been found
to subsist between them. In other words, experiment involves the

42 Hollingworth, II. L. The Psychology of Thought, pp. 4, I I. New York. 1026.
43 Dewey, J. The Quest for Certainty, p, 16o. New York, ro29.
44 Piaget, J. Judgment and Reasoning in the Child, p. 235. London and New York,

1928.
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recognition of the mathematical concepts: class, order, variable, and
correspondence. These concepts are implicit in Spearman's "ideal"
relations, those relations which we recognize as universal, or which
we associate with all types of fundaments. Spearman's ideal rela-
tions are those of likeness, conjunction, and evidence."

The simplest of these ideal universal relations is that of like-
ness. It is important to note, however, that fundaments may show
the relation of likeness when taken in one context and unlikeness
when taken in another. For example, real numbers are alike in
one context (as real numbers) but unlike in another (as rationale
and irrationals). Similar triangles are alike as to shape, but, in
general. they will be unlike as to size. It is inevitable that the
terms 'like' and unlike' should be used somewhat ambiguously,
but care should be taken, especially in elementary mathematics, to
qualify the terms whenever they are used."

The relation of likeness gives us the concept of a class. Mathe-
matics begins with the formation of classes of elements that are
mutually alike. And just as the mathematical fundaments of which
a variable is constitutes, may be alike or unlike in different
contexts, so the same fundaments may, on different occasions,
be constituents of different classes. In view of the fundamental
importance of the class in mathematics, particularly in the de-
velopment of the idea of the variable, we have given special at-
tention to it.

The first, and perhaps most important, characteristic of mathe-
matical classes is the possibility of arrangement in order, which
we have already specified as order of value, order in space, and
order in time. The concept of the variable is possible only when
ordered sequences exist. Order in time is usually accepted as in-
tuitivc. For us, as for Newton, time flows uniformly. But it flows
uniformly because events succeed one another uniformly; in other
words, because events in space and time are correlated. Guyau
claims that the concept of order in time is not temporal but spatial.
"In truth, when we localize an event in time, we attach our points
of reference to space, and our short-cuts are in reality spatial short
cuts, representations of mental pictures, with the distances vaguely
imagined, which receive definiteness by means of number. Our

46 Spf,arman, C. The Nature of Intel;igence' and the Prinriplos of Cognition, p. 2.
46 The relation of lik, !less between sets of numbers and geometrical forms is brought

out in several of the tests, especially in N. 5 and 6.
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representation even of time itself, our image of time, is in a spatial
form."a7 There is much truth in this statement, for as Bergson has
said, "Man invariably spatializes time." It is important to note,
however, that to conceive time in spatial form requires the ability
to conceive space, and also number, in ordered sequence. In the
course that we have outlined we begin with the arrangement of
numbers or things in order of value or magnitude (tabular arrange-ment). We then represent this arrangement as order in space
(graphical arrangement). At a later stage we represent order in
time, both in tabular and in graphical form. Thus tabulation and
graphical representation enter as essential processes in the de-
velopment of the concept of the variable.

Closely connected with the idea of order is that of rhythm, which
we may define as an ordered sequence of contrasts in number, space,
and time. Sonnenschein defines rhythm as follows: ''Rhythm is
that property of a sequence of events in time, which produces on
the mind of the observer the impression of proportion between the
durations of several events or groups of events of which the se-
quence is composed!"a4 Whitehead has given an important place
to rhythm in the stabilization of reason. "The rhythm of life is
not merely to be sought in simple cyclical recurrence. The cycle
element is driven into the foundation, and varieties of cycles and
cycles of cycles, are elaborated. The cycle is such that its own
completion provide the conditions for its own mere repetition."'"
According to Whitehead, the function of rhythm is to delay fatigue
and thus to facilitate reason. The attractiveness of rhythm was
well illustrated in the remarks of the pupils who took the tests de-
scribed in Appendix A. In the oral examination with Test I every
pupil noticed the rhythmical character of the numbers and several
remarked that they were easily able to continue the series when they
found that the numbers were "like the beat of a drum.- -like danc-
ing." "like music." The satisfaction derived from the detection of
the rhythm was evident. In most cases the pattern of the rhythm
functioned as a conceptual unit. The apprehension of the groups in
rhythmical form seemed to facilitate thought by giving stability to
the fundaments. There is no doubt that we have lost much in
mathematical teaching by not appealing to rhythm more frequently.

Guyau. J. M. Genrce de Tike de temps, p 69. Paris, 1022.
"S,nnenschein, E. A. WI Pa is Rhythm? p. 16. London, 19.15.
49 Whitehead, A. N. The Function of Reagm, p. 17. P;inceton, 1029.
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In the course that we have outlined we have not specified where ad-
vantage may be taken of the child's rhythmical sense. It may be
noted, however, that illustrations of rhythm are to be found, not
only in the subject matter of mathematics, but also in the mode of
mathematical expression. For example: When comparing two

similar triangles ABC and X YZ, we write AB BC' CA

X Y YZ ZX
1Brather than L-- The former, in addition to being more

BC YZ
comprehensive, is more easily grasped, partly because it is hori-
zontally cyclic and partly because it is vertically rhythmic.

The second of Spearman's ideal universal relations is that called
conjunction, the relation which is expressed in the act of combina-
tion and the obverse act of division. This relation is the basis
of the concept of quantity, whether concerned in counting or in
measuring. It presupposes some relation of likeness, for quantities
can only be combined or conjoined, when they possess like quali-
ties. We may attach a meaning to the summation lc ft. + r yd.
but we cannot give meaning to r ft. + r hr., except by an arti-
fice. This restriction to conjunction has to be borne in mind
in all number theory, for example, in dealing with complex
numbers or in vector algebra. The Hankel-Schubert Principle
of Permanence is a recognition of the possibility of such im-
permanence of operation. The relation of conjunction, as Spear-
man has remarked, "when taken with its obverse aspect of division,
as also its special case of ordination . . . supplies the whole basis
of arithmetic (inc.:aiding algebra) and half that of geometry."5° It
is the foundation of all summation and integration, and, incidentally
of the concept of the mean. In its obverse aspect it implies the
operations of division and differentiation. Thus the relation of
conjunction is the basis of mathematics as a calculus.5'

The third of Spearman's ideal universal relations is that of
evidence. Spearman is careful to distinguish between the cog-
nizing of a relation by evidence and the cognizing of a relation of
evidence.52 The former type of cognition is inherent in all rela-
tional thinking; the latter, as Spearman has observed, "especially

10 Spearman, C. Op. cit., p. 72.
It We suggest that mathematics should be viewed from three fundamental stand-

points: (r) as function, (2) as a calculus, and (3) as a logic.
Spearman, C. Abilities of Man, p. 168. See also The Nature of 'Intelligence' and

the Principles of Cognition, p. 72.
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belongs to reasoning." The important character of the cognition of
a relation of evidence is not the schema employed in reasoning, but
the mind's critical analysis of the schema's functioning. In cogniz-
ing a relation of evidence, the mind is critically examining its own
processes. This examination is, in substance, a thought experiment,
based ultimately on the inexorable law of nature that two bodies
cannot occupy the same position in space at the same time. And
if they cannot occupy the same position in space they have an order
in space, and an order '.1 space makes both geometry and physics
possible. The law of ..npenetrability, which forbids two bodies to
occupy the same position in space is the simplest expression of the
law of causation. Claremont has made the eirect perception of cau-
sation the fundamental factor in intelligence. He writes, "The ulti-
mate intelligence factor is the power to become aware of the necessity
in the very nature of things of certain causal relationships, and,
again, "Intellig,:nce is a faculty by which the mind becomes aware
of such inexorable interconnections between things and events, and
that in the 'intelligent activity' :.,uch awareness is made use of
(i.e., it is a factor producing or modifying such activity)."34 A
similar thought is contained in a statement of McDougall that " 'In-
sight' is the grasping of, or intuition of, relations, more especially
relations of time, space, and causality."55

The beginning of, and the incentive to, reasoning is incomplete-
ness. There is a gap to be filled, a deficiency to be made good, an
incompatability to be rectified, or an inconsistency to be put right.
Such a sense of incompleteness is a call to action, to complete, fulfil,
rectify, or put right, as the case may be.

Application of the principles. The bearing of the principles
that we have just reviewed on the psychology of functional think-
ing will now be obvious. Let us suppose that we have two rows
of corresponding numbers, which we label x and y rows.

2 3 4

4 9 i6 25

From an examination of the numbers in the x row which we shall
designate a horizontal analysis, we educe certain relations, such

63 Claremont, C. A. Intelligence and Mental Growth, p. 25. New York, 2928.
64 Ibid., p. 3 r .
66 McDougall, W. Modern Materialism and Emergent Evolution, p. 37. New York,

2929.
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as 'increasing order', or 'progression', or 'going up by me's', the
degree of particularization depending on the efficiency of our re-
lational cognition. Tnen, from an examination of the y row (hori-
zontal analysis), we educe other relations, such as 'increasing
order', or 'increasing, but not uniformly', or 'all squares'. Now
from an examination of the numbers in the same columns, which
we shall call a vertical analysis, we educe the relations 4 = 2 X 2
or 4 = 22: 9 = 3 -I- 6 or 9 = 32; and so forth. Finally, we use the
relations themselves as fundaments. and educe the general relation
that numbers in the y column are the squares of corresponding
numbers in the x column. We express this relation in the form of
an equation, y = x2.

At first sight, the ahnve reasoning seems to employ only the
Principle of Relation Eduction, but a closer scrutiny of the mental
processes involved will show that this is not so. The Principle
of Correlate Eduction cannot be eliminated from the examination
either of series or of correspondence. When we note, for example,
that 4 is a perfect sqlare, we carry this relation in a predictive
fashion to our next number, 9. Again, when we note that 4 = 22, we
anticipate and then verify the fact that the relation 9 = 32 will
follow. Thus our procedure conforms exactly with Dewey's de-
scription of "a complete act of thought," for at each stage of our
reasoning we cart:, with us tentative hypothesis. which we verify.
elaborate, or modify as we proceed. Into this problem the trial-and-
error form of thinking naturally enters, but the hypotheses are so
well controlled that the experience may truly be described as re-
flective thinking.

Before we leave our first example, let us note that the principle
of correlate eduction is implied in the generalization, y x2, for
this equation implies the possibility of enlarging our table of cor-
responding numbers by interpolation and extension. In this way
we are able to elaborate new correspondences, all of which follow
the law of relationship given in the following data :

x I.5

2.25

2.5

6.25 1

6 7

36 40

Graphical Representation. Second, graphical ;nterpretation of
function illustrates relation-correlate thinking. The statement that
two variables. x and y. are connected by the relation y x2 conveys
little of its inner meaning to the student who has not been taught
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to interpret the relation through its graphical form. The graph may
be regarded as a mathematical symbol, expressing, in its entire form,
relations which would otherwise be only vaguely sensed or which
would altogether escape notice. Thus the graph exists not merely
to illustrate, but to- add meaning to, the function which it sym-
bolizes. Like all mathematical symbols, the graph is a functional
substitute for a class, usually a large class, of arithmetical relations.
That being so, it should be valued for the light it can throw on the
properties of functions, rather than for its own intrinsic merit of
beauty.

With the aid of the graph we are able, without undue fatigue, to
apprehend the functional correspondence of related variables. Just
as logical thought may be looked upon as the correlate of a series of
experiments, potentially performed, so the graph may be regarded
as a concrete entity kinaesthetically sensed. Rignano maintains
that this is true of all symbols, "Behind symbolism we can see the
content of quantitative, we should almost say, tangible, operations
or experiments, thus symbolized."56 In the experience of most peo-
ple the graph has a dynamic rather than a static significance; it is
a path along which the thinker moves as he transfers his attention
from point to point. The cognition of graphical relation resolves
itself into the kinaesthetic imaging of potential motion.

Motion and th, function concept. This leads us to our third
example of functional thinking, the study of motion itself. When-
ever we envisage the motion of an object, we are thinking in
functional terms, for the concept of motion is a two-variable (space-
time) concept. It is not difficult to see that the principles of re-
lation and correlate eduction are both active when an observer
watches a moving object. He not only notes that the object is
here' and 'there' at successive instants, but he also anticipates or
predicts the position of the object at later instants. When a marks-
man directs his aim ahead of a moving target, he is thinking in
terms of relation-correlate eduction. He fires at the target in
the expectation that the space-time relationship already observed
and estimated will continue in operation. The study of motion
loads us to some excellent examples of functional thinking and
forms a natural starting-point for the idea of 'rate of change' or
the concept of the 'derivative'.

We have alreafly symbolized the eduction of relations by the
sa Rignano, E. op. cit., p. 195.
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formula A R B and the eduction of correlates by A > R B
where A and B are fundaments, and R the relation subsisting be-
tween them. We may now symbolize functional thinking by the
formula x<---).F<÷ y, where x and y are no longer single number-
values but variables. This formula indicates that functional think-
ing is oscillatory in character, for not only is y a function of x, but,
reciprocally, x is also a function of y. This is true of the process
of formulating functions, as will be seen from our first example,
for the eduction of the function required, first, the analysis of both
sets of numbers as variables (horizontal analysis) and second, the
comparison of corresponding numbers of the two variables (vertical
analysis). The latter process is a two-way oscillatory activity, for
the x and y rows are interrelated. It is this oscillatory character
of functional thinking that gives it its peculiar charm.

Examination of the general aims. In the introduction to this
study we summarized the aims of mathematical teaching under three
main headsutilitarian, cultural, and disciplinary. We have now
to inquire: How far are these aims capable of realization through
functional mathemvtics? Of the utilitarian value of 'functional
mathematics there can be no question. The function is tl..e mathe-
matical correlate of physical change, expressing in symbolic lan-
guage the relationships that accompany change in the physical
world about us. One may say that the utilitarian value of func-
tional mathematics is commensurate with the utilitarian value of
physical progress.

The cultural value of functional mathematics can hardly be con-
sidered apart from that of mathematics in general. David Eugene
Smith has appraised the value of mathematics in an article both
eloquent and profound. He shows that mathematics did not come
into being to satisfy utilitarian needs. "It seems rather to have
had its genesis as a science in the minds of those who followed the
courses of the stars, to have had its early -applications in relation
to religious formalism and to have had its first real development in
the effort to grasp the Infinitf:."57 That mathematics has beauty
has not been generally appreciated. Few who are not devotees would
be ready to claim that "the true spirit of delight, the exaltation,
the sense of being more than man, which is the touchstone of the
highest excellence, is to be found in mathematics as surely as in

17 Smith, D. E. "Mathematics in the Training for Citizenship." Third Yearbook,
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, p. 18. 1928.
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poetry. . ."" If beauty is an attribute of culture, then cultural
mathematics can claim to provide, in a special degree, the food of
culture, for order, rhythm, symmetry, harmony, and unity, which
are among the accepted qualities of beauty, are also among the
popular concepts of functional mathematics.

That mathematics has disciplinary value some are disposed to
doubt. They maintain that the days when it was believed that ac-
curacy, judgment, and reasoning were specific abilities that could
be developed by appropriate training and discipline have long since
passed away. Others, while admitting that the doctrine of formal
discipline has been rudely shaken, still cling to the belief that there
is something in "the human worth of rigorous thinking." This sub-
ject was considered to be a matter of such vital importance that
the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements made a
special study of "The Present Status of Disciplinary Values in Edu-
cation," giving the results of experiment and inquiry up to the year
1922. Many experimental stu lies of this subject have been made
since 19or,59 when Thorndike and Woodworth undermined our faith
in the doctrine of transfer." Some of these have been vitiated by
faulty technique, others have been discounted because they do not
touch the real problem. Those that may be considered valuable
and unobjectionable as to procedure seem to point to a conclusion
which may be summed up in the words of Burt: "A common ele-
ment is more like',, to be usable if the learner becomes clearly
conscious of its nature and of general applicability: active or delib-
erate transfer is far more effective and frequent than passive, auto-

" Russell, B. Mysticism and Logic, p.
5° Whipple, G. M. Twenty-Seventh Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of

Education, Part II, pp. 186-97. Bloomington, Ill., 1923.
Sandiford, P. Educational Psychology, pp. 279.89. London, ro28.
Orata, P. D. The Theory of Identical Elements. Columbus, Ohio, 192S.
Inglis, A. Principles of Secondary F.ducation. New York, 1918.
Betz, W. "The Transfer of Training, with Particular Reference to Georm try."

The Fifth Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, p. 149. 1930.
See especially Meredith, G. P. "Conscious of Method as a Means of Transfer of

Training." Forum of Education, Vol. LXXVII, Feb., 2927. London.
Woodrow, II. "The Effect of the Type of Training upon Transference." Journal

of Educational Psychology, Vol. XXIII, March, 19 2 7.
Johnson, Elsie P. "Teaching Pupils the Conscious Use of the Technique of

Thinking." Mathematics Teacher, Vol. XVII, April, 1924.
6° Thorndike, E. L. and Woodworth, R. S. "The Influence of Improvement upon

the Efficiency of Other Functions." Psychological Review, Vol. VIII, pp. 247--or;
354 -95 :.553 -64, too 1.

See also Thorndike, E. L. F..ducational Psychology, Vol. II, pp. 35o -434.
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matic, or unintentional transfer. This seems especially true where
the common element is an element of method rather than of mate-
rial, an ideal rather than a piece of information."" In other words,
method of procedure, consciously accepted as a desirable ideal, is the
key to :he problem of transfer.

The bearing of this conclusion on our present problem will be
obvious, when we remember that functional mathematics is neither
a technical skill nor a formal discipline but a mode of thinking.
It may, and often will, involve many skills, but its real domain is
to be found in the concomitant changes of correlative variables
and the relations that subsist between therm If we seek the mate-
rial of transfer in the common elements of mathenntics and life,
we find them in the concepts: class, order, variable, relation, cor-
respondence, correlation, and function.

Universality of functional thinking. Although it is the main
purpose of this study to discuss the place of the function concept
in mathematical education, it will not be entirely irrelevant to sug-
gest that this important concept can be extended to the teaching
of other school subjects. The criticisms that have been levelled
against school mathematics may be directed, in varying degrees of
accuracy, against all the other school subjects. Some of these
subjects possess the virtue of being more obviously useful, but it
cannot be denied that, as far as methods of instruction are con-
cerned, they are in no better case than mathematics.

The methods of functional thinking are universal in their appli-
cation. In the teaching of the physical and biological sciences, the
applications of the function concept are obvious. In the biological
sciences the concepts of class or type and order are fundamental.
Biology is the study of dynamic types. 'We may note, further. that
to observe and interpret the corresponding changes in the associated
variables of Nature is one of the recognized methods of science.
The scientific method is the function concept in action. The boy
who observes and records the daily growth of a plant, or who records
the concomitant variations in the pressure and volume of a given
illa;;;; of gas, is thinking in functional terms. In the teaching of
geography, the notion of functionality is no less important. Geog-
raphy is no longer conceived as the study of the earth, but the
study of man upon the earth ; it is the study of man in relation

61 Burt, C. I,. Parma! Training: The P.iyehnlogical A cprr1. p. 3. Rep(Irt of a Com-
mittee Of the British AAsociation for the Advancement of Science. Bristol, 1930.
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to his whole environment, immediate and remote. Here again we
have two variables functionally related.

At first sight, history seems to be less accommodating to our
general thesis but, if history means anything at all, it surely means
the study of the relations between the immediate present and the
historical origins of the present. Events on the historical time flux
or continuum are functionally related, and should be studied not
merely as events, but as events related to other events. The main
aim of history teaching should be to study the relationships be-
tween the complex present and its less complex origins in the past ;
in other words, to study our social evolution. Such a study of
history might well include "number stories of long ago.-"2 Note,
too, the reciprocal effect of such a procedure, for the process of re
constructing the past by an examination of the present not only en-
larges our conception of the past but intensities our understanding
of the present.

Even less obvious is the anolication of the function concept to
the teaching of the mother t ,ue, but a little reflection will show
that the possibilities of usin, this concept in the teaching of com-
position and functional grammar are almost as great as in the
teaching of mathematics, As a simple example, let us place side
by side two sets of words:

red, glowing, big, sharp, blue, pretty
knife, flower, girl, sky, stick, sun

Here we have two variable classes, adjectives and nouns, which
can be associated by a one-to-one correspondence, so that to each
adjective there corresponds, though not uniquely, a noun. When we
ask the pupil to select adjectives appropriate to each noun, or nouns
appropriate to each adjective, we are giving him an exercise in the
discrimination and the appreciation of words. which is of the great-
est value. Many combinations are possible but there will be only
one that the pupil will himself judge to he the best.

These remarks will be sufficient to indicate a general principle
of instruction, the possibilities of which have never been adequately
explored.

r.2 smith, D. E. Nungwr Stwir :Igo. Nov York, louj,
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THE HISTORY OF THE FUNCTION CONCEPT

Introduction. In this chapter we propose to trace the main
currents in the development of the function concept' in school
mathematics. Although many references to functions are to be
found in textbooks and pedagogical journals published in the latter
part of the nineteenth century, it was not until the beginning of the
present century that functional thinking became recognized as a
concept of vital importance. Our discussion might well begin with
the year 19oo. It may not be unprofitable, however, to review the
events that led up to the demand for the function concept in school
mathematics. It will be found that, in all the countries with which
we shall be concerned, the ground was being prepared for the con-
cept of functionality by the addition of graphs and even of the ele-
ments of analytical geometry and the calculus to the school programs.

I This chapter is not intended as an exhaustive stuciy of the subject. An effort
has been made to select only the personalities and events which seemed to be in the
main stream of development. The material for this survey has been gathered chiefly
from the following works:

Commission Internationale de l'Enseignement Mathematique, Sous-Commission
Francaise. Rapport. See especially Vol. H, "L'Enseignement secondaire," by C.
Bioche.

Internationale Mathematische Unterrichts-Kommission. Abhandlungen aber den
mathematischen Unterrichl in Deutschland. F. Klein, editor. Die hiiheren Schulen in
NorddeutscIdand. Band I.

Klein, F, Vortritge Aber den mathematischen Unterricht an den hoheren Schulen.
Leipzig, 19o7. Bearbeitet von R. Schimmack. (Usually referred to as Klein-Schim-
mack.)

Lietzmann, W. Methodik des mathematischen Unterrichls. Teil I. Leipzig, 1906.
Schimmack, R. Die Enhoickelung der mathematischen Unterrichisreform in Deutsch-

land. 1907-191o.
See also the following journals:
L'Enseignement mathematiqUe (Paris).
Zeitschrift far mathematischen and naturvissenschaftlichen Unterricla (Leipzig).
The Mathematical Gazette (London).
The Mathematics Teacher (New York).
School Science and Mathematics (Illinois).

The first of these journals was recognized as the off Al organ of the Internationale
Mathcmatische Unterrichts-Kommission, which is referred to by the initials, I. M.
U. K.
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THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN GERMANY

The idea that the function concept should be made the central
theme of school mathematics may be said to have originated with
Klein. Others before him had advocated the inclusion ofrN,ariables
and functions in the school program, and even as early as 1873,
Oettingen had suggested that "the notion of the function"2 should
form an essential part of all mathematical work in schools, but
Klein was the first to press the view that functional thinking
(funktionales Denken) should be the binding or unifying principle
of school mathematics. In this principle Klein had given conscious
expression to a thought that had been vaguely conceived by more
than one reformer before him.

Beginning of the movement. For the beginning of the Reform
Movement in Germany we have to go back to the Prussian Lehrplan
of 180, sometimes referred to as the Siivern Lehrplan,3 which
served for many years as the ideal ultimate standard of school
mathematics in Germany. The course outlined in this Lehrplan
was an ambitious one and included analytical geometry, trigo-
nometry, and the elements of the calculus. It fell, however, under
its own weight, for owing to the low standards then obtaining in
the schools, it proved to be quite beyond the powers of any but the
ablest students. By a special ordinance of 1834 the Stivern Lehr-
plan was considerably modified. The course was made less exacting
and spherical trigonometry and conic sections were removed alto-
gether.

Schellbach and Balzer. Among the great_st influences for the
extension of functional mathematics during the next half-century
were the textbooks of Schellbach and Balzer. In 1843 Schellbach
published a textbook on conic sections and a collection of mathe-
matical problems,4 in which he stressed the idea of the variable, and
in /865 Baltzer5 published his Die Elemente der Mathematik, in
which the function concept figured prominently. It is worth noting,

2 Octtingen, A. v. Ober den mathemniischen Unterrichl in der. Schule. r873. Festrede
zur jahresfeier der stiftung der Universta Dorpat.

3 After one of its authors, J. W. Stivern. The initiator of the plan was W. v. Hum-
boldt.

4 Schellbach, K. H. Die Elemenle der Kegelschnille. Berlin, 1843. See also Mat he-
matische Lehrslunden. Berlin, 1844. Bearbeitet von A. Bode und E. Fischer, i86o.

6 Baltzer, R. Die Elemenle der M. athemalik. Band I, Arilltmelik und Algebra. Leipzig,
1865. Band II, Planimeirte, Slereomeirie, Trigonometric. Leipzig, 1883.
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however, that neither of these writers represented functions by
graphs. Partly through his books and partly through his writings
on the pedagogy of mathematics, Schellbach exerted a profound
influence on the reform movement during the latter half of the last
century. In particular he did much to simplify the methods of
the calculus.°

Results of Franco-Prussian War. The reform movement in
Germany received a great impetus after the War of 187r. Shortly
after the termination of the war there arose a public demand for
new schools of the type of the Realschulr and a demand within the
schools for the modern spirit in mathematics and science. These
demands led to important inquiries concerning the real aim of
mathematical teaching in the Gymnasium and Realschule. In 1873
the Prussian Minister of Education summoned a conference' to dis-
cuss the question of mathematical education in all its bearings. At
this conference Bertrand and Gallenkamp strongly advocated the in-
troduction of analytical geometry and the calculus, partly for their
cultural and partly for their disciplinary values. These proposals
were regarded as impracticable and idealistic and received the sup-
port only of the enlightened few. A few years later, support for
the reform movement came front an unexpected quarter. Du Bois
Reymond, a public-spirited man of science and an enthusiast for
classical training, charged the Gymnasia with neglect, asserting that
they had fallen far behind the times in mathematical studies. He
pointed out that, while analytical geometry and the calculus were
becoming more and more popular in the Rcalschule. they had been
excluded from the Gymnasia. : strong plea way made for mathe-
matics as an instrument of general culture. The representation of
functions by curves, for example, offers a new world of ideas, and
teaches the use of one of the most productive methods by which
the human mind has increased its power. This indictment coming
from one who was highly respected both as a scientist and as a
man of affairs created a great impression, but there were few who
were prepared to support the proposals of Du Bois Reymond
actively.

Schellbach, K. Ii. Op. cit. Schellbach had the honor of being the first master of
a gymnasium to examine in mathematics at a public examination.

See also Klein and Schimmack. Op. cit., p. 83.
Lietzmann, W. .1fethodik des mathematischen Unterrichls. Ober die Zukunft der

.11,ithematik an unseren Gymnasien, pp. 18, 21. Berlin, 18`.17.
Der Lanfle;schulkonferen:,.. Berlin, x873. See also Klein-Schimmack. Op. cif.,p. 88.
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Up to this time the appeal for functional mathematics had been
made chiefly on cultural grounds, but towards the end of the
century utilitarian considerations began to dominate the situation.
Ever since the conclusion of the War of 1871 there had been a
gradual development of technical education, carrying with it a
demand for mathematics of a more practical type. Graphical
methods began to take the place of algebraic analysis, and text-
books soon began to reflect the change of outlook. Bardey's
Aufgabensammlungs led the way with an appendix on graphical
representation, and other textbooks soon followed the example.
In 1882 the new Prussian Lehrplan, which had been awaited with
expectancy by the leaders of the reform movement, made its ap-
pearance, but it proved to be a disappointment. As Klein has said,
"It satisfied nobody."9 Superficially, it seemed to be an improve-
ment on the curriculum then in force, but actually there was no
essential difference. Graphical work was not mentioned and analyti-
cal geometry was not included, although analytical methods were
permitted in certain theorems in conic sections. In the Oberreal-
schulc, analytical conic sections and the calculus were recognized
as optional subjects but were not made obligatory. The reformers
complained that the new Lehrplan favored the Gymnasia at the
expense of the Rea/schide and that it did not encourage practical
mathematics, which was of such vital importance in industrial life."

Influential periodicals. Among the steadiest influences for the
reform of mathematical education about this time was undouLt-
edly the Zeitschri ft fair mat heniatischen and naturwissenschaftlichrn
Untrrricht, a mathematical and scientific journal for teachers edited
by Hoffmann. The editorial articles of Hoffmann were among the
strongest and sanest influences for the reform of mathematical
teaching in Germany for many years. In an article published in
188711 he made an appeal for the development of graphical meth-
ods in all the scho)ls and urged that, since official programs are

Bayley, K. Auf4abensammlungArithmelik and Aleebra. Leipzig, !Mt. This
popular work ltas been revised many times, first hr F. Pietzker and O. Presler in tgoti,
and in its modern form by W. Lietzmann and P. Zuhlke in 1925 and 193o. Hardey's
works have exerted a profound influence on the development of functional math-
ematics in Germany.

9 Klein-Schimmack. op. cit., p. ()3.
10 Pietzker, F. "L'Enseignement malhemalique en Allemande". L'Enwignement

machentatiqur, tgot, p. I.
11 Zeilcchrifl ,far mathemalilehen turd nalurtrissenschafilichen Unlerrkhl, Sept., tSS7.

The Zeibchrill was founded by J. C. V. Hoffmann in 187o,
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bound to be conservative, the writers of textbooks should take the
lead in the matter. In the discussions that followed the publica-
tion of the article frequent references were made to the function
concept and it was evident that this concept was gradually being
recognized as an important objective in mathematical teaching.
Another strong advocate of functional mathematics was Simon, who,
at the 1897 meeting of the Forderungsverein,'2 an organization for
the advancement of mathematical and scientific studies, urged that
the function concept, "the most far-reaching and important idea of
algebra," be an integral part of the course from the beginning.

Felix Klein. At the beginning of the present century Felix
Klein, Professor of Mathematics in the University of Gottingen,
had become the recognized leader of the reform movement in Ger-
many. Klein was equally distinguished as a mathematician and
as an authority in the pedagogy of mathematics. In 1893 in
an address before the International Congress of Mathematicians
(Chicago), he drew the attention of teachers to the vital impor-
tance of functional thinking in school mathematics. This theme
he further developed in various conferences of teachers in the years
that followed, but he received little active support. A carefully
considered statement of his views was published in /ow in one
of two articles written in cooperation with Clotting," and in a
series of studies produced in conjunction with Riecke14 an ab-
stract of this discussion appeared two years later. In the latter
publication Klein developed the whole subject of functional mathe-
matics and asserted that "an elementary treatment of the function
concept and an introduction to analytical geometry and the differ-
ential and integral calculus ought to be in the regular course of
all types of high schools."' In 1904 an important conference of
mathematicians and scientists was held at Breslau," when Klein
again urged the importance of the function concept, claiming that
"the function concept graphically presented should form the central

Forderungsverein. Verein zur Forderung des Unterrich.s in der Alathemalik und
den Naturwissenschaften, founded in r89x.

13 Klein, F. " Ober den mathentatischen Unterricht an den hoheren Schulen."Jahres-
bericht der Deutschen Mathemalikervereinigung, Vol. XI. p. 128. 1902.

Getting, E. " Ober dos Lehrziel im mathematischen Unterricht an hoheren Rea tans-
sullen." Ibid., p. 192.

" Klein, F. and Riecke, E. Neue Beilrlige zur Frage des matitematischen und
physikalischen Unterrichls und den hoheren Schulen, pp. 33, 48. Leipzig, 1904.

Is Ibid., p. 7.
1 NaturforscherversammIung. I'orsdage. Breslau, 5904.
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notion of mathematical teaching, and that, as a natural consequence,
the elements of the calculus should be included in the curriculum of
all nine-class schools."17 Klein impressed the conference so strongly
that a committee was appointed, known as the Breslauer Kommis-
sion, to formulate definite proposals for the reform of mathe-
matical teaching in the schools and special reference was made to
the concept of functionality. The proposals of the commission were
presented to the general conference at Meran in 1905 in a form
now known as the Meraner Lehrplan.18 These proposals, which
may be caller' the charter of modern mathematics in German
schools, set forth the aims of mathematical teaching as follows :

. . . to bring the course of teaching more closely in line with the natural
process of mental development than formerly, to develop as far as possible the
faculty for contemplating natural phenomena from a mathematical point of
view, and to make the pupil more and more conscious of the continuity of the
subject as he passes from stage to stagea psychological, utilitarian, and
didactic principle."

The unifying principle which made this continuity possible was
defined to be "education in the habit of functional thinking."20 To
this was added, "the development of the ability for space per-
ception." Thus the Meraner Lehrplan crystallized in a slogan-
functional thinkingprinciples that had hitherto been only vaguely
conceived.

Klein followed up the advantage thus gained and for several years
conducted a vigorous campaign on behalf of functional thinking.
The substance of his addresses LA the Meran Conference and after-
wards are contained in his Vortrdge iiber den mat hematischen Unter-
richt and in the reports of the International Conference of Mathe-
maticians held at Rome in 7908.21 In these discussions Klein claimed
that the function concept was, not simply a mathematical method,
but the heart and soul of mathematical thinking.

It is my conviction that the function concept in its graphical form should
be the soul of mathematical study in the schools.22

17 Klein, F. Bericht an die Breslauer Naturforseherversammlung aber den Stand
des mathemaiischen and physikalischen Unlerriehts an den hbileren Schulen.

Appendix to Klein-Schimmack. Op. cii., p. 198.
18 per Meraner Lehrplan fur 3fathematik (igos).
See also Klein-Schimmack. Op. dl., p. 208.
Lietzmann, W. Methodik des maihemalisehen nacrrichls, p. 232.
l''Klein-Schi,nmack. Op. cit., p. 210.
20 Ibid., p. 208.
tt See also L'Enstignerneni mathematique, 1908 190 2.
22 Klein-Schinimack. Op. cit., p. 34.
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That he interpreted the term 'function concept' in the broadest
sense is evident from the illustrations he gives of its application.
He writes:

The function concept, which was considered to be the central point of
mathematical study in the Obertertia, should remain, still, the pivotal idea.
Logarithmic theory, trigonometry, etc., all depend, without question, on this
concept. It is so with modern geometry. The concept of change as an
observable translation of points will convince the student of this generaliza-
tion. . . . The function concept gives us a splendid opportunity to study
figures as continuously varying structures in space."

Finally, he shows that the function concept leads naturally and
easily to the calculus:

There is no reason why this (the calculus) should be considered difficult for
the pupil. The elementary principles of the differential and integral calculus
certainly do not belong to 'higher analysis' but to elementary mathematics
not only so, they should bA an essential element of school mathematics."

Klein repeatedly insisted that an elementary knowledge of the
calculus should be regarded as the legitimate goal of school mathe-
matics:

The elements of the infinitesimal calculus, treated properly, provide far
more suitable material for mathematical education at school than that hetero-
geneous and lifeless subject matter, which nowadays is so repellent to those boys
who have no particular ability for mathematics. The calculus would naturally
arise from a fundamental and fruitful truitment of the idea of function, an
idea admittedly of high importance and deserving of a central position.
Further, the calculus is indispensable to a clear comprehension of numerical
physical phenomena; and, from the standpoint of mental training, is an
essential element of mathematical education.26

We quote this passage at length because it is an excellent sum-
mary of Klein's views on mathematical education in relation to the
function concept, the calculus, the correlation of physics and mathe-
matics, and the doctrine of mental discipline.

In his discussion of the value of functional thinking Klein showed
a keen insight into the psychological implications of his subject.
He took care, for example, to discriminate the logically from the
psychologically si.nple (elementary) and showed that the idea of
functional relatiunship, being fundamental to life, is therefore psy-
chologically simple and in that sense elementary.26 As we have

23 ihid., p. 25'1.

24 p.
25 IGid., p. 115.
" 1144., p.
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already indicated above, Klein also supported the doctrine of men-
tal training, 27 maintaining that the heart of that doctrine was to
be found in methods of conceptual thinking--a conclusion that is
very close to present-day thought on that subject.

The Meran proposals were further discussed by the lireslauer
Kommission and a report was presented to a general conference of
the Natural Science Society held at Dresden in 19°7.2' At the con-
clusion of this meeting the commission was dissolved and a more
widely representative committee was formed to continue the work.
This committee, known as the Deutsche Ausschuss fiir Mathema-
tischen und Naturwissenschaftlichen Unterricht (D.A,M.N.U.) was
representative of several mathematical and scientific interests.29 Its
original membership included the names of Klein, Gutzmer, Schot-
ten. Stickel, and Treutlein, all prominent figures in the world of
mathematics and science. Of these, by far the most active was
Klein, who developed his ideas on mathematical reform in a series
of holiday courses for teachers. The substance of these lectures was
afterwards embodied in his Elententar-mathentutik,"t' a work of the
highest originality and scholarship.

Influence of the Fourth International Congress. The reform
movement entered upon a new phase when the Fourth International
Congress of Mathematicians met in Rome in 1908. At this meeting
of the Congress, David Eugene Smith, of Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, suggested the appointment of a special committee
"to study and compare the tendencies in the teaching of mathe-
matics in various countries and to report to the next meeting of the
Congress to be held in Cambridge in 1912." This suggestion was
accepted and a committee known as the Internationale Mathema-
tische Unterrichts Kommission was appointed, with
Klein as its chairman.3' This committee drew up a constitution for

27 ibid., pp. 1.37, x.,"
23 Xaturforscherversa nmlun;.t. Dresdner Irorsehhige, Char.'. III, 190 7.
22 Schriften del Dentschrn A ussehusscv fur den mthin,i.-iiltn und naturtrissen-

srhaftliehen l-nterricht. Leipzig. Igo; .

30 Klein, F. Elententarinathein.ttik ran hiihren Slandpunkle Elul. Band I, Arillonetik,
Algebra, Annly:if, 1921. Band II, Geometric., 1925.

See :.lso Klein, F. and Gutzmer, A. Rapport de la commil+ion d'nr,ignement des
flahlraliSieS cl MedieinS. ITS(It* II , 190 7.

sI L'Enseignement mathernatigne, Oct., igoS. Report on the Internationale Math-
ematishe Cut errichts Kommission.

Atli del IV cona:rcsso interna:ionale (lei mathematiti Roma, loo8, Vt)1. III. Rome,
1909.
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the commission and stimulated the formation of subcommittees in
each country.32 The French mathematical journal, L'Enseignement
mat henna ique, edited by Fehr, was recognized as the official or-
gan of the commission.

With characteristic thoroughness: the German subcommittee pre-
pared an elaborate series of reports on the teaching of mathematics
in Germany, with a detailed history of its development." Valuable
reports were also prepared by the subcommittees of the other nations
represented on the commission."

With the publication of these reports the case for functional
thinking may be said to have been firmly established in German
schools. Since that time considerable progress has been made, partly
in broadening the function concept so as to embrace the whole
school program and partly in widening its field of application."3
For several years before his death in 192o, Klein urged that the
distinction between pure and applied mathematics should be less
rigid and that mathematics and physics should be looked upon as
"auxiliary sciences," with the function concept as the natural bond
between them.

The Mathematical Congresses of Igto-II. At the meetings
33 Fehr, H. Berichle und Mitteilungen verenlazt durch die Internationalen Math-

ematiscken Unterricht Komrnission. I' orbericht uber Organisation und Arbeits plan der
Kommission. Leipzig, 19o9.

See also L'Enseignement mathhmatique, 19o8, p. 326.
"Schrtften des Deutschen Unterausschusses der internationalen mathernatischen

Unterricht-KommissionAbhanellungen fiber den mathematisc hen Unterrichl in Deutschland.
Herausgegeben von F. Klein. Leipzig und Berlin, 1909x912.

"Commission Internationale de l'Enseignement Mathematique, Sous-Commission
Francaise. Rapport, Vols. I -V, 191x.

See also United States Bgreau of Education. Bulletin, 1911-1917. Washington,
D. C.

Board of Education, London. "The Teaching of Mathematics in the United
Kingdom." Special Reports on Educational Subjects, zot x--t9i 2.

Valuable reports were also received from Austria, Hungary, Spain, Belgium, Switzer-
land, Russia, and Japan. Altogether twenty-four countries were represented. For
the full list see Proceedingr qf the Fifth International Congress of Mathematicians.
Cambridge, 1913.

" See, for example:
'The Wurttemberg Lehrplan (1912). W. Lietzmann. I. M. U. K. Abhandlungen IL

The Bayer Lehrplan (1914). (Zeitschrift fur mathemalischen und naturwissenshaft-
lichen Unterrichts, 191 5.)

The Prussian Lehrplan or Richtlinien (1925). (Richtlinien fur die Lehrplane der
hiiheren Schulen, Amtliche ausgabe, Beilage zum Zentralblatt fill- die gesamte Un-
terrichtsverwaltung in Preussen, 1925, Heft S. Berlin.) P general survey is given
in Lietzmann's .Ucthodik des mathcmatischen Unterrichls, p
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of the Congress of Mathematicians held in Brussels in 19io, and
again in Milan in /911, Klein brought forward proposals for the
fusion of the different branches of mathematics and made sugges-
tions for a course of general mathematics for students of physics
and the natural sciences." At the latter conference he reported that
the various German States had begun to reorganize their teaching of
mathematics to bring it in line with the general conclusions arrived
at during the meeting of the congress in Rome. He also empha-
sized the fact that great liberty had been given the teachers in
the interpretation of the conclusions of the congress.37 Representa-
tives of other countries, reporting on the application of the function
concept to the work of their schools, stressed the value cf concrete
illustrations in functional mathematics and the vital importance
of early and careful preparation. Ratz, a representative from Hun-
gary, stated that "The notion of function ought to be prepared
for with much care, and sufficient time must be allowed the pupil
in which to familiarize himself with the new ideas.''" At this meet-
ing Lietzmann brought forward the question of mathematical rigor
which had arisen from experience in the teaching of mathematics
from the functional standpoint. He cl, ified the prevailing points
of view under four heads: (r) strictly logical (Peano, Hilbert),
( 2 ) empirical-logical (Euclid, Veronese, Enriques-Amaldi), (3) in-
tuitive-inductive (Borel, Behrendsen-Gutting), and (4) intuitive-
experimental (Perry). No general conclusions were reached, but
opinion seemed to incline towards the inclusion of all types, begin-
ning with the intuitive-experimental in the elementary stages and
ending with the strictly logical in the last school year. Lietzmann,
who favored this course, was strongly supported by Klein."

Lietzmann's contribution. Before we leave this part of our
subject, reference should be made to the conspicuous work of Lietz-
mann in popularizing the function concept and in systematizing
functional methods for school use. This he has done, partly through
his textbooks, which, as we shall see, are among the most sugges-
tive that have been published up to the present time, and partly
through his writings on the teaching of mathematics. His Met hodik
des mathematischen Unterrichts (two volumes) is a work of outstand-

34 L'Enseignement mathimalique, z9t t, p. 358.
37 Ibid., P. 454.
36 Ibid., p. 45().
*a Ibid., p. 458.
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ing merit, covering the whole field of mathematical teaching.4° In
this work there is perhaps the most exhaustive treatment of the
function concept that has yet appeared. An even more immediately
useful work is his Funktion und graphische Darstellune a read-
able and helpful handbook for the practical teacher. Among his
published articles special reference may be mane to one on the cal-
culus, which formed the basis of an important discussion on the place
of the calculus in the schools42 at the meeting of the Congress of
Mathematicians held in Paris in 1c14.

THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN FRANCE

Judging by the articles that have appeared in mathematical and
pedagogical journals, the reform movement in France has developed
in a different direction from that of the German movement toward
functional thinking. In recent years teachers of mathematics in
France have been concerned with methods of approach to the teach-
ing of geometry and with questions of mathematical rigor, rather
than with the inculcation of functional ideas in algebra or analysis.
This does not mean, however, that they have not been alive to the
importance of the function concept ; they seem, rather, to have
accepted graphs and functions as the natural and logical develop-
ment of the work they had already been doing. We find that graphs
were freely employed in French schools before the end of last
century:0 The fact that 'the graphs of certain functions' appeared
in the official program of 1902, and were accepted without dispute
asan improvement long overdue, is sufficient evidence that teachers
of mathematics were prepared for the change and needed no per-
suasion.

4° Lietzmann, W. 11,f ethodik des mathematischen Unterrichts, Teile I, Ii. Leipzig,
1926.

See also the volumes of the Abhandlungen to which reference has already been made.
Stoff and Methode des Rechununterrichts in Deutschland. Leipzig, 191
Die Organisation des mathematischen Unterrichts in den Preussischcn Volks und

.liittelschalen. Leipzig, 1919. In this book he shows how the function concept has
been brought even into elementary school mathematics.

41 Lietzmann, W. Funktion und graphische Darstellung. Breslaa, 1924.
42 Lietzmann, W. "Die Einfiihrung der Elemenle der Differential und In legralrechnung

in die hoheren Schulen." Zeitschrift fur mathematischen und natunvissenshaftlichen
Unterrichts, 1914, P. 145.

See also L'Enseignement mathematique, 1914, p. 246.
43 Klein, F. Eiementarmathematik, p. 4%5.
See also L'Enseignement mathematique, 2903. Articles cn the official program of 19o2.
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The introduction of the concept of motionWray. To-
ward the end of the last century French mathematicians were
much exercised over the admission of intuitive methods in geometry,
particularly those which involved the concept of motion. Intuitive
methods had been employed by Legendre in his famous Elements
de geometrie" (z794), but they had never been fully accepted
by the rigorists. In 1874 Wray published his Nouveaux elements
de geometrie," in which he went much further than Legendre by
making the idea of motion the basis of his whole conception of
geometry. As Borel said later, "Geometry became the study of a
group of movements.'" As an illustration of the application of this
idea we may take Moray's definition of parallelism, "Two lines are
parallel when a simple translation of the one suffices to superimpose
it upon the other."47 Although Wray succeeded in introducing his
method into several normal schools," it was not until 1904, thirty
years after the publication of his book, that his methods became
officially recognized. In that year the Frenc'l Association for the
Advancement of .i-,ence in their meeting at Grenoble recommended
Moray's method. A year later the "Instructions" to teachers in-
cluded in the official program of studies added a note to the effect
that teachers "should make a constant appeal to the idea of trans-
lation," and the program was modified to suit that idea.49

In this struggle for recognition, Wray received the strong support
of two eminent mathematicians. In 1903 Borel published a r.!-
markable book on geometry, in which he based his procedure on
Moray's concept of translation and added some valuable sections
on graphical representation." This book met with instant success
and did more than argument would have done to popularize Moray's
methods. In 1908 Bourlet followed with an excellent book, which

"Legendre, A. M. Elements de glomitrie. Paris, '794.
45 NIeray, C. Nouveaux elements de geometric. Dijon, 1874. A new edition (en-

larged) was published in 1903.
" Bore!, E. L'Enseignement madierratique, 1905, p. 386.
47 Wray, C. Op. cit., p. 12.

M6ray, C. "Justification des peocedes et de l'ordinnance des nouveaux elements on
geometrie." L'Enseignement mathematique, 1904, p. 89.

Perrin, R. "La Afethode de AL Meray pour l'enseignement de la geometries."
L'Enseignement matitematique, 1903, P. 441.

"Plans d'iludes et programmes d'enseignemen1 dans les lycies et colUges de garcons.
Paris, 1905.

Borel, E. Elementaise geometric. Paris, 1903.
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was virtually a revision of the Nouveaux clements.'" This book,
in a revised and modified form, is still a popular textbook in France.
In recent years there has been a tendency in some quarters to modify
the Meray method, and in others to abandon it altogether.

At first sight this discussion seems to have very little bearing
on our main thesis, but this is not so. A little reflection will show
that it is all part of a general movement towards a dynamic con-
ception of school mathematics. As we shall see later, the idea of
`motion' makes possible the functional treatment of geometry.

In addition to his treatise on geometry NIeray published, about
the same time, an important work on analysis,52 which exerted a
powerful influence on the development of functional mathematics.
This work proved so successful that it was afterwards expanded
into a treatise on analysis of four volumes.53 Moray's general out-
look on the subject of functionality is given in an article published
in La Revue bourguignonne in 1892. He writes:

Algebra is not a special form of calculus, . . . it is the theory of rational
functions (and also of irrationals). I would open the minds of pupils to these
notions relative to variables and functions that are disguised in elementary
mathematics.m

Laisant expressed the same thought more fully in a very illumi-
nating series of articles on the philosophy and teaching of mathe-
matics, published in 1898:

Algebra has for its aim the calculus of functions. in contrast to arithmetic,
which is the calculus of values. It is, therefore, necessary, before everything
else, to present this notion of. functionality, which is fundamental to all
mathematical theory. The idea of variability, the idea of law, comes spon-
taneously to our minds in the following way: Things change and these changes
are the immediate causes of other changes. For our present object it is im-
portant to come down from such generality and to apply this observation to
measurable things. that is to say, to quantities to which alone mathematics
is related. Among the natural quantities the variable is an excellent example

ilourlet, C. Elements de geonittrie. Paris, :908.
See also liourlet et Ferval. Geometrie. Paris, roos.
'lour let, C. Cours ahrege de ,;eomitrie. Paris, 1906. See also "Theorie des parallel es

bac& sur Gt tronslation rectili,ne." Nouveaux annales de matitematiques, 1907.
52 Wray, C. Nouveau Precis d'analyse infinitesimale. Paris, 1872.
e3 fray C. Lecons nouvelles sur l'analyse infinitesimale et ses applications ge-

ornitriques. Parts 1, 2 (1895), Part 3 (1897). Part 4 (1898)
54 Wray, C. "Considerations sur l'enseignement des mathemafiques." La Revue

bourguivtnne de l'enseignentent superieur, t892.
See also L'Enseignement matItematique, tyot. p. 17 2.
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of something about which we have an instinctive conception long before we
know how to measure it."

Introduction of the function concept. As we have al-
ready indicated, it is not at all certain when functional mathe-
matics began to be taught in French schools. 1902, largely
under the influence of Darboux, graphs and functions appeared in
the official programs." Among the topics included in the program
of the Ecole Polytechnique are to be found the functions x" and ce,
the logarithmic function, the limit of (1 I!m)m, derivatives,
maxima and minima, and the elements of analytical geometry."
These programs have been modified several times since, but always
in the direction of increased emphasis on functionality, They have
also become increasingly more practical, thus obviating an early
criticism that they were "too theoretical and abstract,""

It seems likely, that in the practical interpretation of the function
concept, French mathematicians have been indirectly influenced by
Klein and his school, but few references to Klein's work are to be
found beyond comments and discussions on the work of the Inter-
nationale Mathematische Unterrichts Kommission. Gfitamer, in an
obituary notice on the death of Klein, wrote:

Functions were introduced into France in the program of 1902, under the
influence of G. Darboux. These notions have now become general in the
German States. The reform carried out in France has extended to Germany.')

David Eugene Smith made a similar statement in a paper read be-
fore the meeting of the International Commission held at Cam-
bridge in 1912 :

Starting in France within the last twenty yeais and vigorously advocated
in Germany within the last decade, it has much to recommend it, if reasonably
treated.G°

Laisant, C. A. La MathOmatique-PhilosophieEnseignement, p. 46. Paris, tAoS.
" Plan &etudes et programmes d'enseignement dans les lyrics d cc/WY-% de garons,

Paris, 31 Mai, 1902, This plan was modified in zoos.
si Les nouveaux programmes de lYrole polvtrehnique de Paris, Oct. 15, 1932.
For a criticism of three programs see L'Enseignement mathematique, 1903, p.
" Commission International,. de l'Enseignement Mathematique. SousCommission

Francaise. Rapport (U. Ilioche) p. it. Paris, toil. Sur la place l'importance des
mathematiques.

GUtzmer, A. L'Enseignement mathematique. 1920, p. 236.
Smith, D, "intuition and Experiment in Mathematical Teaching." Pro,

ceedings of the Fifth International Congress of Mathematicians, p. 617. Cambridge,
1912.
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Fehr, however, seems to suggest that the real impetus towards func-
tional thinking came from Germany:

The idea [of the function] is not new; it is the order of the day in Germany.
. . . One can say that in these days, for the chemist as for the botanist,
for the doctor and biologist as for the lawyer, a profound knowledge of the
notion of the variable is indispensible, for without it a great number of funda-
mental properties would remain inaccessible.0

In reply to the question as to what should be included in a func-
tional program for schools he cites: coordinates and graphs, statis-

tics, the discussion of the functions ax, axe, ax3, -a,
r as b

x x + a (ex +
log x, sin x, cos x, and the elements of the differential and integral
calculus. All these topics have since been included in the French
official programs. In addition, we find the graphs of such functions

cas ax' bx2 + c and -.ax_2 +bx -17

a' x2 + b' x2 + c'
The Calculus in the French secondary school. In France

discussions of the concept f functionality have centered round
the question of the calculus. It is strange that, although teachers
of mathematics had accepted, almost without question, simple
graphical r...ethods, they were not nearly so ready to give the same
welconye to the calculus, in spite of the recommendations of
eminent mathematicians. As Laurent wrote, "Why go through
intrimte algebraic and geometrical processes, when the calculus will
do the same thing much more easily.')u2

Tanr.ery, one of the most highly respected of French writers on
mathematics, made a similar plea in an article contributed to the
Revue pedagogique:

The second procedure, which is excellent, but demands a marked effort,
consists in learning some integral calculus before studying the measurement
of these volumes. Integral calculus! In the secondary school!! Yes, I am
not joking. The effort needed to learn what a derivative is, an integral, and
how by means of these admirable tools surfaces and /plumes can be evaluated,
is certainly less than the effort heretofore demanded of a child to establish the
equivalence of oblique and right prisms, of two pyramids (the staircase figure,
you know, that is so tiresome to make), then the insupportable volumes of
revolutior 63

61 Fehr, H. 41.1 notion de fonclian dans l'enseignement mathematique des tole?
moyennes." L'Enseignement mathematique, 1905, p. 177.

*Laurent, H. "Considerations sar renseignement des mathematiqws dans les classes
speciales en France." L'Enseignement mathematique, 1899, p. 38.

" Tannery, J. "L'Emseignemen1 magdmatique." Revue pedagogique, 1903.
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Elsewhere Tannery has discussed the value of functional thinking
in a passage that is so broadly comprehensive that it is worth quot-
ing:

One has not even a slight idea of what mathematics is, one does not suspect
its extraordinary scope, the nature of the problems that it proposes and solves,
until one knows what a function is, how a given function is studied, how its
variations are followed, how it is represented by a curve, how algebra and
geometry mutually aid each other, how number and space illustrate one
another, how tangents, areas, volumes are determined, how we are led to create
new functions, new curves, and to study their properties. Precisely these
notions and methods are needed to read technical books in which mathematics
is applied.

They are simple and easy so far as essentials are concerned, easier than
many demonstrations that we do not hesitate to give to pupils. demonstra-
tions that are long and complicated and that have no bearing beyond what
they prove. These methods should penetrate more and more into elementary
instruction, both to abridge and to strengthen it,"

With the publication of the official program of 1905 the intro-
duction of analytical geometry and the calculus into the schools
was no longer open to dispute.° That the calculus had secured
an established place in French schools by 1914 was evident from
the discussion that took place at the meeting of the Congress of
Mathematicians held in Paris in 1914." Since then the tendency
has been to bring the calculus lower and lower in the school grades,
although the latest official program prescribes the calculus only for
the classe de mathematiquesP

Nomography. Before we leave t"is part of our subject, reference
should be made to the growing popularity of nomography in French
schools, largely through the stimulus given to that subject by
D'Ocagnens and :Nassau. At the meeting of the Internationale
Mathematische Unterrichts Kommission held in Cambridge in 1912,
Runge made a strong plea for the introduction of nomographical
methods, which, as he stated, were taught only in French schools."9

64 Tannery, J. Notions de mathEmatiques. Paris, roo3.
" Commission InternationaleSous-Commission Francaise. Rapport aux classes de

matOmatiques speciales et de centrate des lycEes Blutelj, p. 11. 1911.
6° L'Enseignement malhEmatique, Oct.: 1914.
67 Programmc.; Officiels du 3 Juin, r923.Enseignement secondaire des garcons et

des jeunes fines.
63 D'Ocagne, M. Traite de nomographie. Paris, 1899. See also Calcul graphique

de nomographie. Paris, 1914.
ex Runge, C. The Hathematical Training of the Physicist in the Uni;-er,ity. Inter-

nationale Mathematische Unterrichts Kommission. Cambridge, zyt 2.
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No doubt teachers of mathematics in other countries have lost much
by neglecting to explore this branch of graphical mathematics.7°

THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN OTHER CONTINENTAL COUNTRIES

Austria, Hungary, and Italy. The history of the movement to-
wards functional thinking in other continental European countries
has followed lines similar to those that we have already traced in
Germany and France. Stated broadly, the reform movement in
Austria and Hungary has corresponded to that in Germany, and
the movement in Italy to that in France.'" Switzerland, as one
would judge by its position, has been influenced by advances in both
countries."

We do not propose to give details of these movements beyond
citing the names of a few of those who have made substantial con-
tributions to our subject. In Austria the names of Czuber, Dintzl,
Wert linger, Sunpantschitsch, HoEevar, Mocnik, Jarosch, and Falk
are outstanding." Dintzl was not only one of the original members
of the Internationale Mathematische Unterrichts Kommission, but
is also the author of several very valuable textbooks. No one has

70 See Maclean, J. Graphs and Statistics. Elementary Applications of Mathematical
Methods. Bombay, 1926. An original and suggestive approach to advanced school
mathematics of a special type.

" "Significant Changes and Trends in the Teaching of Mathematics throughout the
World since 29zo." The Fourth Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Math-
ematics, 2929.

See also similar articles in L'Enseignement mathinsalique, 1929, 2930, which are in
some cases fuller than the above, although written by the same authors.

Fehr, H. Commission internationale de l'enseignement mathematique. Rapport
preliminaire sur l'organisation de la commission et le plan general de ses travaux.
Geneve, 1908.

Stamper, A. W. A IIistory of the Teaching of Elementary Geometry. New York, 1909.
72 Brandenberger, K. Der mathmatischen Unterricht an den Schweizerischen Gym-

nasien and Realschulen. Bale, Geneve, 1927. The concept of functionality is given
great prominence in the chapter, "Methods of Teaching."

See also Fehr, H. L'Enseignemen& mathematique en Suisse. Geneve, 1922.
La Notion de fonction dans l'enseignement mathematique des ecoles moyennes. Con-

ference held at Zurich in 1004.
Smith, D. E. "Intuition and Experiment." Proceedings of the Fifth International

Congress of Mathematicians, p. 623. Cambridge, 1912. "In Switzerland the graph-
ical representation of equations and functions is general, as in other countries, and
is extended to the idea of limits."

"Commission internationale, sons-commission A tarichien. Berichte fiber den
mathematischen Unterricht in Oesterrich. Wien, 1912.

See also Simon, 0. " L'Enseignement au gymntoe Autrichien." L'Enseignement
mathematique, 1902, p. 157.
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contributed more than he has to the broader understanding of func-
tional thinking in Austria. In Hungary we find the names of Beke,
Mikola, Szenes. Ritz. Veress, and Goldziher, several of them au-
thors of popular textbooks?{ Goldziher is joint author with David
Eugene Smith of a valuable bibliography of mathematical litera-
ture. Teachers of school mathematics in Italy, largely through
the stimulus of Peano, Veronese, Enriques and Amaldi, Ingrami,
Castelnuovo and de Paolis, have been concerned with the founda-
tions of geometry rather than with functional mathematics in gen-
eral. About 188o a reaction set in against the application of rig-
orous methods to school geometry." Sannio and d'Ovidio, de
Paolis, Lazzeri and Bassani, following, it seems, the lead of Helm-
holtz, advocated the introduction of intuitive ideas, including the
concept of motion. On the side of mathematical rigor are ranged
the names of Veronese, Enriques and Amaldi, de Franchis and
Ingrami." Present tendencies seem to favor the rigorists, for the
textbooks of Enriques and Amaldi, de Franchis. Rosati and Bene-
detti, and Severi are all based on the more rigorous approach. Ref-
erence should also be made to the Algebra of Marcolongo and the
Nozioni (I; Afathematica of Enriques and Amaldi." The latter is
one of the soundest and clearest expositions of advanced school
mathematics in any language.

Spain and Russia. Of the spread of the reform movement to
R. t.Z, M. L. L'Enseignement mathematique, 1911, P. 456.

See also Goldziher, C. "Austria." The Fourth Yearbook, National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics. The writer is greatly indebted to Professor Goldziher for
detailed information concerning the progress of functional thinking in the schools of
Austria, Hungary, Germany, and Italy. Of this information we have been able to
include only a small part.

Beke, E. Ober den letrigen Stand des matheinatischen Unterrichts and die Reform-
bestrebungen in Ungarn. Internationale Mathematische Unterrichts Kommission.
Roma, 1909.

Abhandlungen Ube, die Reform des maihematischen Unterrichts in
Ungarn. Leipzig and Berlin, r911.

Mikola- Rutz. A fdggvenyek is az infinitesinutlis szdmildsok demei (Elements of
functions and of the calculus). Budapest, 7974.

75Loria, G. L'Enseignement mathemalique en Italie. Paris, 1905.
See also Lie tzmann, W. "Die Grundla gen der Geometrie in lr.:terricht" (mit besonderer

Berticksichtigung der Schulen Italiens). Zeiischrift fur ) othematischen and natur-
wissenschaftlichen Unterricht, 1908, p. 177.

74 Scorza, G. Sui libri di lest() di geontetria per le scuole condaire superiori. Roma,
7914.

See also L'Enseignement malhemalique, 1914, p. 251.
Amaldi, U. and Enrives, F. Nozioni di Afatheracica. 2 vols. Bologna, 1921.
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Spain and Russia's very little reliable information is available.
That modern Russia is alive to the importance of the concept of
functionality is evident from the following extracts taken from
books recently published by the state press.

The development of the concept of functional dependence must penetrate
every branch of mathematics of the secondary school and this must be the
pivotal concept of the course. . . . Klein has said that 'Elementary mathe-
matics is that mathematics which is within the grasp of a youth of school
age of average intelligence.' If that is so; the calculus can claim to be ele-
mentary.79

The function concept is specifically mentioned in the school pro-
grams of 1926 and in the course of study for teacher-training in-
stitutions we find the following:

Special importance to be attached to the development and furthering of the
idea of functionality from two points of view and two methods of attack, the
analytical and the graphical. . . . The whole program is built upon two ideas,
that of the fusion of the different branches of mathematics and on the concept
of the function.8°

Textbooks embodying these ideas have been prepared by Voro-
netz," Friedman" and Boehm.

THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN ENGLAND

It may safely be asserted that in no other country in the world
is so much individual liberty allowed the schoolmaster as in Eng-
land." There are in England no official programs, no fixed courses
of study. One consequence of this liberty is an extraordinary vari-

73 de Galdeano, Z. G. L'Enseignement malhematique en Espaoe. Commission
Internationale, 19iI.

Bobynin, V. V. "L'Enseignement mathematique en Russie." L'Enseignement
mathematique, 1903, p. 247.

Commission Internationale. Bericht fiber den mathematischen Unterricht an den
Russischen Realschulen.

Leifert, L. Pedagogitchesky Sbornik (Pedagogical Essays), Vol. III., p. 218.
Moscow. 1923. The article is on the reform of mathematical teaching after the
Revolution. The author surveys the work of Klein, Perry, and Borel. He states
that Klein's Elementar ..ilathematik has been translated into Russian.

For the references. to and the translation of these passages, the writer is indebted
to Mr. Aaron Bakst of Teachers College, Columbia University.

Projekty Programm Shkoly II Stupeni; and Sbornik Materlatoff po Pedagogits-
sheskomu Obrazovaniu (Utshehnye Planyi Programmy Olya Pedagogitsheskikh
Pekhnikumoff. Programs of projects for schools of the second grade: a compilation
of materials for pedagogical training.) Published by the U. S. S. R., 1926.

61 Voronetz, V. Posobie po Mathematike. 1926.
Friedman, W. G. Posobie po Mathemalike. 1927.

" See Wolff, G. Der mathematische Unterrichl der hdheren Knabenschulen Englands.
Leipzig, 1915.
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ety of standards and methods; another is an almost entire absence
of anything suggestive of a reform movement. To each of these
generalizations it is necessary, however, to make an important quali-
fication: to the first, the natural restriction that comes of con-
formity to 'the requirements of University Entrance Examinations ;84
and to the second, a notable exception in the Perry Movement."

Influences at work for reform. For our present purposes we
may take the Perry Movement (Igoe) as our starting-point. Pre-
vious to 1901 the course of study for ordinary mathematics con-
sisted of arithmetic, algebra (to the quadratic), and Euclid (Books
I to III), and for scholarship mathematics, of higher algebra, trig-
onometry, Euclid (Books I to XI), geometrical conic sections, and
the elements of the calculus. In the older scholarship examination
papers we seldom find references to graphs, the word 'locus' being
used instead. Thus we have : "Find the locus represented by the
equation :

y = sin x + cos x."

And again, "Find the locus represented by the equation :

{ y2 (a x)2} {x2 (b y)2 }= (ax b y)2 (x2 + y2) }2./1

Chrystal's Algebra,86 which was regarded as the indispensable ref-
erence book of the specialist, paid considerable attention to the
graphical representation of funcLions.87

The Mathematical Association. Perhaps the greatest influ-

44 In England, secondary school students, as a rule take two examinations; the
first, or School Certificate Examination, at the age of about z6 to z7, and the second,
or Higher Certificate Examination at the age of i8 to 19.

University scholarships are awarded on the results of a special scholarship examina-
tion, The standard of the scholarship examination is extremely high, the object being
to select the most promising students for advanced university studies.

" Perry, j. "The Teaching of Mathematics." Address at meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science, Glasgow, 1901. Published as a separate
volume, with full report of the discussion in Discussion on the Teaching of MathematIcs,
British Association, zoor. London, 2902.

See alto Perry, J. "The Teaching of Mathematics." Nature, Igo°, p. 3z7; roof,
P. 592; 2902, p. 484. "The Rational Teaching of Mathematics." Nature, 1901,
p. 367. "The Teaching of Mathematics." Educational Review, 1902, p. 158.

Jackson, C. S. Discussion on the Perry Movement. Internationale Mathematische
Unterrichts Kommission, 1912. See also Mathematical Gacette, Vol. VI., p. 384,
Dec., 1912.

114 Chrystal, G. Algebra (an elementary textbook), Vols. I and II. First published
in r886. This work will remain one of the classics of elementary mathematics.

61 The more ambitious students also studied Burnside and Panton's Theory of
Equations.
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ence in the development of mathematical teaching in England has
been the Mathematical Association," through its official organ,
the Mathematical Gazette. In the first number of the Gazette
(1894), the editor, E. M. Langley, wrote: "But we intend to keep
strictly to 'Elementary Mathematics': while not absolutely exclud-
ing Differential and Integral Calculus our columns will, as a rule,
be devoted to such school subjects as Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry,
Trigonometry, and Mechanics."" It was not long before this
restriction had to be removed, for the calculus soon began to claim
a place among the 'elements.'

Perry's address. In 1901 John Perry in an address before the
British Association at Glasgow, put in a vigorous plea for a reform
of mathematical teaching in the schools. Perry claimed that school
mathematics had failed to arouse "enthusiasm, individuality, and
inventiveness" because it was largely a study of abstractions. He
strongly urged the adoption of a more practical course of school
mathematics. including formulas, logarithms, the use of squared
paper, and the calculus. His own words are worth quoting:

As examples of methods necessary even in the most elementary study of
nature I mention: the use of logarithms in computation; knowledge of and
power to manipulate mathematical formulae; the use of squared paper; the
methods of the calculus. Dexterity in all of these is easily learned by young
boys."

Perry's method was what would be termed in America a labora-
tory, or workshop, method. So accustomed have we become to
scale drawing, practical measurements, graphical work, field work
and intuitive geometry in the teaching of elementary mathematics,
that we are apt to forget the difference between classroom pro-
cedure to-day and thirty years ago, when Perry made his appeal.

Criticisms of Perry's premises. The discussion that followed
Perry's address was largely concerned with his references to the
teaching of geometry. Some criticized his proposals because they
were unpsychological," and others because they showed too strong
a bias toward engineering.92 In these discussions Perry received

"The Mathematical Association (London) was a development of The Association
for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching, founded in /5 7t.

" Langley, E. M. Editorial. Mathematical Ga:ette, No. /, London, April, /89.4..
"Perry, J. Discussion on the Teaching of Mathematics. p. 7 1. London, 1902.
9I The doctrine of formal training was generally accepted at this time. Euclid

was considered to be the medium par exrellenre for such training.
92 Perry was nimself a professor of engineering.
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the strong support of Forsyth, one of the foremost pure mathema-
ticians of England.

During a e following year the Mathematical Gazette opened its
columns to articles on the whole subject of the reform of school
mathematics. In one of his editorials the editor described Perry's
address as "a picturesque exaggeration," but he found himself in
agreement with his main contentions.93 He urged teachers "to give
up Euclid" and to substitute methods that appealed to intuition.
Godfrey, Siddons, and other well-known teachers pointed out that
some of Perry's suggestions (the use of squared paper, logarithms,
etc.) had already been included in their courses." In 1902 the
Mathematical Association issued a well-considered report on the
teaching of arithmetic and algebra, in which it was recommended
"that graphs should be introduced as early as possible and should
be used extensively."" In the same year a special British Associa-
tion Committee on the Teaching of Mathematics made the follow-
ing observation : "The general idea of coordinate geometry can be
made familiar by the use of graphs and many of the notions under-
lying the methods of the infinitesimal calculus can similarly be
given to comparatively youthful students long before the formal
study of the calculus is begun."" Henceforth, the history of the
movement for graphs and the calculus was that of steady progress.
One of the questions that arose was whether the calculus should
be treated as a separate subject or as part of the course in algebra.
Bryan urged that teachers should "abolish the study of the calculus
as a separate subject" and introduce it as a part of algebra and
apply it to all the subjects of the mathematical course: trigonometry,
geometry (tangents to curves), and mechanics."

Acceptance of Perry's proposals. On reading the history of
the teaching of mathematics in England, one is struck by the fact
that proposals for reform, apparently revolutionary in character.
were so readily accepted by the teachers of mathematics. The
reason is, as we have already suggested, that the new methods were

" Langley, E. M. "The Teaching of Mathematics." Mathematical Gazette, Dec.,
1901, p. 105.

"See also the discussion on Langley's paper on page ro6 of the same issue.
" Mathematical Association. "Report of the Committee on Arithmetic and

Algebra." Mathematical Gazette, March, 1902, p. 183.
" British Association. Report of the British Association Committee on the Teaching

of Mathematics. London, 1902.
" Bryan, G. H. "To Teach the Calculus as Early as Possible." Mathematical

Gazette, Dec., r903, p. 35r.
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accepted, not because they had the support or advocacy of an em-
inent mathematician or because they had behind them the authority
of some legislative body, but because they had received the sanction
of teachers who had already succeeded in putting them into prac-
tice. The movement for the calculus in schools was initiated in
the schools themselves. Thus, from the first years of its existence
the Mathematical Gazette became a clearing house for ideas that
had already been developed in the classroom.

In a special report of the Mathematical Association on advanced
school mathematics" (1904) the introduction of analytical methods
in conical sections was recommended and also "an early introduction
to the differential and integral calculus and the free use of the
same in subsequent work."" In a later report (1908), this com-
mittee recommended the following subjects for scholarship examina-
tions: analytical geometry, the calculus (total and partial differen-
tiation), integral calculus, plane curves, maxima and minima, curve
tracing, and differential equations.'°°

Godfrey's report. Although the word 'function' was freely used
in the more advanced textbooks at this time, it was used as the
equivalent of an algebraic expression. The concept of functionality,
although implicit in much of the work done in scholls, had not 3 et
appeared in mathematical literature. The first definite reference
to the importance of functionality seems to have been made by
Godfrey in a paper, "The Teaching of Algebra," in which he said,
"Another fundamental idea is that of functionality," He summed
up this part of his subject with admirable conciseness as follows:
"Whenever one measurable thing depends on another measurable
thing, you have a case for functionality, you have an equation
and a graph, To the mathematical eye, life is full of functions and
graphs."1°1

In a discussion on a draft report on Godfrey's paper, many mem-
bers of the association showed that they were fully alive to the

98 Mathematical Association. "Report of the Mathematical Association on Ad-
vanced School Mathematics." Mathematical Gazette, May, 1904, P. 53.

It is interesting to note that it was stated that "the use of differentials shall be
permitted."

100 Mathematical Association. "Report of the Committee of the Mathematical
Association on the Course for Scholarships." Mathematical Gazette, March, r9og,
p. 218.

101 Godfrey, C. "The Teaching of Algebra. What is Educational and What is
Technical?" Mathematical Gazette, March, 191o, p. 230.
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importance of functional thinking. Siddons, in introducing the
report, said,

The idea [of functionality) is, we think, the most important that a boy has
to acquire in his elementary mathematics.

Nunn supported this view in the following words:

There can be little doubt that the idea of functionality is one of the most
important that a boy can carry away from the course of elementary algebra.
. . . The various typical curves serve as visual symbols of the abstract
relations which the boy has studied in the concrete instances of the physical
laboratory of everyday life.'"

Interest in the concept of functionality, particularly in its rela-
tionship to the calculus, was stimulated by the publication of the
papers on mathematical education in England prepared for the Inter-
national Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics (1911-1912).
These papers dealt with a variety of topics, but only four or five
of them are germane to our present subject.

Godfrey's interpretation of graphic work. Godfrey, in a paper,
"The Algebra Syllabus in the Secondary School," gave a very com-
prehensive picture of the role of functionality in mathematics and
in life, bringing out very forcibly the dynamic character of func-
tional thinking. On the subject of graphs, he wrote:

We don't want the boy to think merely of a set of spots on the paper, and a
nicely-drawn curve . . . , a pattern just sitting quietly on the paper with no
life in it; we want him to think dynamically rather than statistically; to think
of the x as changing, or flowing, continuously, and the x (or //x, or whatever
the function may be) flowing consequently; to move his pencil point along the
curve, and watch the x and y waxing and waning according to the law of
their functional relationship.

He then goes on to discuss the importance of the idea of function-
ality in life :

We live in an atmosphere of functionality. When the study of physics is
begun, we have to inquire what is the functional relationship between the
length of the spiral spring and the suspended weight, between the pressure
and the volume of the enclosed gas, between the inclination of the plane and
the force needed to support the weight, between the attraction and the distance
apart of two magnetic poles; all these and many other opportunities arise out
of correlating physics with mathematics via functionality.103

192 Mathematical Association. "Draft Report on the Teaching of Algebra and
Trigonometry." Mathematical Gazette, March, rga r, p. 232.

t4' Godfrey, C. "The Algebra Syllabus in the Secondary School," pp. 12, 13.
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Other articles of importance. In the same series, Barnard ex-
amined some of the fundamental concepts of algebra, such as func-
tion, limit, continuity, and the like, from the standpoint of school
mathematics, and so supplemented Godfrey's paper on the technical
side.104

One of the most suggestive of these papers was that of Jackson,
"The Calculus as a School Subject," in which Le examined the
whole subject carefully. Among the topics touched upon was that
of rigor, in the discussion of which the writer suggested a compro-
mise between extreme opinions on that subject, his criterion of a
good method being one that would leave nothing to be "unlearned"
by the student later. Among other topics he criticized certain "de-
fective" proofs of the formula for the derivative of xn, particularly
that which depended for its derivation on the Binomial Theorem.'"
In an article contributed a year later to the Mathematical Gazette,
Jackson gave some valuable suggestions on methods of procedure.t"a
This article emphasizes the importance of preparing for the calculus
by using finite differences. This article will still repay careful study.

The only other article of the series which calls for special men-
tion is "Examinations for Mathematical Scholarships," by Macaulay
and Greenstreet.'°T In this paper specimens of scholarship examina-
tion papers set by various colleges of the Cambridge, Oxford, and
London Universities in Igio are given. These examination papers
give a better idea of the scope of higher school mathematics in
England than could possibly be obtained from textbooks or courses
of study.

No. ; of the series of papers prepared for the Internationale Mathematische Unter-
richts Kommission. London, tgl 1.

See also "The Teaching of Calculus in Public and Secondary Schools." Math-
ematical Gazette, p. 235. Jan., 194. A plea for "the calculus for the average boy."

Godfrey and Siddons. The Teaching of Elementary Mathematics, pp. 163, 221.
Cambridge, 1931.

10' Barnard, S. "The Teaching of Algebra in Schools." No. 22 of the series of
papers prepared for the Internationale Mathematische Unterrichts Kommission.
London, 19 12.

"6 Jackson, C. S. "The Calculus as a School Subject." No. 20 of the series of
papers prepared for the Internationale Mathematische Unterrichts Kommission.
London, 1914.

Ioe Jackson, C. S. "The Calculus as an Item in School Mathematics." Math-
ematical Gazette, Dec., tyi3; Jan., 1914; March, 1914.

107 Macaulay, F. S. and Greenstreet, W. J. "Examinations for Mathematical
Scholarships." No. 14 of the series of papers prepared for the Internationalen Nlathe-
matiichen Untcrricht Kommission. London, 1912.
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These special papers seem to have been the stimulus for the pub-
lication of a number of constructive articles and books on func-
tional mathematics by leading professors of mathematics and teach-
ers of sc;iool mathematics. Among these we find the names of
Whitehead,"8 Nunn." Carson,'" Neville,111 Picken,112 and others.
Space will not admit even a survey of the contributiuns made to our
subject by these authorities, but no discussion of the function con-

119 Whitehead, A. N. "Presidential Address to London Branch of Mathematical
Association." Mathematical Gazette, March, 1913, p. 89. A contribution of very great
importance.

See also "Presidential Address, Mathematical Association." Mathematical Gazette,
January, r916.

"The Principles of Mathematics in Relation to Education." Proceeding qf the
Fifth International Congress, p. 449. Cambridge, 1912.

An Introduction to Mathematics. London, 1911.
in Nunn, T. P. The Teaching of Algebra (including Trigonometry). London,

1914, 1919, 1927.
See also Exercises in Algebra. Part I (1913), Part II (104).
"The Calculus as a Subject of School Instruction." Proceedings of the Fifth Inter-

national Congress, p. 582. Cambridge, 1912.
See also the following articles in the Mathematical Gazette:
"The Arithmetic of Infinites." Dec., two; Jan., tor I.
"The Sequence of Theorems in School Geometry." May, 1922.
"The Aims and Methods of School Algebra." Dec., 191r; Jan., 1912.
"The Differentiation of az." May, 1926.
"Asymptotes." May, 1929.
ii° See the following articles in the Mathematical Gazette:
Carson, G. St. L. "Some Unrealised Possibilities in Mathematical Education.

March, 1912.
"The Various Uses of Graphs," p. 265. March, 1914. An acute analysis of the

problem.
"Intuition." Nlarch, 1913.
See also Mathematical Education. Lon& n and Boston, 1913.
m See the following articles in the Mathematical Gazette:
Neville, F. II. "The Tracing of Conics." Jan., 192r.
"Limits in Geometry." May, r931.
"The Cubic Equation as a Relation between Complex Variables." March, 1027.
See also many valuable reviews of mathematical books by the same authors.
112 Picken, D. K. The Number System of Arithmetic and Algebra. Melbourne, 1923.
See the following articles in the Mathematical Gazette by the same author:
"Ratio and Proportion." Jan., May, 192o.
"The Approach to the Calculus." Oct., 1927.
"Parallelism and Similarity." Oct., 1924.
"Some General Principles of Analytical Geometry." July, 1923.
"The Complete Angle and Geometrical Generality." Dec., 1922.
"'See the fill 'wing articles in the Mathematical Gazette:
Dobbs, W. J. "Coi.irclinate Geometry in Schools." Jan., Mardi, 1920.
Phillips, E. G. "The Teaching of Differentials." July, 1931.
"The Teaching of Analysis." Dec., 1929.
Knowles, W. "The Teaching of Easy Calculus to Boys." March, May, 1914.
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cept in schoal mathematics would be complete without a reference
to Nunn's Teaching of Algebra.

Nunn's Teaching of klgebra. This great work, worthy of a
place among the classics of educational literature, has exerted a
profound influence on the teaching of mathematics, not only in Eng-
land, but also in America. One has only to compare present-day
textbooks of mathematics with those of twenty years ago, when
Nunn's Exercises in Algebra was in the making, to realize the truth
of this statement. Formal exercises in substitution, addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and division, simple equations, and 'prob-
lems leading to simple equations' have given way definitely and
finally to formulas, graphical representation, the graphs of statistics.
and the graphs of functions, all of which are included in the first
section of Exercises in Algebra.

Nunn's Teaching of Algebra is, in essence, a treatise on the mathe-
matical concept of functionality; it is more, it is a treatise on func-
tional thinking in life:

Mathematical truths have always two sides or aspects. With the one,
they face and have contact with the world of outer realities lying in time
and space. With the other, they face and have relations with one another.
. . . The history of mathematics is a tale of ever-widening development of
both these sides.'"

And, again:

Progress has brought about, and, indeed, has required, division of labour.
A Lagrange or a Clerk Maxwell is chiefly concerned to enlarge the outer do-
minion of mathematics over matter; a Gauss or a Cantor seeks rather to
perfect and extend the minor realm of order among mathematical ideas them-
selves. But these different currents of progress must not be thought of as
independent streams. One never has existed and never will exist apart from
the other. The view that they represent wholly distinct forms of intellectual
activity is partial, unhistorical, and unphilosophical.'"

Nunn does not often use the term 'functionality', but no one could
read this volume without comprehending its inner meaning. In
the forefront of his discussion he places the variable. Some of his
remarks on the subject of variables are worth quoting:

Everyone knows that mathematics is essentially concerned with 'variables'.
. . . What is not generally noticed is that variables are almost as common
outside mathematics as within. Thus. in the statement:'The King of England'
is a variable in exactly the same sense as V in the formula V = ..1h."6

"4 Nunn. T. P. The Teaching of Algebra. p. 16.
"5 Ibid., p. 16. 116 Ibid., p. 7.
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Nunn gives an important place, indeed, to the variable, when hesays:

The invention of variables was, perhaps, the most important event in humanevolution. The command of their use remains the most significant achieve-
ment in the history of the individual human being."'

If the concept of the variable was given pride of place among
the concepts of mathematics, that of the function, the connection be-
tween variables, was made subordinate to it only by the fact that
it was rather more complex. The idea of the function dominates
the first chapter (on graphical representation) ; it is no less promi-
nent in the second chapter where the formula is discussed :

In trying to give an account from the numerical standpoint of the concretethings with which his formulas deal, the young algebraist can hardly fail tonotice and to become interested in the fact that 'variables' of widely differentcharacter are yet often bound to one another by identical quantitative laws.From that moment onwards it is natural to give an increasing amount of
attention to these general forms of connexion between variables. Eventuallyunder the rather forbidding name of 'functions' they may become the mainobject of study."

In other words, the function concept is a strand, which, by holding
the variable threads together, unifies and strengthens the whole.
A novel feature of the course proposed is the introduction of the
concepts of the calculus at a very early stage. Nunn reverses the
usual order of presentation of this subject and takes the integral
calculus first under the guise of 'area functions:1"

Our conclusion, after a careful survey of the relevant literature
is that The Teaching of Algebra is the most convincing treatise on
the function concept in school mathematics that has yet appeared.

THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN AMERICA

The reform movement in America may be said to have begun with
E. H. Moore's presidential address to the American Mathematical
Society in 1902.120 Although the function concept was not men-

'17 Ibis., p. 7.
114 p. 7.
" Mil., P. 247.
110 Moore, E. H. "On the Foundations

Mathemitical Society. Vol. IX, p. 402. Igo
See alto Srienre, Vol. NVII. p. 400.
The First Yearbook, Nationat Council of

1926.

of Mathematics." Bulletin of Me American
2.

Teachers of Mathematics, p. 32. New York,
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tioned in that address, many mathematical concepts incidental to
functional thinking were strongly emphasized. The idea of func-
tional relationship was brought out by Moore, a few years later,
in an illuminating article on the use of squared paper. This article,
which describes some unusual methods of graphical representation,
will still repay careful study.12' As in Germany, so in America,
we have to go to the meeting of the International Commission of
1908, for the beginning of the movement towards 'functional think-
ing.' Some years elapsed before the full import of Klein's thesis
began to be fully realized in America, but the way was being pre-
pared for its acceptance by the growing attention to graphical work
in schools.

The function concept. Among the first exponents of the func-
tion concept in America were David Eugene Smith and E. R,
Hedrick. The former has always been sympathetic but cautious
in his utterances on this subject and has shown an unwillingness
to accept any doctrine wholeheartedly until it has proved its worth
in practical experience. His observations on the subject of the
function concept will be of special value to us, seeing that they
come from one who has been for many years in close touch with
the theory and practice of mathematical education in other coun-
tries. The following is taken from a repo..t presented to the Fifth
International Congress held in Cambridge in 1912 :

The secot.:1 imr ortant question relates to the treatment of the function
concept. Here the ride of intuition, in the first steps, is more clearly defined,
since we have no eliti body of knowledge to be set aside. The chief
argument for the elahora .n of the function concept seems to be that the
calculus has already fou ,1 lace in the school under our consideration, and. if
it is to hold its place an 4 ontinue to grow in strelig`h. ,.ve must cease to impose it
merely from abovewe mu .. ,:repare for it from below. The notions of limit.
variability, rate. fnct;on, and graph must he :;o gradually introduced that
when the calculus i3 reached they will he :net we meet familiar friends."2

Important contributions to the function concept. Hedrick's
first important contribution to the subject appeared about a year

121 Moore. E. II. "Cross section Paper ;IA a Mathematical Instrument:* School
Science anti Mathemdticc, Vol. VI, p. r4o6. See also School Retiew, Vol. VI,
p. sr7, rooh.

al Smith. D. E. Report of an inquiry into "Intuition and Experiment in Math-
ematical Teaching in the Secondary Schools." Prnceetitngs the Fifth Intern, "nal
Congresc ,1 Mathematicians, p. 6z6. Cambridge, tor:. Set also L'Ensignement
mathematique, 1012, p.
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earlier than this. In 191 1, he wrote an article, "On the Selection
of Topics for Elementary Algebra," in which he stressed the vital
importance of functional ideas in elementary algebra. Few discus-
sions of this subject have revealed such insight into the real implica-
tions of the function concept as this. One is tempted to quote ex-
tensively from Hedrick's article, but the following passages will
indicate the temper of the whole:

The chief direct value of algebra, in fact the real subject .,utter of algebra,
aside from the rather insignificant chapter of shorthand which I have men-
tioned, consists of variable quantities, the relations between variable quantities,
and the acquisition of the ability to control and interpret such relations.

Algebra emerges strengthened and beautified, no longer needing an
apologist, but manifesting itself as a true need of the modern world, which
is, both in its manifold scientific enterprises and in its everyday affairs, vitAlly
interested in controlling and interpreting the relations between varying
qua .ti:

It is doubtful whether any more eloquent statement of the value
of algebra has appeared in American pedagogical literature since
these wards were written. Judging by the lack of comment follow
ing the publication of this article, one would conclude that teachers
of mathematics had missed its real significance. Comparatively
#...p,v references to the function concept or to functional thinking
.,.re to be found in American mathematical literature for the next
ten years. It must not be inferred, however, that progress was
not being made. Relevant and cognate ideas were being discussed
under the titles 3f graphs and formulas. In many articles, notably
those of Dines,' I..unn,125 Kinney,'" Nyberg,'27 and Jackson,'"
attention was being drawn to the fundamental importance of rela-
tional thinking hi the treatment of grapi.s and formulas. Thus
teachers were well prepared to receive Hedrick's second article which

1" Hedrick, E. R. On the Selection of Topics for Elementary Algebra." School
Science and Mathematics, Vol. II, p. 7, Jan., tot I.

".4 Dines, I.. L. "The Development of the Function ( oncept." School Science and
Mathematics, Vol. XIX, p. PO. Feb.. WM.

1" Lunn, L. E. "A Suggestive Approach to the Use ,.f the Functi.mal Notation,"
School Science and Mathemati:s, Vol. XVIII, p. 450, May, to

126 Kinney, J. M. "The Function Concept in High School Nlathematics." Math-
enza:ies Teacher, Vol. XV, p. 454, Dec., to 2.

1" Nyberg, J. A. "The Teaching of Graphs." School Sc.ience and Mathematics,
Vol. XXI, p. 144, l)., /921.

"Teaching Formulas in the Junior High School." S.-ipol Science and AI athemati.1,
Vol. XXI, p. 4N, May, zo:t.

t24 Jackson, Dunham. "Variable,: and Limits." If reacher, Vol. IX,
p. it. Sept ,

p
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appeared in the Mathematics Teacher of April, 1922,120 and for the
recommendations of the National Committee on Mathematical Re-
quirements on the function concept, which immediately followed
it. Just as the report of the National Committee on Mathematical
Requirementsm is generally recognized as a landmark in the his-
tory of American mathema al education, so Chapter VII of the
report, "The Function Concept in Secondary School Mathematics,"
is recognizt.d as the first authoritative statement of the case for
functional thinking t . found in American mathematical litera-
ture. The first draft of this chapter was prepared by Hedrick him-
self, and was, in its main essentials, similar to the article to which
we have referred. In this epoch-making report the National Com-
mittee laid a foundation for mathematical education that will stand
the test for many a year to come. It could hardly be otherwise
with an aim so broadly conceived:

The primary purposes of the teaching of mathematics should be to develop
those powers of understanding and of analyzing relations of quantity and of
space which are necessary to an insight into and control over our environment
and to an appreciation of the progress of civilization in its various aspects,
and to develop those habits of thought and of action which will make these
powers effective in the life of the individual."'

The fundamental importance of the functional relation is clearly
set forth in the body of the report as follows:

The one great idea which is best adapted to unify the course is that of the
functional relation. The concept of a variable and of the dependence of one
variable upon another is of fundamental importance to everyone. It is true
that the general and abstract form of these concepts can become significant
to the pupil only as a result of very considerable mathematical experience
and training. There is nothing in either concept, however, which prevents
the presentation of specific concrete examples and illustrations of dependence
even in the early parts of tae course."'

The special chaver, "Function Concept," is a comprehensive

129 Hedrick, F. R. "Functionality in Mathematical Instruction in Schools and
Colleges." Afathematics Teacher, Vol. XV, p. tot, April, 1922.

See also Webb, Harrison. "Professor Hedrick's Report on the Function Concept."
Mathematics Teacher, Vol. XV, p. Oct., Iq:2.

130 National Committee on Mathematical Requirements (a committee of the
Mathematical Association of America). The Reorganization of Mathematics in
Secondary Education, x 3.

131 p.
132 Ibid., p. i 2.
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treatment of the whole subject. It begins by emphasizing the im-
portance of functional thinking in life and then proceeds to show
that the concept of functionality is implied in any rational treat-
ment Lf formulas, equations, graphs, variation and proportion, con-
gruence and similarity, and that not only algebra, but all the sub-
jects of the mathematical curriculum come within its purview. The
vital importance of relational thinking in everyday life is well ex-
pressed in the following passage:

Indeed, the reason for insisting so strongly upon attention to the idea of
relationships between quantities is that such relationships do occur in real
life in connection with practically all of the quantities with which we are
called upon to deal in practice. Whereas there can be little doubt about the
small value to the student who does not go on to higher studies of some of the
manipulative processes criticized by the National Committee, there can be
no doubt at all of the value to all persons of any increase in their ability to
see and to foresee the manner in which related quantities affect each other.

To attain what has been suggested, the teacher should have in mind con-
stantly not any definition to be recited by the pupil, not any automatic
response to a given cue, not any memory exercise at all, but rather a determina-
tion not to pass any instance in which one quantity is related to another, or
in which one quantity is determined by one or more others, without calling
attention to the fact, and trying tc have the student "see how it works."
These instances occur in literally thousands of cases in both algebra and
geomet ry.03

Wrong interpretation of the function concept. It is difficult
to understand why, after the publication of such a thoroughgoing
discussion of functional thinking, so many writers of school text-
books should have fallen into the error of supposing that the func-
tion concept was synonymous with the graphical representation of
functions. Yet such has been the case. Few seem to have grasped
the idea that the function concept is a mode of thinking rather
than a method of illustration. In the ten years that have elapsed
since the preliminary report of the National Committee was pub-
lished in 1922, several writers have pointed out this fact, but none
of them have dealt adequately with the psychological or philosoph-
ical bases of their subject.

More recent contributions on the function concept. Of the
writers who have made outstanding contributions to the literature
on this subject in recent years special mention must be made of
the work of Georges and Breslich. On the practical side, the work

1 33 Ibid., p.
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of Swensonha4 in the \Vadleigh High School, New York, and of
Vevia Blair and Vera Sanford, in the schools associated with
Teachers College, seems to he outstanding. To David Eugene
Smith, partly through his writings and partly through his guidance
of experiments on the teaching of the calculus,135 we owe much of
our knowledge of the deeper meaning of functional thinking.

The writings of Georges are remarkable for their detailed anal-
ysis of certain mathematical abilities. Among the contributions
that he has made to the subject of functional thinking the most
valuable is that contained in an article contributed in 1929 to
School Science and Mathematics."" In this article he gives an ex-
haustive list of abilities which may be included in the term 'func-
tional thinking'. According to Georges, functional thinking in-
volves three main abilities. First, the ability to recognize mutual
dependence between variables and varying quantities; second, the
ability to determine the nature of the dependence or relationship
between variable quantities; and, third, the ability to express and
interpret quantitative relationships. 137 In other words, the recog-
nition, interpretation, and utilization of relationships are the heart
and soul of functional thinking. The writer goes on to discuss
the mathematical implications of these abilities, in the formation
of concepts, the acquisition of skills and the development of mathe-
matical habits of thought. He proceeds:

1" 'wenson. J. A. "Selected Topics in Calculus for the High School." The Third
Yearbook, National Council Of Teachers of Mathematics. p. 1o2.

Swenson. J. A. .1 Course in the Calculus for Secondary Schools, with Neu. and Orig
Treatmentc df Many Topics (Together with the Records ()f Seven High School Classes

in this Course), unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Teachers College Library, New
York.

Norgaard. NI. A. "Introductory Calculus as a High School Subject." The
Third Yearbook, National Council of leachers of Mathematics. p. Q3 New York. 1y2S.

135 Nordgaard. M. A Op. cit.. pp. ux u2.
Rosenberger. N. H. The Place of Elementary Calculus in tlw Senior Iligh School

Mathematics. New York,
'" Georges, J. S. "A Supplementary Project in Functional Graphs." Mathematical

Teacher, Vol. XIX, p. 174, Nlarch, ri):1,. Illustrated with a project on the graphs
of cubic equations.

See also the following articles in School Science and Mathemlles:
"Functional Relations and Mathematical Training," Vol. XXIV. p. t):*u, Oct., 1926.
"The Properties of Relationships in Elementary Mathematics," Vol. XXX, p. 27x,

March, 1Q30.
"On the Nature of Algebraic Language," Vol. XXVIII, p. 135. March IQ 2S.
t37 Georges, J. S. "Functional Thinking as an Objective in Mathematical Educa-

tion." School Science and 11 at hematics. Vol. XXIX, pp. Doti and Doi, May, Jun.',
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The various mathematical concepts, principles, processes, and methods
which directly or indirectly contribute to the formation of correct habits of
functional thinking, to the acquisition of skills in the manipulation of quanti-
tative method and the development of ability in the expression and interpreta-
tion of functional relationships are classified (1) measurement, Y:.) repre-
sentation, (3) variation, (4) relationships, (5) transformations, and (6) gen-
eralization.

The term 'transformation' is used in rather a special sense. Ac-
cording to Georges, relationships, whether between abstract mathe-
matical elements or facts of experimentation, are statements of
algebraic transformations (variations). "The mathematical theory
of transformation is the logic of functionality." This article, and
others by the same writer, must rank among the most valuable con-
tributions that have been made to the subject of functional thinking.

No less stimulating have been the contributions made by Bres-
lich, who combines a wide acquaintance of classroom technique with
an accurate knowledge of mathematical theory. In a valuable
articlem contributed to the Third Yearbook of the National Coun-
cil of Teachers of Mathematics, he analyzed several popular mathe-
matical textbooks for the purpose of ascertaining the extent to
which functional ideas are stressed and came to the conclusion
that the function concept was not receiving the emphasis it de-
served. He attributed this lack of emphasis to the tendency to
relegate functional ideas to isolated chapters and sections, and
gave some practical suggestions for a more systematic treatment
of the whole subject. Breslich has given a much more elaborate
discussion of the function concept in his recent book, Problems
in Teaching Secondary School Mathematics.'" In this book he
goes back a step further than most writers and discusses functional
thinking in elementar!, arithmetic. This discussion contains some
very valuable suggestions on tabular arrangement, correspondence,
and dependence in their application to arithmetic. The rest of his
discussion covers familiar ground, but there is. a wealth of illus-
tration which should prove of very great value to the practical
teacher. The bibliography at the end of each section of the dis-
cussion gives the authors and titles of practically every article on

133 Breslich, E. R. "Dev..,loping Functional Thinkin,z in Secondary School Math-ematics." nie Third YearboA, Nalional Council of Teachers of Abilhemalics, p. 42.10:S.
Breslich, K. R. Problems in Teaching Setondary School Atztheniati,I. Chicago,tot.
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the subject of functional thinking in American mathematical
journals."°

Space will not permit us to review the literature on the func-
tion concept in detail, but we shall select a few articles which seem
to call for special comment. David Eugene Smith has stressed the
vital imp°. `ante of functional dependence in the Lesson of De-
pendence)" He maintains that "the dependence of one quantity
upon another is a phenomenon which has escaped only the most un-
tu,ored savage. . . . Our lasting pleasures depend upon success in
life, our success depends upon our efforts and upon our inborn
qualities and so on through all that enters into our life here and
hereafter."

In the collection of essays known as Monographs of Modern
Mathematics, Bliss has discussed the function concept in its strictly
mathematical bearings. Examples of functions of several types,
continuous and discontinuous, are given, as well as illustrations of
the interdependence of the derivative, the antiderivative and the
definite integral. This part of the subject is treated by Bliss in
an admirably lucid manner. The article has been written from
the point of view of the pure mathematician, rather than from that
of the classroom teacher. In the Introduction the author deplores
the lack of unity in school mathematics:

Topics related perhaps inherently but with no indicated relationships
follow each other in a confusion of radicals. exponents. progressions, imagin-
:tries, probabilities, and other algebraic conceptions, in a way which must
tend to develop a very disjointed understanding on the part of the beginner."2

Then he proceeds:

It is one of the purposes of the present paper to show that this lack of unity
may he remedied with the help of a very important conception which is called
the function.

'"' Since the above was written, The Seventh. Yearbook, National Council of Teaehe-s
of Mathematics has appeared, with a valuable article by Ilreslich, "Measuring the
Development of Functional Thinking in Alobra."

Other articles in The STenth l'ear;ook on the function cony( pt are
"The Function Concept in Elementary Algebra," by N. J. Lennes, a useful survey

of the subject, and a very intert sting and ori,:ial article, " The Function Concept and
Gra phi,.al Methods in Statistio anti Ecmionlics,- by NV. Lietzmann, of the University
of Gutinizen.

141 Smith, D. E. "The Lesson of Dependence." Mathematics Teacher, Vol. XXI,
p. April, to.:S.

"2 Rlit+ti. G. A. -The I...auction t'oncept anti the Fun,lanwnt al Notions of the
Calculus." ifonographA on topic: of Modern Mathematics Relemnt to the Elementa,y
Field, p. :o.t. London, 1.027
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In this endeavor he has been, in a certain degree, successful, but he
has only particularized a unity that has been recognized ever since
the time of Dirichlet. There is very little in the article which
would not be known to any teacher of mathematics who had studied
the elements of function theory. The author has not included in his
discussion thou e, elementary mathematical ideas and skills, which
teachers of elementary mathematics have sought to bring under the
unifying conception of functionality. There is a danger lest we
should assume the function concept to be an elementary form of
function theory. The report of the National Committee on Mathe-
matical Requirements has warned us against this assumption, "It
will be seen that in what follows there is no disposition to advo-
cate the teaching of any sort of function theory. P'143

In recent years there has been an increase in the number of
articles of a practical nature emanating from the mathematics class-
room. Of these we may mention the contributionsm of Blank,
Booher, Christofferson, and Dresden. Miss Blank attacks her sub-
ject in a very broad way and bases her treatment on the idea of
variation. She warns us against the danger of treating function-
ality as a chapter in mathematical study:

Variability of functionality is, as it were, one of the themes of the symphony
coining up again and again, always in a new guise equally interesting. equally
novel, related to the former version in the different key, familiar yet almost
unique, often coming upon one unawares.

Truly a case has been made for mathematics as a branch of aes-
thetics! Miss Booher uses Ligda's Teaching of Elementary Algebra
as the basis of her method of selecting problems for class work.
She maintains that the notion of functionality (not the term)
should be present in school algebra from the first lesson, for "the
ability to see relationships is the very essence of intelligence."
Her method includes plenty )f oral discussion of formulas, prac-
tice in tabulation and in graphical representation. Somewhat simi-

to The Reoronhalion (V. .trathernallis in Secondary Edur.nion, p. (4.
144 See the following articles in the if athemalks Teacher:
Blank. Laura. "Variability and Functionality in High School Mathematics,"

Vol. XXI, p. 405, Nov., IQ 2Q.
Booher. Eleanor E. "The Use of the Function Concept in First Year Algebra,"

Vol. XVIII, p. So, Feb., 1020.
Christoffenon, II. C. "The Graph as a Means of Picturing Relationships," Vol.

X.:, p. 227. April, 1Q28
Sce also Dresden, A. ae Place of the Function Concept in Secondary School

Mathematics." School Science and Atalhernalics, Vol. XXVII, I). 57o, June, to...
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lar suggestions are advanced by Christofferson, who shows how
the graphical representation of relationships can be used to vitalize
school mathematics: "The use of graphs to show the trend of statis-
tical data, to help scientific experimenter in deriving formulas, to
solve maximum and minimum problems, and to picture all sorts
of relationships is a powerful tool in mathematics."

No discussion of the function concept in American schools would
be complete without a reference to the work of Swenson, who per-
haps more fully than any other, has exemplified the spirit of the
function concept in his own teaching. The writer has had the
privilege of intimate association with him over a period of nearly
two years, during which time he followed, with increasing admira-
tion, his work, both in the classroom and on the lecture platform.
He has also had the still greater privilege of many hours of profit-
able discussion with him. His articles, Selected Topics in Calculus
for the High School""5 and "Graphic Methods of Teaching Con-
gruence in Geometry,""" and his doctor's dissertation, A Course in
the Calculus for Secondary Schools, with NCW and Original Treat-
ments of Many Topics, give a general idea of his method of approach,
but they do not convey a real impression of the vitality of his teach-
ing. In his hands the function concept pulsates with life.

146 swenAon, J. The Third Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Malhent'lics,
p. 102.

146 Swenson, J. The Fifth Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
P. 90.



V

THE FUNCTION CONCEPT AND THE SECONDARY
SCHOOL

A study of representative textbooks. When we seek to deter-
mine the influence of any new educational idea upon the life and
work of the schools, we usually follow one or more of several
courses. We may visit the schools and, by personal observation
and inquiry, form an estimate of the extent to which the new idea
has been accepted, or study syllabi and programs, records and
reports, and accept these as reliable indicators of the best current
practice, or examine the textbooks in common use, working on
the assumption that what is written in the books will be taught in
the schools. We have, from force of circumstances, followed the
third of these/courses, and have examined, as comprehensively as
was possible', the most popular textbooks in use to-day. This
method is admittedly less reliable than that of first-hand observa-
tion. but it provides us with useful evidence upon which compari-
sons can be made. When due allowance has been made for the
laLt of inertia, textbooks do give some indication of the spirit of
the age. In some schools, of course, the teaching is far in advance
of that of the hest textbooks; in others, it is far behind.

In the task of selecting hooks representative of those in current
use in European schools we have received great assistance from
eminent teachers in the countries concerned. Not only did these
teachers go to considerable trouble to make selections for us, but
they also supplied valuable observations on the progress of mathe-
matical teaching in their schools. In this chapter we briefly re-
view some mathematical textbooks extensively used in secondary
schools in Europe and America.

GERMANY

The most modern textbooks of mathematics for secondary schools
in Germany show unmistakable evidence of the influence of Klein.
This is generally acknowledged in the preface. where statements, to

5,5
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the effect that the function concept as conceived by Klein is the
underlying principle of the book, are sometimes to be found. The
influence of the Meraner Vorschlage is seen, not only in the em-
phasis that is now being placed on the notion of function, but
also in the obvious endeavor of the authors to relate the mathe-
matics of the school to the practical problems of life. An attrac-
tive feature of some of the recent books is the large number of
practical examples taken from physics, chemistry, and the social
sciences.

It is impossible to give a unified sketch of German mathematical
textbooks, since the books show a bewildering variety of treat-
ment. Each type of school, as well as each grade, seems to possess
its appropriate textbook. An additional difficulty is that no spec-
ified plan of study is obligatory upon all types of schools. The
Prussian Department of Education has recently issued a standard
Ricl-.tlinien, upon which the schools are expected to base their
work, but this official program is suggestive rather than prescrip-
tive. The result is that, while most of the books follow the Richt-
liriien in their general plan, they vary greatly both in content and
in their treatment of the subject matter. Roughly, the books may
be divided into two types: those which are revisions of standard
works by popular authors, and those that have been specially de-
signed to exemplify and inculcate the spirit of the reform move-
ment. Of the books belonging to the two types, those of the sec-
ond are undoubtedly the more interesting.

From a very long list we select the following:

Lehrbuch der Mathematik mil A ufgaben, by 13ehrendsen. GLitt Mg, and Ilarnack

I. 1' nierstufe Teil I. Geomeirie. 1930.
This book written for students of classes Quarta to Untersekunda (13 to

t6 years) is a very interesting and stimulating volume, for in it we find a
just blending of the concrete and the abstract, the static and the dynamic-,
the intuitional and the rigorous. Plane and solid geometry, congruence and
similarity, geometrical and algebraic proofs are found side by side to the
obvious interest and benefit of the student. The book is not treated in a
definitely functional manner, but many functional ideas are included; as, for
example, in the discussion on the variation of the third side of a triangle with
the variation of the opposite angle, the containing sides being of constant
length. An excellent feature of the book is the clear account of conical and
orthogonal projection, leading to descriptive geome..ry. The second half of
the book is largely algebraic. In this we find the elements of coordinate geometry
and several problems introducing the idea of a limit, e.g., the circumference of
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a circle as the limit of the perimeter of a polygon. A chapter on trigono-
metrical functions completes the book.

II. Vnlerstufe Tell II. Arilionetik und Algebra. Ion
In this book, for classes Unterteria to Untersekunda (14 to 16 years), the

function concept is given special attention, but almost entirely as the graphical
representation of algebraic functions. A strong foundation is laid in number
theory, leading to simple equations of one or two unknowns. This is followed
by a very thorough treatment of the graphs of linear functions. The graphs
of the quadratic, cubic, and reciprocal functions are also very clearly pre-
sented. In this book the function concept is prominent, but it cannot be said
to be the central theme of the book.

III. Obersluje Teil I. 1028.
This book has been written as a general textbook of mathematics for the

Obersekunda and Prima (18 and to years). A great many mathematical
ideas are gathered together in one volume: trigonometry, solid gt.:)rnetry
(including stereometrv). analytical geometry, algebra and complex variables,
function theory, and the elements of the differential calculus. A special
section is devoted to assurance mathematics and the elements of actuarial
sLience. As one would expect from such a program, the idea of the function
figures prominently, but no attempt is made to develop the notion of the
function as a definite concept. All the elements are present for a first-rate
textbook on the function concept. but the concept itself has not been crystal-
lized. In this book, as in the previous volume. a function is taken to be
equivalent to es algebraic expression and its graphical representation.

IV. Oberslufe Tcil II. ton.
This is a continuation of Volume I of the series and is intended for the

highest class, the Prima. The book is divided into three sections: function
theory, analytical geometry, and projective geometry. Function theory
includes differential and integral calculus and algebraic series (Binomial,
Taylor's, Maclaurin's) and analytical geometry is synonymous with analytical
conic sections, including the general conic. The course on projective geometry
embraces the main theorems of 'modern geometry', the complete quadrilateral,
poles and polars, Pascal's and Brianchon's theorems. The treatment is
comprehensive, but it is less thorough than that of representative English
textbooks on the same subjects.

The remark that we have made with regard to the first volume of the
Oberstufe applies also to this: The function concept is present. but is not
fully manifest.

Elemente der 3fathemilik, by Reidt-Wolff-Kerst.
I. t'nlerslufe. Arithmelik und Alybra. 1o3o.
This volume covers much the same ground as the corresponding hook in

the Behrendsen series. A large p trt of the hook is &voted to the formal
opvrations of algebra, but much has ben made of graphical representation.
both in the appropriate places in the development of t he subject (e.g., linear
and quadratic eflu it ions) am I in a special section on statistical graphs at the end
of the book. The authors seem to us to reverse the normal psychological
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and logical order. It is surely more interesting and more educative to lead
up to the graphs of functions through statistical graphs, which have the
advantage of a natural concrete implication, than to take these subjects in the
reverse order. The impression conveyed by this book is that of an effort to
revive an old body by the infusion of a new spirit, but the result is still domi-
nantly old.

II. Unterstufe. Geometric. 1920.
This book corresponds to Behrendsen's Unterstufe I, and presents the same

material in much the same way. Functional ideas, which were to be found in
many places in the first series, are not to be found in this. There are, however,
other features, such as the determination of area and volume by integration,
correspondence in projection, and a discussion of limits, which are very valu-
able. The book abounds in practical problems and has many interesting
concrete teaching devices. In this respect it seems to us to be superior to other
German books of the same grade.

III. Oberstufe. Arilinnetik, A/gebra und Trigonometrie. 1028.
In this book we have one of the best examples of functional mathematics in

school textbooks. In every chapter we find analytical processes clarified
and enforced by graphical and other geometrical illustrations. The first part
of the book deals with assurance mathematics and statistical analysis. These
have be .1 very clearly presented. The statistical chapter includes sections
on probability, the binomial series, and the exponential function. By a series
of well-chosen examples the student is finally led to the equation of the normal
frequency curve. The next section begins with number theory and leads on
to complex functions and the theory of equations (treated graphically). The
most satisfying part of the book is that dealing with the ditTerential and integral
calculus, where the main concepts are developed in an admirable manner
with the aid of graphical illustrations. A chapter on spherical trigonometry
completes a most interest:ng and well-planned book.

IV. Oberstufe. Ge'ometrie'. 1028.
The first half of this book is devoted to projective and perspective geometry,

and the second to analytical geometry. The whole book is characterized by
the same careful planning and clear exposition that we have marked in Volume
III of the series. The treatment of the first section does not differ in any great
degree from the usual: much greater advantage could have been taken of the
idea. of function in the movement of figures and in places vliere the notion
of limits could have been employed. The second section. by the very nature
of the subject, is a treatise on the function concept but the authors seem more
concerned to emphasize the facts resulting from the analysis than the concept
itself. In this sense the treatment falls short of that of Volume III.

Aufgabensammlung und Leitfaden fur Arithmetik, und Analysis. iO3o.

I. Ausgabe A: fur At:sits/ten re.iler Rieh:unt: Unterstufe, by W. Lietzmann.
This book, which is based on Bardey's famous :tuft; 7hensamm:ung comes

nearer to catching the real spirit of the function concept than any other modern
German textbook. The author has for some years been looked upon as one of
the most energetic leaders of the reform movement and this book, although
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based upon a very old work, incorporates the new spirit most successfully.
This is seen, not only in the prominence given to graphical representation
(statistical and functional), but also in the excellent problem material, which
is taken from mechanics, physics, chemistry, and commerce, as well as from
pure mathematics. These examples have obviously been chosen to express
the concept of function in a concrete form. The book covers the same ground
as others written for this grade, but in a much more satisfying manner, A
feature of the book is that the whole argument is carried on by a well goaded
series of examples. without any explanations or 'worked examples'. The
necessary explanation is given in a Lei !laden, or Theory Manual, at the end.
This contains all the essentials of the theory in the form of a concise summary.

1I. ausgabe B: fur A nstallen realer Rickung-----Oberslufe, by W. Lietzmaon and
P. ZUhlke.

An extension of the above book, this carries the subject to the Prima stage.
The same features, to which we have referred in connection with the more
elementary volume. are to be found in this. The book abounds in problems
from science and commerce, all systematically arranged under such headings
as velocity, work, moments, optics, and electricity. These problems are so
selected that they exemplify functional dependence in a practical form. Thus
the function concept is inherent in the material of instruction.

Reeknen,ffir hAere LAranstalien, Teile 1. 2, 3, by G. Wolff and B. Kerst. to3o.

These books have been selected as examples of the application of the func-
tion concept to elementary arithmetic. In this respect they are superior to
any other books on this subject that have come under our notice in any
language. Almost from the first page, exercises are given on the art of tabula-
tion. These lead on to the reading and interpolation of rt.sults from tables.
This feature of the book is excellent and constitutes a much better exercise in
arithmetic than the formal drill that is almost universally found in schools
to-day. Geometrical and graphical illustrations are employed freely. not
as skills to be acquired but as teaching devices to elucidate the theory. The
problem material has been well selected. Many of the examples arc taken
from real life and show a lack of artificiality that is exhilarating. The idea
of approximate estimation is Introduce:I very early and is used eon-tantly
throughout the course. The result ;: that when the subject 'approximations'
is dealt with later. the student has all the relevant ideas in readiness. These
books are an excellent preparation for function d mathematics in the secondary
school.

FRANCE

Perhaps in no other country doses the work of the schools con-
form so closely to the official educational program as in France.
The same remark may be made regarding the textbooks of mathe-
matics, the most recent of which are almost invariably written
-entirely in conformity with the official programs of 3rd June,
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toss." In spite of this restriction upon the material that may be
included in the course, French textbooks show a great variety of
treatment of the subject matter. Some written by university pro-
fessors follow a direct logical order and abound in problems of an
abstract type; others written by professors of lycies bring the
subject into closer contact with the realities of life, including that
of the classroom. The chief characteristic of French mathematical
books is the logical development of the subject matter and the rigor
of the treatment. Very little is taken for granted. Although, as
we have already seen, algebraic and trigonometrical functions have
been included in the official programs for many years, the textbooks
do not show any definite bias in the direction of functional think-
ing. Graphs are used, and used effectively, to illustrate the results
of analysis, but not as instrumt nts for the development of the
thought. The term 'analytical function' occupies a prominent place
in French textbooks, but generally as a synonym for an algebraic
expression. From the large number of books available, we have
selected for review those which, in the opinion of several eminent
teachers, were deemed to be most popular. These books are used
in colleges and Odes of secondary grade, which aim at preparing
students for the baccalaureat, the entrance examination to the Uni-
versity. The secondary course is of seven years (sixth class to first
class, followed by a special class known as classe de mathentatiques).

Algebra (classes de je, se, ze), by Bore! et Monte!. z926.

The mathematical textbooks of Borel have been deservedly popular, not
only in France, but also in other European countries. Translations of his
books have appeared in Germany, Russia, Bulgaria, and even in Japan.
This book, which is designed to meet the needs of those who have already
learned the elements of algebra, surveys the whole field, from positive and
negative numbers to the graphs of homographic functions. The treatment
is strictly logical and analytical, but geometrical diagrams and graphs are used
to illustrate the argument frequently. The first part of the book deals with
positive and negative numbers and the fundamental skills and concepts of
algebra. Velocity is introduced to illustrate the product of two signed num-
bers. The rest of the book is almost entirely devoted to variables and func-
tions, a variable being defined as follow:. "We call a number which can take
different values a variable." The treatment is dominantly algebraic, but the
results obtained by analysis are illustrated, sometimes in a very illuminating
way, by graphs. In the theory of quadratic equations, which has been most
eel xustively treated, the graphs are particularly effective. Another in-
teresting section is that on homographic functions and their graphs. An
attractive feature of the book is the appeal to kinematics for problem material.
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Algebro (clam do ondthemeligoes), by Boni and Montel. rirsp,

The ant half of this book is a Osumi, with harder examples, of the Algibre
for lower classes, supplemented by a detailed treatment of inequalities, systems
of equations, and the variations of functions. The second half of the book
is devoted to the elements of the calculus. Here the treatment is masterly.
By clear logical steps the pupil is led from the derivatives of polynomials to
those of trigonometric functions, homographic functions, rational fractions,
and irrational functions. The examples are taken largely from mechanics and
are sufficiently difficult to tax the powers of the ablest students. The work
is illustrated throughout by graphs.

Pad: diarilboOlittm (dam II. 64, P. ge, Jo) (:9M, and hick de gdondirit
Ault (dam de 4e, gs) (we), by P. Chenevier.

These books are typical of those used in the junior classes of secondary
schools in France. In the book on arithmetic, functional notions Appear in
the discussion on proportion, interest and problems, but the idea is not carried
far. The elements of algebra come into the program u generalised arith-
metic. The treatment of geometry is, from our point of view, more interesting.
The author states, in the preface, that he has abandoned the Wray methods
of proof that depend upon the displacement of figures (e.g., in the parallel
theorems), but he freely employs the notion of limits (tangents to a circle, the
circumference of a circle u the limit of inscribed and circumscribed poly-
gon).

Cows d'algebto (classes de 3e, ae, re,) by P. Chenevier. :926.

This book covers the same ground as the correiponding work of Borel and
Montel. Grohs have been treated in great detail, the author's contention
being that the graph is to be looked upon "not as a vague schema of a trend or
a useful picture," but as a precise representation of a functional law, from
which much may be learned. Special care has been taken to lead up to difficult
concepts gradually Thus the term 'increases indefinitely' is used from the
beginning in preparation for the concept 'approaching infinity'. The treat-
ment of logarithms is particularly it .eresting.

Cows de gionsilrie pane (clang de NO (1927), and COWS de gionalrie dans
i'espace (clam de re) (1928), by P. Chenevier.

These books, taken together, form a comprehensive treatment of the whole
of elementary geometry. The author states that he has abandoned "displace-
ment" methods of proof as given by Wray, but he uses the ideas of transla-
tion and rotation very effectively, not in demonstrating logical proofs, but in
showing how a great variety of cases may be developed as illustrations of one
general theorem. Although he does not use superposition in his proofs of con-
gruence, he shows that any triangle, assumed unalterable as to shape may be
moved to a new orientation by a single translation and a single rotation,
Again, the author makes constant appeal to the idea of limits, his demonstration
of the idea that the circumference of a circle may be regarded as the limit
between the perimeters of the inscribed and circumscribed polygons being
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particularly stimulating. Functionality is strongly emphasised in the second
of the two volumes, where algebraic proofs are employed.

Glens de giosilrie (close de malleltsaliques), by P. Chenevier. tog.
This is an excellent summary of higher geometry for schools, including all

that we usually include under the term 'modern geometry', together with
conic sections, analytically treated. Functional ideas are to be found, but
the book is not designed to bring out this aspect of geometrical thinking.

Arilhmilique (classes 6e, 5e) and Elements de gionglri* Nose (classes 4e, it),
by Brachet and Dumarque. tgai.

In the first of these books arithmetic is given a broad meaning, for the
book contains arithmetic, algebra, and the elements of practical geometry in
about equal proportions. The treatment is clear and the applications practical,
but there is no attempt to develop functional ideas. In the Gies 'foie, the
ailthors use motion proofs freely. In this, as in most French books, the
parallel postulate assumed is the following: "Two perpendiculars at dieerent
points of a given line cannot meet."

Aritlamilique (Must de alhimaliques), by Brachet and Dumarque. 1939.

The word 'arithmetic' is given a much wider connotation in France than in
any other country. Arithetique, as we have it here, covers the whole field of
algebraic numbers, their constitution and their operations, The subject is
rigorously treated and, while it includes many ideas with which we ale familiar
in our schools (irrationals, imaginaries, powers, and approximations), it also
treats many topics that rind no place in our school mathematical studies.
The last part of the book, for example, deals with continued fractions, modular
classes, congruences, indeterminate equations, and the theory of groups (in-
cluding Abelian groups). Although the functional notation is employed
throughout, the book is not a treatise on function, nor is it designed to develop
iunctional ideas. It deals with mathematical computation or calculus. In
this regard it is a necessary supplement to the study of analysis.

Precis d'algibre (classc de mathinialiques), by Brachet and Dumarque. 193o.

This book covers the same ground as the other books for the same class to
which we have referred. As the title suggests, the book is a summary of the
essentials of higher algebra, rather than a readable treatise. The treatment
is concise and, at the same time, thorough. Considerable space has been
given to the concept of the variable, which is defined as follows: "If x is a letter
capable of taking various numerical values, we say that it is a variable."
One of the most interesting chapters is that on the limit of a function of one
variable, in which most of the common cases of limits, e.g., sin xis -+ z, when
x -+ o, which are to be used in later analytical work, are treated,

HUNGARY

Although, under the stimulus of a popular journal for high school
students and under the insdiration of a number of progressive teach-
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ers, the movement for mathematical reform has progressed very
rapidly in Hungary, textbooks do not seem to reflect the influence
of that movement to any marked extent. Graphical methods and
some functional ideu have been introduced into elementary books
on arithmetic and algebra, but the function concept as we conceive
it, and as it seems to be understood by the leaders of the reform
movement in Hungary, does not figure prominently. This is prob-
ably clue to the fact that in Hungary, as in England, analytical
geometry and the calculus are studied from separate books on those
subjects, whereas in Germany and France the whole of the analyti-
cal work is coordinated in one general course of study. More in
consonance with the reform movement is al' excellent series of ele-
mentary textbooks by Professor A. Sanest and an equally admirable
series of advanced books by Professor P. Veress.

Afeassyisighos (sadoistaskissyvviisilats is algebraMinas), Rest I, IL, III A,
III B, by A. Sum. t920-t927,

The first of these volumes deals mainly with the fundamental operations of
arithmetic. Numerous examples of great practical interest, culled from
actual records of vital statistics, are given to be treated graphically. Com-
parisons are made between the agricultural and economic condition of the
country, its exports and imports, and its transport facilities before and after
the war, which suggest an effort to correlate mathematics with national
economics. The second part of the book deals with elementary geometry,
which is developed, in a very attractive manner, through practical surveying
and design.

The second volume takes us through the fundamental skills of algebra,
which are very clearly presented by graphical methods. The most interesting
part of the book is the treatment of proportion, direct and indirect, which is
very skilfully developed through practical examples. Graphs are used with
great effect in the treatment of profit and loss, taxes, insurance, and household
accounts.

The third volume contains an admirable treatment of positive and negative
numbers, somewhat similar to that given by Nunn. Altogether the algebraic
section of this book is in accordance with the best modern practice. The
section on geometry is mainly a study of mkn.iuration (cylinder, cone, !here,
etc.) and of the main geometrical concepts (point, line, parallels, and symmetry.
As in the first volume, much use is made of surveying. The second part of the
book deals with more advanced arithmetic and algebra and with the elements
of demonstrative geometry.

In this book much attention is given to graphs. Some of these are con-
cerned with railway timetables in the manner suggested by Klein. A feature
of these four volumes is their practical outlook. In the earlier hooks most
of the problems arc taken from business life and in the later books from
physics.
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Elemi meemykaikee (algebra k gmemeeris), a gimntilumok fie ceiligimnfialu-
mok, VII Ossta lya Saint" by Pal, Versos me.

I. / Dist (VII class).
In the introduction to this series the author acknowledges his indebtedness

to Klein. He says, "The only works which influenced me during the writing
of these books were those of Felix Klein on the reform movement. In the
introductory part of my geometry I also had recourse to the textbooks of
Horel-Stilckel." The endeavor of the author has been to fuse algebra and
geometry with the help of the function concept.

The first volume, intended for the highest class, opens with a section on
coordinate geometry (straight line, circle, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola). This
is followed by an elementary treatment of the calculua. The concept of func-
tionality is not definitely developed until the question of limits arises in con-
nection with the derivative. Thenceforth functional ideas are brought in
freely. The section on integration is excellent. The integral is introduced as
the reverse of differentiation and is developed almost immediately after as a
summation. The treatment is not rigorous, but the question of rigor is dis-
cussed in order that students my realise that the proofs need modification,
if they are to stand every test of the rigorist. The last part of the book is
devoted to solid geometry but calculus methods are not employed although
the ground was ready for them. On the whole, a successful effort has been
made to clarify the function concept.

II. II Aiitet (VI Class).
The book opens with numbers and series (A.P., G.P.) but the usual treatment

has been improved by a very thorough study of interpolation. Interpolation
from the graph is used later in the chapter on logarithms and exponentials.
The discussion then goes to business mathematics (interest, annuities, rent,
insurance, and assurance). Here functional ideas are very well illustrated.
Graphs are used to clarify what would otherwise be difficult theories. There
is again another sudden break into trigonometry (all six ratios), the treatment
differing little from the usual. There is, at a e end, an interesting chapter on
practical trigonometry (surveying, etc.). On the whole, the function concept
comes in for attention In this book, but it is not a coordinating theme, for
very little coordination is evident.

III. III Kole! (Classes IV and V).
This book is a sound, but rather conventional, introduction to secondary

school mathematics. The opening section on elementary algebra may be de-
scribed as formal anti old-fashioned. It opens with expressions and substi-
tutions, and proceeds, very much in the style of thirty years ago, through the
fundamental rules to equations. The second part of the book deals with ele-
mentary geometry. In this part there is an interesting chapter on loci, but
otherwise the treatment lacks life. The next part of the book is devoted to
graphs, the elements of coordinate geometry, and the applications of graph3
to practical problems. This part of the book is excellent, dependency and
function being the keynotes of the discussion. The last section includes a
miscellaneous section on Pythagoras' Theorem, irratonals, and imaginaries.

There is much good material in this book, and many illustrations of func-
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Ilona' mathematics, but it cannot be said to show up the function concept
to the fullest advantage.

AUSTRIA

As we have already seen, teachers of mathematics in Auso..ia were
very quick to catch the spirit of the reform movement ir. Uermany.
This has been due partly to the work of the Austrian members of
the among whom the most active was Dintzl, and partly
to the influence of the books of Klein and Lietzmann. The Gov-
ernment Regulations of woo contained specific references to the
function concept and prescribed a course which definitely kept
that concept in view. Teachers were directed to make the connec-
tions between algebra and geometry as close as possible, thus facili-
tating the general application of the concept of dependence. Every
encouragement is given in the early study of the subject "to meas-
ure, cut, fold, construct, and draw" that the concepts and the rules
to be developed from these r.ercises should be rendered clear?

Austrian textbooks show a marked tendency to follow the Ger-
man models; in fact, in some schools books by Lietzmann and others
have been adapted for use in Austria. The more recent books con-
sist largely of collections of problems, the theoretical material of
the ordinary textbook being included in an appendix, called the
Leitfaden.3 This, as we have already observed, is becoming the
popular practice in Germany. The aim is to make the formulation
and transcribing of principles entirely the work of the class or of
the individual student, We have selected for review only one series,
by E. Dintzl, which illustrates the concept of functionality admi-
rably.

Matiscmatisches Unterrichtswerk far Mille Ischia, (V and VI Kiasse), by E.
Dintzl. *929,

Arithmetik.

This book, based on a popular textbook by MoCnik and Tio6evar, is one of
the most successful attempts to base middle school mathen. .cs on the func-
tion concept. As the author has stated in the preface: "Especially strong
emphasis has been placed on the function concept." The term 'arithmetic' is
used in the wide sense common in French and German schools. In this book
we find very little of what we should designate arithmetic; we find rather the

Falk, K. "Mathematical Education in Austria " The Fourth Yearbook, National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, p. 6.

L'Enseignement tnathematique, August, 193o, p. 253.
Lietzmann, W. and Jarosek, J. Arithmetik, (Klasse 2-8). Wien, z929. See also

Geometric. Wien, z 93o.
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elements of algebra and of intuitive and of demonstrative geometry. In the
section on algebra the function concept occupies a prominent place. At every
stage the opportunity is taken to bring out the significance of functionality,
and in the special sections on graphical representation the treatment is ex-
cellent. Here we find the graphs of the function y x', for negative as well
as for positive ,.slues. The treatment of geometry, which is no less interesting,
includes numerical computation, nomography, and the use of millimeter and
logarithmic paper. Altogether this is one of the most .nteresting books on
functional thinking that we have examined.

II Ifsbiteher for den Matitewatik Unterricki on Worm Lehrtastalten, by E.
Dints'. Iwo.

Geo ',Writ, (Lister Ti'!).

This series of books for the higher classes of the secondary school is, like the
elrithmetik, noted above, definitely based on the concept of the function. The
book, however, is more than this; it is a remarkably fresh and stimulating
treatment of the whole subject of school geometry. It is sound in substance,
well connected, and clear!. presented. A remark should 14 made regarding
the attractive setting-out if the subject matter. The diagrams, which are
most clearly and artisticall: drawn, are of very great help in the elucidation of
the text. In the section on the movement of figures by translation and rota-
tion, the figures have been so clearly drawn, in lines of various thicknesses,
that verbal explanation sums almost unnecessary.

The book covers the man essentials of demonstrative geometry, with an
abundance of originals for the exercise of the student. The last part of the
book is devoted to conic sections. In his treatment of this subject the author
combines ordinary geometrical with algebraic methods in a most interesting
H Ay

Arithmetik. (Zueitr Teil).
This book 's, without a doubt, one of the most satisfactory books on the

function concept to be found in any language. From the first page to the last
the idea of functionality is evident. Not only is the concept of th function
implicit, but the word 'function' is used, so simply and naturally, that it be-
comes no more difficult to the students than expression or colicient. In the
first paragraph we are told that "the atmospheric pressure is a function of the

and are then given other examples to show what function really means.
The table of contents, "Linear Functions, The Functk,n y a x^ for positive
and negative Values of n, The Root Function, The Quadratic Function, The
Exponential and Logarithmic Functions, a.no Complex Numbers," may give
some indication of the ground covered in the book, but it gives no adequate
idea of the convincing manner in which each topic has been treated. The
chapter on exponential and logarithmic functions is parti :ularly interesting,
for the functions az, ez, and log x are thoroughly discussed both algebraically
and graphically, before tht logarithmic rules are deduced.' This is, perhaps,

slower approach to the use of logarithmic tables than the conventional
I See also Nunn, T. P. "The Growth Curve and the Gunter Scale." Exercises in

Algebra, Vol. 1, p. 44,
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method, but it makes for a clearer understanding of the whole subject. Any
teacher who has tried both methods will not doubt the advantage of the method
here followed. At the end of the book there is an Appendix, containing sta-
tistical tables of various kinds, excellent material from which to select data
for graphical problems.

Ariikostiik, (thine Ted),
The excellent features of the second volume, to which we have referred, are

also manifest in this extension of that work. The book is, in substance, an
elementary treatise on analysis. The first section deals with series (arith-
metic, geometric, logarithmic), and wi h the subject of interpolation. This
leads on o interest and annuities, h. which the usual formulas are derived,
largely with the aid of graphs. A short discussion on infinite series follows.
This is treated graphically and is illustrated by geometrical and physical
problems in a very interesting manner.

The major part of the book' is devoted to the elements of the differential
and integral calculus. After a short discussion on limits, the student is led to
an understanding of rate of change through a problem in kinematics, which is
worked out in great detail. Only after this discussion of the concrete problem
is the differential coefficient intro.luced. The rest of the book follows the
usual course: the derivatives of x, (positive, negative, fractional), sin x, cos x,
tar x, log x, a", e^, are treated simply and clearly. The section on the integral
calculus is introduced through a question in mechanics (work), the main con-
cept being developed as a problem in summation. The applications are taken
mostly from solid veometry and mechanics. This is followed by a chapter of
miscellaneous theorems (Rolle's theorem, Newton's formula for the approxi-
mation of the roots, methods of iteration), the solutions of which are based on
the work already dune in the calculus. The last chapter is a very concise
summary of the main ideas of probability and the theory of statistics. These
two volumes on Arithmetik, taken togelier, form one of the most satisfying
treatments of the function concept that we have found among school textbooks.

ENGLAND

A comparison of mathematical textbooks used extensively in Eng-
land to-day with those of thirty years ago does not reveal the
striking changes that one finds in the textbooks of Germany and
America. There are severnl reasons for this. AF a general rule, the
teacher of mathematics in England uses a textbook as a source of
examples, rather than as a treatise on mathematical procedure. He
prefers that his pupils should get their methods from him, rather
than from a particular .extbook. His chief consideration, there-
fore, in choosing a book, is the variety and gradation of its prob-
lem material. lie may, for that reason, prefer to retain a textbook,
which provides him with an abundance of graded examples and to
supplement it with a small book on some special topic. One finds,
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for example, Durell and Siddons' Graph Book used to make up
the deficiencies of a textbook of algebra, which seems to have under-
gone little change in the editions of twenty years. Another rea-
son for this apparent conservatism among English teachers is
that, in preparing their pupils for examinations, they are often
guided by past examinations, rather than by the published sylla-
bus of the examination. Question papers vary so greatly, es-
pecially in the higher examinations, that it would hardly be possible
to build a textbook "strictly in conformity with examination re-
quirements." As a consequence, many teachers make their own
textbook in accordance with their needs. Again, there is a tendency
in England to encourage students to refer to the more advanced
treatises for theoretical discussions of their subjects. In this way
the school textbook is subordinated to works of a more profound
type. It is not an uncommon experience to find that students
preparing for the higher school examinations have read fairly ex-
tensively into the books which they will use as textbooks in their
university courses.

In recent years there have appeared several new books written
to meet the needs of the pupili attending the new central and
senior schools. These schools are designed for those who are not
destined for the university, and for whom, therefore, the matricu-
lation examination has not the same absorbing interest. These new
books show a freshness of treatment that is encouraging; intuitive
and graphical methods are freely employed and the whole subject is
brought into close relationship with life.

From a long list we have selected only those books which have
emphasized some aspect of the function concept. We have omitted
special books on analytical geometry and the calculus for schools,
of which there are many. Some of these aim defit:tely at develop-
ing functional ideas through the subjects considered.

Exercises in Algebra (including Trigonometry), Part I (1913 and 1925), Part
II (roz4); and the Teaching of Algebra (z94), by T. P. Nunn.

We have already referred to these books in our historica. survey of the de-
velopment of the idea of functionality in English schools. They represent,
we consider, an outstanding contribution to our problem.

It has been objected by some, that these books are too difficult for the
average schoolboy, and by others, that the methods employed are too subtle
for any but the superior teacher, but the writer has seen boys of less than
average intelligence, in the hands of a mathematics teacher of only moderate
ability, so engrossed in their algebra lesson (the Growth Curve and the Gunter
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Scale) that they could with difficulty be persuaded to give their attention to
another subject. We are convinced that the books are not so difficult as they
are ttnusual.

Exercises in Algebra is not the work of a theorist, but of a practical teacher,
who, while possessing a profound knowledge of the philosophy underlying his
subject, has nevertheless made the psychology of the pupil his first considera-
tion. The books lack the attractive format of the popular textbook, but they
atone for this lack by the inherent interest of their problem material. Although
the author does not lay particular emphasis on the function concept, or func-
tionality, these terms being seldom mentioned, there is hardly a page in
the whole work, which does not demand functional thinking, in an extremely
active bin The titles of the first section of Part I give us a basis for this
statement. They are: "graphical representation, formula, direct proportion,
inverse proportion, proportion of squares and cubes, joint variation, and
trigonometrical formula." All these topics are treated in a definitely func-
tional manner. Moreover, the topics themselves are knit together by a unifying
thought, that of functional relationship.

Space will not permit of a detailed description of the contents of these vol-
umes, but we may refer to me of the sections which seem to us to be of
particular value. Among Ciese, we include: "directed numbers, the growth
curve and the Gunter scr.se, area functions and Wallis's Law (Integration),
the trigonometry of the sphere (map projections), exponential functions and
their derivatives, functions of a complex variable, limits, wave motion and
harmonic analysis, and the elementary theory of statistics." All of these subjects
have been treated in a highly original and scholarly manner. In only one of
these topics, directed numbers, has Nunn's method of treatment been ex-
tensively explored by nic!ern textbook writers. This is probably due to the
fact that the other topics are outside the scope of elementary mathematics, as
the term 'elementary' is generally understood. We venture to suggest that
teachers of mathematics can still find much that is worthy of their attention
in Exercises in Algebra.

Flcmeniary Algebra, Vohs. T snd II, by Godfrey and Siddons. 1928.

We have already noted in Chapter V that Godfrey was among the earliest
advocates of functional thinking in school mathematics. In the Introduction
to this book the importance of functionality is stressed: "The idea of graphical
solution is certainly important, but this is not the fundamental idea that should
underlie the use of graph. 'al representation. The fundamental idea is that of
functionality, the continuous change of f(x) as x changes, the interdependence
of two variables. This Weil should be at the back of the teacher's mind all the
time, and the pupil should be ledvery graduallyto realise it with increasing
distinctness." Tnis fundamental idea has been given due consideration
throughout. There is much in the book which may be styled formal, but every
opportunity has been taken, in the treatment of formulas, equations, graphs,
and variation, to press home the idea of dependence and functionality. The
treatment of graphs given Volume I is particularly thorough. In Volume II
there is an unusually full discussion of variation, the various simple types of
relationship being treated as cases of functional dependence. In this section
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Is to be found one of the most comprehensive discussions of variation in school
mathematical testialoks. This work may almost be described as a treatise on
algebra, from the simplest notions of generalised arithmetic to thit more dinicuit
concepts of the calculus. No attempt has been made to treat the function
concept as the unifying theme of the whole course, but a pupil who works
through these books will know what it means to think in functional terms.

.1 Neu. ..1/04ra fur Schools (Parts I and II). toto, and a New ellelmt for
Schools (Part III), tot, by C. V. Dore II.

The author of these books on school algebra is recognised as one of the wit
progressive teacher:, of mathematics in England. One writer has asserted
that we may accept the textbooks published by Hurd during the past ten or
fifteen years as reliable indicators of the beat current practice in English schools
during that period.

His books are mathematically accurate and show a fine appreciation of the
problems and difficulties of the classroom. Always a little in advance of
the time. they AT sufficiently conservative to satisfy the requirements of
those whose main objective is the examination. A reviewer of the first of
these two volumes has described it as "the ideal textbook."4 Whether one
would agree with this encomium would depend on one's conception of an ideal
textbook. If clarity and interest of treatment and range and gradation of
examples be our criteria, then this book may justly claim a high place among
modern textbooks. If, however, material for functional thinking be our
objective, then this hook will need to he supplemented. Graphs and functions
find a place. it is true, but they are presented as examples of algebraic technique
rather than as intruments of functional thinking This is untortunate, for no
writer of the present day has the ability to present functional material in a
more interesting way than the author of these volumes. This assertion is
based upon an examination of the Graph nook, by Pure II and Siddons, which
is one of the most attractive presentations of graphs and their meaning yet
published. It may justly claim to be the 'deal textbook for graphical work in
schools, It is to be hoped that it is the forerunner of the ideal textbook on the
function concept, yet to be published.

Neu. Algebra, by Barnard and Child. 10.:5.

From the point of view of mathematical rigor this may be regarded as one
of the most accurate of school textbooks. Partly for that reason and partly
because of its interesting style, the book is one of the most popular in English
schools. In their treatment of functions and limits, rational and irrational
numbers. rational functions, limits and values, the authors have shown an
appreciation of logical rigor which is rarely found in school textbooks, Func-
tional dependence is stressed in the appropriate places, but this thought by
no means dominates the book. In the chapters on approximation, variation,
graphs, and approximate roots, the idea of dependence is brought out clearly;
the chapter on variation being particularly thorough.

The aim of the authors is admittedly the logical development of the subject
matter. In pursuing this aim they have been eminently successful, The

mahemarii.fi Ga:thr, (k t,, t4.3a. p. 4;.7.
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treatment given to functional dependence may be considered adequate, but
one cannot but feel that the function concept could have been given a more
prominent place without impairing the logical excellence of the whole.

The student who works through this book will be well prepared to take up
more advanced studies in mathematics; moreover, he will have nothing to
unlearn. Whether he will have grasped the great lesson of relationship, espe-
cially that of mathematics to the world about him, is rather doubtful.

Elementary Algebra, by Baker and Bourne. too.
This book, one of the most popular of English textbooks, is the most recent

of a number of revisions of a book first issued in root. From a superficial
examination of the first and last editions, one would be inclined to draw the
conclusion that there is little difference between the old and the new, but this
is not so. The new material in the book deals almost entirely with functions.
Graphical work is introduced much earlier and treated much more fully than
formerly; there is much new material on variation; and the algebraic function
has been very thoroughly treated in Part II. This book may be said to be
representative of the type of algebra most extensively used in English schools.
It covers the whole field from the very elements of algebra to fairly difficult
work on the calculus. The abundance and variety of its problem material are
remarkable. This is one of the reasons for its great popularity; Some of the
examples are extremely easy, others are difficult enough to tax the powers of
the ablest students. It should be mentioned that the authors of this book
were among the first to introduce graphical work into English schools. Some
years ago the chapters of their Eksetary Algebra dealing with graphs were
published as a separate volume. This book stood for many years as the
standard textbook on the subject of graphs.

School Certificate Algebra, by G. W . Spriggs.

In the introduction to this boot, the author shows that he is conversant with
recent tendencies in mathematical teaching. "Too much time has been spent
in the past on the tricks of simplifying expressions and solving equations, and
their application to the actual material of mathematics has been too long
deferred--in most cases it is never made. The essence of the study is function-
ality, and, until this conception Las been reached. there is practically no scope
for the, utilization of the skill tha, has been so laboriously acquired." In the
actual working out of this principle 're has shown rather more caution than is
necessa y. Nevertheless, he has si,cceeded in infusing something new even
into the formal parts of school algeb-a. In the chapters, "The Formula" and
"The Equation, Functions, and Series,' he hasgiven remarkably clear illustrations
of functional mathematics. In these chapters his debt to Nunn is obvious.
Under "The Gradient of Graphs," he has included a unit of the calculus, in
sufficient detail to enable the stud.mt to determine algebraic maxima and
minima by using the first and second derived functions. In certain respects
the book reminds one ofsome of the more r :cent German books. The geometrical
representation of the convergence and`su 71 to infinity' of progressions is similar
to that given in modern German texts. The presentation of the subject matter
is fresh and stimulating. Had the author been a little less concerned with "the
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best traditional practice," he would have produced a book of functional mathe-
matics of great value.

Common Sense Algebra,* 11411i01, by Potter and Rogers. :928.

This book is one of the most succeuful elementary textbooks published in
recent years. The aim of the authors is very clearly stated in the preface:
"This is in consonance with the general aim of the book, which is to emphasise
functionality and change, an avenue to the methods of the calculus, which is
now generally recognised as being the only real mathematical approach.
Graphs and graphic methods are introduced at an early stage, at first with
statistics and undirected numbers and quantities, and later with directed
numbers." The result is a very attractive and stimulating book. The authors
have had a wide experience of mathematical work in elementary and secondary
schools, one as an inspector, and the other as a teacher. This is evident, not
only in the development of the subject matter, which is psychological rather
than logical, but also in the many excellent teaching devices. Students be-
ginning algebra could not fail to be interested in the subject as it is presented
in this book. There is much in the book that may be considered formal, but
the functional Idea is given a very prominent place. In another book, Graphs
and Their .4ttiicolions by Potter and Larrett (1931), we have one of the
most successful attempts to develop functional ideas through the graph.
Column graphs, travel graphs, conversion graphs, and graphs of functions are
treated with admirable clearness.

A School Algebra, by A. M. Bosman. 1931.

In the Introduction to this book the author discusses the place of functions
in school mathematics and gives it as his opinion "that those absorbing branches
of mathematical studyanalytical geometry and the calculusare not sub-
jects appropriate to the school course in algebra." He strongly advocates a
preparation for these st, ojects by attention to graphs and gradients. The book
is developed in accordance with this conclusion. There are some excellent
chapters on graphs, statistics, travel graphs (loci), and functions. These are
among the best that we have seen in English books. The rest of the book does
not call for special comment.

.4 First Course in Algebra, by W. G. Borchardt. 1924.

This book follows what is now being recognized as a modern course: formulas,
equations, generalized arithmetic, graphs (statistical and functional), directed
numbers, quadratic equations (graphically illustrated), and formal algebra of
a more difficult type. No functional aim has been specified, bilt the book
would readily lend itself to functional treatment. The material is ready for a
first-rate book on the function concept, but that concept has not been con-
sciously developed.

A School Algebra, by H. S. Hall. 1926.

No review of English mathematical textbooks would be complete without
some reference to the works of H. S. Hall. Many successful teachers of to-day
learned the foundations of their subject through Hall and Knight's Higher
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Algebra and Hall and Stevens' Geometry, both standard works in their day.
.l School Algebra is ir.cluded in this review, not because of its functional ideas,
but because it represents one of the first attempts (first published in Ion) to
meet the demand for a fuller treatment of graphs and functions. The point of
view of the author is given in the Preface: "Graphs are Interwoven with the
text, not so much for their own sake as for the purposes of illustration." Thus
it follows that graphs are treated u a separate subject, rather than as a method
of explicating algebraic equations or of developing the idea of functionality.

AMERICA

Even to the casual reviewer of school textbooks, the influence of
the report of the National Committee on Mathematic Require-
ments on American mathematical textbooks will be apparent.
Practically all revisions of works published before 1923, and all
new works published since then, bear the impress of that epoch-
making report. In some cases the influence of the report has been
a superficial one; chapters on graphical representation, variables,
and functions have been added in response to a demand, but their
inclu 'on has not changed, in any essential feature, the formal char-
acter of the whole. In other cases, the influence has been more
marked, for lately there have appeared books of entirely new form
and embodying a new spirit. This is particularly true of books
published since 1928, which, from the point of view of functional
thinking, are a distinct advance on those of the older type. The
impression created by a close study of American textbooks is that
in many cases the authors have tried to satisfy too many demands.
While endeavoring to follow the recommendations of the National
Committee, they have at the same time tried to meet the require-
ments of the New York Regents' Examination and the examination
of the College Entrance Board. The consequence is that the spirit
of the National Committee's recommendations is in danger of being
stifled by the formal exigencies of college examinations. Recent re-
visions of the requirements of these examinations lead one to hope
that this conflict of objectives will, in the future, be obviated.

Although functional ideas are to be found in most of the text-
books published before 1923, we are confining our attention to those
published since that date. Of the large number of books examined,
comparatively few can be reviewed here. These have been divided
into two classes: First, popular textbooks which, through several
revisions, have stood the test of time ; and, second, textbooks which
have not such a wide influence as the above, but which seem to
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make a definite contribution to the subject of functional thinking in
school mathematics.

It should be noted that we shall be concerned mainly with the
presence of functional ideas in the textbooks under review. We
have omitted all reference to other excellent features which have
made some of these books deservedly popular. When we desig-
nate a book as superior, we have in mind its superiority from the
point of view of its functional program.

New Elementary Algebra, by Wells and Hart. to 2S.

This book, the latest of a series of revisions of a popular textbook, is an
illustration of the effort to graft new teaching on an old stem. Bar graphs and
other functional ideas are introduced in the first chapter, and the graphs of
elementary functions are fully treated later, but the bulk of the book is devoted
to the formal skills of algebra. The book contains functional notions, but it
is not permeated with them.

Modern Algebra, by Wells and Bart. 1929.

In this book the authors are rather more successful than in the earlier work
noted above. In the introduction they state: "Attention is called to the
chapter on Functional Relationship. The desire to place in the hands of teachers
and pupils a satisfactory treatment of this subject, which has come to be
stressed in recent years, was one of the chief reasons for writing this new
text." True to this desire the authors have given an exposition of functional
relationship, which reveals a clear understanding of the difficulties involved,
and obvious acquaintance with class technique. The excellence of this section
of the book only serves to bring out more clearly the more formal character
of the rest of the book. In this book the function concept certainly finds
recognition, but it is incidental rather than constitutional.

New Mathematics, by J. C. Stone. ro29.

In the Introduction the author states that 'the underlying purpose of a
course in elementary algebra is to develop the power to represent quantitative
relationships by formulas and equations; the power to interpret such expres-
sions of relationship; and to develop the skills needed in the computation which
is required in using formulas and equat'ons.' This aim has been satisfactorily
realized. In the first part of the book tne author treats the formula, its inter
pretation, and its graphical representation, clearly and exhaustively. The
idea of functionality is developed b problems in which concomitant changes
in variables are thoroughiy discus: 1. The author then passes over to the
treatment of the formal skills of algebra and returns tographical representation
in a later chapter. Had the spirit of the opening chapters been maintained the
result would have been a work of great value.

A Second Course in Algebra, by Stone and Mallory. 1931,

In this the authors get much nearer to the functional ideal. In the Intro-
duction they claim that "the idea of functional relationships is the unifying
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featut .)f the text," but we do not feel that they have substantiated the claim.
The itiva of functionality has been well brought out in the chapters on linear
systems, linear and quadratic graphs, ratio, proportion and variation, but it
can hardly be called a unifying feature of the text.

Elementary Algebra, by Edgerton and Carpenter 1929.

This is a eotnmendable attempt to graft the new upon the old. The book
opens with a chapter on graphical representation by bar, segment. and cut-
nected line graphs. The treatment is thorough, so much so that the material
seems almost sufficient for a whole term's work. This is followed by an almost
equally thorough treatment of the formula, leading to a discussion of the
function and dependence. We pass from these rather searching chapters to
the formal rules of algebra which, from theoint of view of difficulty, cannot
be compared with the earlier chapters. Tlie book is badly balanced. A re-
arrangement of the material would add greatly to the value of the book.

A First Book in illgebra, by Duren and Arnold. x928.

This book is also based on an earlier edition of a book of extremely formal
type. The authors claim that "the Function Concept, or dependence, is
demonstrated and emphasized throughout," but it is difficult to see how this
claim can be substantiated. Even in the chapter on the formula, the idea of
dependence is not strongly emphasized. Separate chapters are devoted to
the graphs of functions and dependence, and here the treatment is clear and
incisive, but the book is, on the whole, devoted to the formal skills of algebra,
rather than to its functional ideas.

Modern Algebra. First Course, by Schorling and Clark. 1929.

The editor of the series states that, besides being in agreement with the
recommendations of the National Committee, "this textbook is strictly in
accord with the teaching of modern psychology." The particular conclusion
of modern psychology, by which the authors have been guided, is that pupils
learn facts in which they are most interested and which are related to their
everyday needs. In applying this principle they have given us a book of con-
siderable originality in which the formal processes of algebra are introduced
through practical problems and developed in such a way as to lead to an ap-
preciation and an understanding of mathematical ideas. This is shown in
several places; for example, where the formula, equations, and graphs are
developed through statistical problems. On the whole, a successful attempt
has beer. made to exemplify functional ith, s by means of practical problems,
but the function is not the theme of the book.

Modern Algebra. Second Course, by Schorling, Clark, and Lindell (1929).

In this volume the authors have tried to satisfy the needs of candidates for
the College Entrance Examinations and at the same time to preserve the
psychological features of the First Course. The result is disappointing, for the
freedom and spontaneity of treatment which characterized the first volume
have been almost obliterated in the more formal and conventional material
demanded by the colleges. The cot,cept of functionality, so generously illus.
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trated in the more elementary work, has been relegated to the chapters on
graphical representation.

Elementary Algebra. First Year Course (gas) and Second Year Course
(1910, by Cajori and Odell.

These books have been included in our list, although published more than
ten years earlier than those discussed above, because they were definitely in
advance of their time. In the preface the authors acknowledge their debt to
Nunn and state, in the preface to the series, that "the concept of a function
does not receive isolated and abstract treatment; it is presented as a funda-
mental idea in proportion, variation, and graphics. Its connection with
problems of everyday life is firmly established." Although the books lack the
attractive appearance of the modern textbook, the fundamental concepts of
the subject have been treated more clearly than in any other American text-
book that has come under our notice. Functionality may be said to be, if not
the only, at least the main, theme of the book. Attention may be drawn to
the treatment of the logarithmic function, which has been developed, in a
most effective manner, by a graphical method.

A New First Course in Algebra, by Hawkes, Luby, and Touton. 1926.

This book is a popular one, and justly so, for it is clear and accurate and
abounds in good teaching devices. But the authors have not caught the
functional spirit. In the Introduction they state: "A new feature is Chapter
II on graphs, where the fact is recognized that graphs have an informative use,
which is widely exemplified in recent periodicals and the daily press." The
result is that graphs are looked upon as illustrations, rather than essential
mathematical symbols from which relationships may be interpreted and even
deduced.

A New Second Course in Algebra, by Hawkes, Luby, and Touton. 1926.

This book possesses some very good features, but these relate to the method
of exposition, rather than to the philosophy underlying the subject. The
authors seem to have gone out of their way to dissociate mathematics from the
physical phenomena which mathematical symbols represent. "In the study
of algebra we are concerned with the mathematical formulas in terms of which
the physical relations are expressed rather than the actual phenomena them-
selves." This is, we maintain, an entirely wrong attitude. School mathematics
divorced from reality leads to futility. The function concept has not been
given the prominence that its importance deserves. Functions and graphs
are not introduced until almost the middle of the book (Chapter XII). The
attention given to the function concept is, on the whole, rather perfunctory.

First Course in Algebra (1924) and Second Course in Algebra (1926), by
J. A. Nyberg.

These are among the most popular of mathematical textbooks, but they
are written on conventional lines. The author does not claim to have given
any special attention to the function concept, but graphs are introduced as
illustrations of statistical data and as representations of algebraic fuutions.
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First-Year Algebra, by Milne and Downey, 1924,

In the Introduction the authors state that "the graph is represented with a
view to giving the pupils an adequate understanding of the various types in
common use." Just as undue emphasis on scientific facts results in the neglect
of scientific methods, so undue attention to graphical types tends to a neglect
of their functioLal significance, as it has in this case.

Essentials of Algebra, by Smith and Reeve. 1924.

It may be confidently asserted that, when this book was published, it repre-
sented the most comprehensive treatment of the function :oncept to be found
in American textbooks. Its influence has been great, not only upon. the schools
in which it has been used, but probably even more upon later writers of mathe-
matical texts. The Essentials of Algebra is a course of unified mathematics
and stresses, as its title suggests, the essentials of algebraformulas, graphs,
directed numbers, and equations. The treatment throughout is fresh and
stimulating. A scholarly presentation of the fundamental concepts is com-
bined with a fine appreciation of sound classroom procedure. In its general
plan this book is more like the best German books of that time, both in spirit
and in content, than any other American books that we have examined.

General High School Mathematirs, by Smith, Reeve, and Foberg. 1925.

The same e::cellent features which we have noted in the Essentials of Algebra
are to be found in this more advanced textbook of general mathematics. The
book is a unified course of algebra and geometry, in which every opportunity
is taken to bring out the notion of correspondence, in such subjects as formulas,
similarity, symmetry, and the graphical representation of function. This
must rank as one of the earliest and at the same time most successful attempts
to unify mathematics.

Beginners' Algebra (1922) and A Second Course in Algebra (1924), by Corn-
stock and Sykes.

Although the authors would probably not now claim that "the function is
presented explicitly as the central and controlling idea," the books represent
a commendable attempt to infuse the function concept into the dry bones of
formal algebra. The chapters on graphs and functions are particularly good
and embody the fruits of practical experience in teaching those subjects. As
in the large majority of books published about the same time, graphs are used
to illustrate rather than to develop the idea of function. In the chapter on
logarithms, for example, the graph of the logarithmic function is presented
after the algebraic treatment has been completed and not before, as we find
it in Nunn's Algebra.

As we have already indicated, American mathematical textbooks
published since 1928 show a striking contrast to those published be-
fore that date. In the most recent works the function concept which
had previously been largely incidental, began to show signs of be-
coming constitutional. It may be claimed by the writer of the
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modern textbook, with greater justice than formerly, that the func-
tion concept is the unifying principle of the whole course. This
improvement we may attribute to several influences, all of which
may ultimately be traced to the report of the National Committee
on Mathematical Requirements. Not only has this report pro-
foundly influenced the thought of teachers and textbook writers
throughout the country, but more important for the dissemination
of new ideas, it has also influenced those who are responsible for
the mathematical syllabi of the great public examinations. No bet-
ter exemplification of the spirit of progress in mathematical studies
could be given than a comparison of the College Entrance Require-
ments of 1920 with those of 1930 -31, in spite of the fact that some
of the later syllabi were admittedly a compromise between the old
and the new. The attitude of the Regents of the University of
the State of New York is expressed in the following extract from
the syllabus of Too :

And while it would be foolish to minimize the indispensable nature of skills
and of sound habits, it is equally true that the teacher who ignores the tremen-
dous significance of meanings, attitudes, and ideals will at best secure satisfactory
examination results but will accomplish very little for the permanent education
of her pupils. Hence a modern teacher is constantly urged to give due atten-
tion to the real message and cultural significance of the subject she is teaching.5

This extract is typical of the broad vision and liberal ?kit of the
whole. We venture to suggest that those responsible for the syllabi
of College Entrance Examinations should go a step further and
prepare, perhaps as alternatives to the conventional examinations,
question papers exemplifying more fully the modern spirit in mathe-
matical teaching.

Among the books published since 1928 which are not revisions of
older texts, those of Betz, Breslich, Strayer and Upton, and Engel-
hardt and Haertter deserve special notice. In each of these a praise-
worthy attempt has been made to develop the function concept as
the central theme of the book.

Algebra for To-day. Second Course, by W. Betz. Fur.
This book is a continuation of a more elementary book, Algebra for To-day,

First Course, which does not call for special comment. In the Introduction to
the Second Course, the author states that " .he functional program of algebra,
in its three-fold aspect, is stressed from the very beginning and is made the
central theme of the entire course." In his endeavor to present the function

'The University of the State of New York. Syllabut in Elementary Algebra, p. 5.
Albany, rg3o.
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concept as essentially a mode of thinking the author has been most successful.
The keynote of the whole book is dependence, which is stressed in practically
every section of the work. Formulas equations, and graphs are all functionally
treated. Graphs are shown to be not mere illustrations but rather expressions
of thought. At the end of the book there is an excellent summary entitled,
The Study of Relationships. In this chapter all the main types of functional
method are called in review: tables, formulas, graphs, equations, variation, and
functions, including trigonometrical functions.

Senior Matlsenkllics, Book III, by E. R. Breslich. 1929.

Although this book contains much that may be styled forma!, it presents
the formal material in quite a fresh way. As one would expect from an author
who has contributed so much to the existing literature on functional thinking,
the function concept has been given special prominence. One feels, however,
that opportunities have been missed. There are places in the book where the
treatment could have been improved by an appeal to the principle of depend-
ence. Attractive features of the book are its clarity and its freedom from the
artificiality that mars so many books on elementary mathematics. The sections
on the graphs of functions are treated in a masterly way.

Modern Algebra (Ninth Year). Strayer-Upton Junior Mathematics, by C. B.
Upton. 19,3o.

This must be ranked as one of the best treatments of the function concept
in elementary textbooks. In the Introduction the authors state: "The study
of relationships between quantities as expressed by the formula, the equation,
and the graph is an important feature of this text. In the treatment of each
of these topics particular care has been taken to show the dependence of one
quantity on another and to bring out the idea of a mathematical law." In
this endeavor the authors have been eminently successful. The idea of de-
pendence is emphasized on almost every page and is reinforced constantly by
an appeal to graphs. A feature of the book is the way in which mathematical
function has been related to physical function, in other words, to life. In this
book the formal skills of algebra are given their due weight. They are treated
as means to an end, not as ends in themselves. The end is functional thinking.

First Course in Algebra (ro26) and Second Course in Algebra (two), by
Engelhardt and Haertter.

These books make a rather striking contrast. In the First Course there are
chapters on graphs, ratio, proportion, and variation all effectively treated from
the functional standpoint, but the rest of the book is developed along con-
ventional lines. In the Second Course we have one of the best efforts yet made
to knit school algebra together by means of the function concept. The book
opens with the formula and statistical graphs, including the frequency histo-
graph. There is an excellent chapter on function and variation, in which the
results of the previous chapters are gathered together. Here we get the quad-
ratic, the cubic, and the inverse function all introduced through problems from
life and illustrated by the appropriate graphs. Later in the book the main
principles of analytical geometry are developed. The graph of the logarithmic
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function is used in a most effective manner in dealing with interpolation be-
tween known values. This book must be ranked as one of the most satis:ying
of available textbooks of functional thinking.

High School Mathematics, by J. A. Swenson. 1923.

Although this is not among the most recent of the books designed to ex-
emplify the function concept, it is included in this list, because it is the first
fruits of the labor of one who has done much to establish functional thinking
in American schools. Superficially viewed this book covers much the same
ground as the conventional textbook, but a closer inspection will show that the
examples have been carefully designed to bring out the concept of functionality.
In the early part of the book the idea of corresponding change is brought out
through carefully graded examples. This is reinforced, a little later, by the
graphical representation of related variables. This part of the subject has
been treated very clearly. Of particular interest is the chapter on variation,
which contains enough material for a substantial treatise on that subject.
Here, as elsewhere, the treatment shows ..the skill of the practical teacher.
This book contains much of value that could be copied with advantage by
other writers of mathematical textbooks.



VI

THE FUNCTION CONCEPT IN PRACTICE

The function concept and elementary thought and practice.
Before we enter upon the final stage of our study, that of out-
lining a course of school mathematics, embodying the function con-
cept as its central principle, we shall discuss certain implications of
that concept in their relationship to elementary mathematical
thought and practice. In the proposed course an attempt has been
made to fuse the subjects, algebra and geometry, into a mathemati-
cal unity; in other words, to develop a course of general mathe-
matics, Such a synthesis is possible, not because the two subjects
possess any natural similarity of content, but because they evoke
a natural similarity of concept. For numbers and points at least
have this in common: similar relationships can be found to subsist
between them. The Dedekind-Cantor axiom is a simple recogni-
tion of this fact. Many other illustrations will be found in an
article by Huntington, "The Fundamental Propositions of Algebra,"'
which, as far as logical principles are concerned, could equally well
be read as an exposition of the fundamental propositions of geom-
etry. It may be objected that the course, as outlined, does not
make sufficient provision for exercise in the fundamental skills
of algebra and the elementary disciplines of geometry. The posi-
tion taken in this matter is that the formal skills and disciplines
of mathematics should be treated as means to an end, not as ends in
themselves; that, in a course which arouses the interest of the stu-
dent and challenges his thinking, the technical skills may almost
be left to take care of themselves. Where there is no felt need,
there is no sense of value. The course itself is a modification, in
the light of further observation and study, of one worked out in

I Huntington, E. V. Young's Monographs on Topics of Modern Mathematics, Chap.
IV. London, 1927.

Cf. Veblen, 0., "A System of Axioms for Geometry." Transactions of the American
Mathematical Society, Vol. V, P. 346, with Huntington, E. V., "A Complete Set of
Postulates for the Theory of Absolute Continuous Magnitude." Transactions of the
American Mathematical Society. Vol. III, p. 264.
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the secondary school classroom, over a period of several years.
Experience showed that proficiency in algebraic techniques was
quickly acquired, when such proficiency was essential to the de-
velopment of the subject in hand. Not only so, it was found that
the more important formal skills were given deeper meaning in
the process. It seemed that the temper of the workman's tools
could be fully appreciated only in their use.

Practical and concrete nature of the course. It will be found
that the course shows a strong bias towards the practical and the
concrete. Many of the concrete problems have been taken from
mechanics or from some other branch of physical science. Many
others, in ways not actually specified, readily lend themselves to
concrete treatment. Mechanical problems not only admit a wide
choice of problem material, but also insure a clearer understanding
of functional correspondence than would otherwise be possible.
Mechanics is functionality in concrete form. As Whitehead has
said, "We should civilize and clothe ideas" by inve-ling them in
concrete form, always remembering, of course, that "mathematical
training consists in making these ideas precise and the proofs ac-
curate. "2 Klein has said that "for a thorough and fruitful treat-
ment of the function concept, the fundamentals of mechanics may
be taken as necessary material."3 With this opinion we are in full
agreement. It is not clear whether Klein restricts the term 'me-
chanics' to kinematics, or whether he also includes kinetics, which
involves the concept of mass. In our course we have confined our
attention almost exclusively to kinematics, not because of any
unwillingness to include kinetics, but because the space-time con-
cept provides us with all the functional material we need.

The concepts of time and space. There are many reasons,
philosophical and practical, why the concept of time should be an
integral part of school mathematics. The similarities and con-
trasts between space and time have been pointed out by many
prominent writers. David Eugene Smith,{ in an interesting sum-
mary of Schopenhauer's discussion of the duality of space and time.
tells us that space is homogeneous and continuous, infinitely di-

I Whitehead, A. N. "The Principles of Mathematics in Relation to Elementary
Teaching." Proceedings of the Fifth international Congress if Malhematicians, Vol.
II, p. 453. Cambridge, 19r2.

3 Klein, F. and Shimmack, R. Vortrage aher den Hathematischen Unterricht, p. r r3.
4 Smith, D. E. "'Time in Relation to Mathematics." Mathematics Te,tcher, Vol.

XXI, p. 253. 1928.
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visible, infinitely extended, empty and indeterminate; so also is
time. Space is permanent and static; time is transient and progres-
sive. Space makes geometry possible; time makes algebra possible.
The last statement suggests a remarkable paper by Sir William
Rowan Hamilton, in which he contrasts geometry, as the science of
pure space, with algebra, as the science of pure time. "Now the
notion or intuition of order in time is not less but even more deep-
seated in the human mind than the notion or intuition of order in
space. A mathematical science may be founded on the former as
pure and os demonstrative as the science founded on the latter.' "'
Modern thought carries abstraction even further, when
it merges space and time in a single concept." "Henceforth space
by itself, and time by itself, are doomed to fade away into mere
shadows, and only a kind of union of the two will preserve an
independent reality."' If we are right in maintainit,,7 that the great
concepts of higher mathematics should find a place in school mathe-
matics, if only in a rudimentary form, we are certainly right in
including time, as one of the most fundamental of them. As Nunn
has expressed it, ''Motion is simply 'geometry p, c time'. and any
reason which justifies the study of geometry as a branch of mathe-
matics must justify the inclusion of kinematics."

Since we have decided to treat of concrete bodies in space, rather
than of :pace in the abstract, we shall be concerned often with
the study of real things in motion. Geometrical figures will be
presented, not merely as abstract and static entities, but as the
geometrical correlates of solid bodies. capable of motion, as solid
bodies are. Points will appear as the geometrical correlates of
particles, capable of motion, as particles are. This dynamical con-
ception of geometry seems to have been held by Newton, to whom
a curve was "a nascent entity awaiting generation in thought." We
use the sallltb idea in common speech when we say that a point
'moves along a curve' or 'passes through a maximum or a minimum
value'. Theoretically there should be little objection to such a
conception of a point, since it fulfils two generally recognized con-

Hamilton, W. R. "The Theory of Conjugate Functions, or Algebraic Couples
with a Preliminary Essay on Algebra as the Science of Pure Time," Transaclions
Royal Irish Academy, Vol. XVIII, p. 296. 1837.

6 Broad, C. I). .S'cieldific Thought, Chap. II. London, 1927.
MinkowAi, II. "Raum and Zeit." The Principles of Relaliznly, p. 75. London,

I92. (Edited by A. Milstein).
Nunn, T. I'. The Teaching of Algebra, p.
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ditions, one, that points must bear to each other the relations that
geometry ordinarily requires, and the other, that points must be
so related to lines, areas, and volumes that the ultimate analysis

lines, areas, and volumes Into sets of points can be rationally
interpreted. Our conception is Whitehead's "extensive abstraction"
in an elementary forms The purist may object that the concrete
particle will be so potent that its less substantial correlate will be
ignored. The answer to this objection is that no great harm will
be done, The student will appreciate the more abstract concept
when, and only when, he feels the need of it, To proceed 'from
the concrete to the abstract' is a fairly safe maxim.

ttween the elements of a single class, The func-
tion concept may be defined in general terms as a determinate cor-
respondence between variable classes. This suggests that we be-
gin our study with the notion of a class. Young has pointed out
that "in the abstract formulation of any mathematical science the
notion of a class (or set) and belonging to a class are fundamen-
tal.'" A class is constituted when from objects of a group, at least
two in number, a common characteristic or resemblance is ab-

stracted. We commonly ascribe to a class of objects attributes,
to distinguish each such mode of resemblance. Color, size, and
form are attributes of classes. Classes of objects also possess
the attribute of number, which is as truly an attribute of a class
as color or size. "Number is what is characteristic of numbers, as
man is characteristic of men."" In mathematics we are concerned
with abstract classes (numbers and points) and with concrete or
denominate classes (3 books, 3 meters, 3 grams). Both abstract
and concrete classes may be further divided into subclasses. Thus
the class of positive integers may be subdivided into the chase.
of even integers and the class of odd integers, or the class of
primes and the class of nonprimes, while the class of mathematics
books may be subdivided into arithmetic, algebra, and geometry or
into ancient and modern. When we partition classes into sub-
classes we form a manifold classification." The operation of class
formation or classification. of great importance in statistical analysis,
is also of fundamental importance in science, medicine, and sociol-

Whitvhead, A. N. The Com rpt of Nature, p. 75, Cambridge, in 2t.
In Young, J. W. Pundtmentat Concepts, p. 59.

Russell, B. Introduction to Ilathematical Philsdphy, p. t t.
'2 Yule, (L An Intrdurtbm the theory of Alija/CS) Chap. V. London, tQ1 7.
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ogy; indeed, in all departments of life. It is the person with the
'tidy' mind who knows where things are to be found. In view
of its great importance we have included manifold classification as
a definite topic in the course. The formulation of classes by
attributes and the further estimation of classes as values lead us
to the concept of the variable, the type or representative of any or
all of the elements of a class. The elements regarded as quantities
constitute a variable class. One of the most important facts about
variables is the order of the quantities of which the variable is
constituted. Some arrangement of order, potential or actual, is
necessary before we can recognize the mutual relationships of the
quantities of the variable. As we have seen, there may be for any
class more than one possible order. For the purposes of pure mathe-
matics all that is necessary is that an order should be recognized,
but for school mathematics the arrangement should be made a
practical exercise in tabulation. So we present the student with
sequences in which arrangements can be tabulated according to
their order of value, order in space, or order in time. We introduce
him not only to the symbols expressing `greater than', 'equal to',
and 'less than' ( >, <) but also to 'after', 'simultaneous with',
`before', 'succeeds', abreast of', and 'precedes'. This leads us quite
naturally to the idea of a series, in which the mode of arrangement
is defined, and, at a later stage, to the concept of a Unlit, Inci-
dentally, we become familiar with such terms as bounded, un-
bounded, first term, last term, lying between, infinite, and converging
series. The familiar notation a > x > b, to express either the fact
that r lies between a and b or the fact that x has a value intermediate
between a and b, is introduced early in the course.

Correspondence between the elements of two classes. Hav-
ing discussed relations between the elements of a single class, we
then proceed to the correspondence between the elements of two
classes, of which one-to-one, or one-one, correspondence, is a spe-
cial case. The elementary idea of correspondence leads to analyti-
cal functions and correlation, on the one hand, and to geometrical
similarity and symmetry, on the other. If one of our classes is a
value-class and the other a time-class, we shall have as our functions
velocity and acceleration, If one of our classes is a number-class
and the other a point-class, we shall he led to the idea of an array,
In the early study of correspondence, therefore, we include such
topics as: the correlation of value-classes. geometrical similarity
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(including congruence), kinematics, graphical representation, and
statistical arrays.

Some debatable topics in geometry. A few remarks may be
ventured at this point on some debatable topics in geometry. In
our scheme, we have, in agreement with the best modern thought,
omittea all reference to superposition. The case against super-
position has been very clearly expounded in the report of the
Mathematical Association (British), The Teaching of Geometry in
Sehools.13 Russell has summed up the modern view as follows:
"The apparent use of motion is deceptive: what in geometry is
called a motion, is merely a transfererce of our attention from one
figure or set of elements to another. Actual superposition, which
is nominally employed by Euclid, is not required." Why, then,
continue to use a method of proof which is not only no easier than
others, but is also admittedly inferior to them? Our method is to
accept as a postulate the Principle of Congruence that "any figure
(plane or solid) may be exactly reproduced anywhere,"14 and to
proceed on the logical truism that, if a figure is determined, with-
out ambiguity, by a particular set of specifications, then any figure
of the same kind conforming to the same specifications is congruent
with it. Thus, if two sides and the included angle of a triangle are
sufficient data to determine a triangle without ambiguity, then
any two triangles having two sides and the included angle corre-
spondingly equal are congruent. Laisant, as long ago as 1899,
expressed the same idea as follows: "Two figures constructed with
the same data, in the same manner and on the same scale are con-
gruent. This is equivalent to a theory of congruence; dare we say,
the only reasonable theory of congruence.""

It may be objected that our criticism of the method of super-
position is hardly consistent with our dynamic conception of mathe-
matics in general, in which we include the motion of figures. This
inconsistency is only apparent, for, as the report to which we have
referred states : "This argument leaves it open to us to use the
motion of figures. To the mathematician, a moving body is a body
whose positions are correlated with those of a real variable and a
moving point is a correlation between some class of positions in

" Mathematical Association. The Teaching Geoneiry in Schools, p. 28. London,
1023.

" p. 35.
15 Laisant, C. A. "Cangruenre el similarite." L'Enseiorment mathemalique,

Vol. 1, p. 342. Paris, rgyo. Reflections sur le premier enseignement de la geometric.
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space and some range of values of a real variable. If the name of
'time' be given to the variable, that is only in Newton's phrase 'for
the sake of perspicacity and distinction,' and no logical dependence
on physical motion is involved even remotely."10 Motion is simply
a one-to-one correspondence between a certain class of points and
certain time-intervals. All that we do in following a motion is to
transfer our attention from one figure or a set of figures to another,

We now come to the much-debated question of a parallel-postu-
late. This is not the place for a lengthy discussion of this impor-
tant topic but the issue may be narrowed, as far as school
mathematics is concerned, to three possibilities. We may accept,
as in England and other European countries, the time-honored
postulate of Euclid, which is usually modified to the form known
as Playfair's Axiom; we may, if we wish, adopt the form usually
adopted in American schools: "One, and only one, straight line
can be drawn from an external point parallel to a given straight
line";" or we may accept the recommendation of the Mathemati-
cal Association, following the lead of Nunn, and postulate the
Principle of Similarity: "Any figure can be reproduced anywhere
on an enlarged or diminished scale."18 For reasons that have been
clearly stated in the report and for others in line with the main
contentions of this thesis, we have adopted the third of these
postulates. Our experience has convinced us that many advantages
accrue from the early introduction of similarity into the school
course, not the least of them being that questions concerning
parallels come out of the work on similar triangles quite naturally
(Ex. x32). In this way parallelism is seen to be only another case
of correspondence. Although, in the treatment given in the report,
the conception of ratio is not definitely involved, with the advan-
tage that the question of commensurability does not arise, we

" Mathema'iral Association. ()p. cit., p, 34.
17 Or, if we prefer it, the axiom more popular in France: "One, and only one, perpen-

dicular can be drawn from an external point to a line."
18 Nunn, T. P. "The Sequence of Theorems in School Geometry." Mathematical

Gazette, May, 1922, p. 65. or, Mathematics Teacher, Oct., 1025. These articles are
worthy of careful study. See also Mathematical Association, The Teaching of Geometry
in Schools, p. 35, and the discussion on the report, Al at4cntfair,r1 Gazette, May, 1924,
P. 73.

Picken, I). K. "Parallelism and Similarity." 3f at he nt.tt Gd7r1 e, Oct., 1024, p. 105.
Hill, M. J. M. "The Postulate of Parallels." Mathem,ttiral G rent., Jan., tv.5,

p. 271r.
Birkhoff. 0. I). and Beatley, R. "A New Approach to Elementary Geometr."

The Fifth Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Mathemelics, p. SO, two.
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have included ratios and intercepts in our program. It will be
noted that in this, as in other topics, examples from solid geometry
are placed beside examples from plane geometry (Ex. 135 to 137),
the contention being that no distinction should be drawn between
plane and solid geometry, when the two can be treated similarly.

The graph. We have already seen that the function concept is
often assumed by textbook writers to be synonymous with graphical
representation. These writers seem unaware of the fact that it is
possible to treat the subject of graphs in such a mechanical way
that the real notion of function may be entirely overlooked. Al-
though we have given the function concept a much broader inter-
pretation than the writers referred to, we have to recognize that
the graph is one of the most useful instruments of functional think-
!~..g. But the conception of the graph, like that of the function,
is not a subject that can be disposed of in a lesson or even a series
of lessons; it is essentially a mode of thinking, and as such should
be an integral part of the whole course. In our suggested course
we have approached the subject gradually, so that, when the
student comes to deal with the graphs of functions, he will have
at his command all the elementary concepts and the technical
skills that he needs. In the variation array, the frequency his-
tograph, the curve of best fit, and in the discussion of direct and
inverse variation, all the essential ideas of graphical representation
have been presented. It is important that the graph of a function
should be looked upon, not as a line connecting a number of plotted
points, but as a functional whole which expresses, in its entirety,
certain generalized concepts of number and space. Among these
concepts is that of a correspondence between variables. So the
graph is treated as an entity functionally related to the axes of
reference. If the graph is changed relative to the axes, the rela-
tionship must of necessity be changed ; or, if the axes are changed
relative to the graph, the relationship must likewise be changed.
This method of treating functions has been followed by the writer
for many years, and always with gratifying results." The basis
of the method is the well-known operation of the transformation
of coordinates. By a succession of simple illustrations, with the
graphs of y ax, y x2, y y = i/x, and x2-1- y2 = r2, the stu-
dent is led to the general theorem that the graph of the equation

19 The idea was first ,zuggested in tooR by Profes,.or E. J. Jansen, Emeritus Pro-
fessor of Mathematics, Melbourne University, in a course of lectures.
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y b = f (x a) may be derived from that of y = f(x) by (I) a
translation of the graphical form a distance + a in the x direction and
(2) a further translation a distance + b in the y direction. The same
concept is brought out later in the course, when the wave equation
y = a sin (x vt) is derived from the wave form y = a sin x by a
translation of the wave form at a uniform velocity ± v along the
xaxis. There is danger, of course, that these operations, like the
drawing of graphs through plotted points, may become mechanical,
but the student will at least grasp the idea that all functions of the
same form may be represented by graphs of the same configuration,
and that all these graphs are members of a common family.

The formula. No discussion of the function concept in school
mathematics would be complete without some reference to the
formula. We do not propose to dwell at length on this aspect of
elementary mathematics, however, because its importance now
seems to be generally recognized. Iost modern textbooks follow
the lead first given by Nunn and place the formula in the fore-
front of their teaching. "Formal work in algebra . . . is here
planned to begin with lessons intended to cultivate the formula as
an instrument of mathematical statement and investigation." 2U The
formula is preeminently a functional instrument, for it expresses
in symbolic language a relationship between two or more variables,
one of the variables being determined, when all the others are
known. The cultivation of the formula, like that of the graph, in-
volves two main processes, one of formulation and the other of
interpretation. And the knowledge derived from the interpreta-
tion often exceeds that apprehended in the formulation. The
formula and the graph may both be regarded as generalized ex-
pressions of relationships, capable of a general as well as of a par-
ticular interpretation. This is not generally recognized. Just as
we lose the functional concept of the graph as a whole, if we con-
fine ourselves to the consideration of particular points, so we lose
the functional meaning of the formula, if we restrict our attention
to the substitution of particular values. The formula, like the
graph, is a functional whole. So, in the suggested problem mate-
rial we find, for example, that a squared term is more potent in
its influence upon the whole, than a factor of the first degree. This
we regard as a very important part of the training given by the
study of the formula. In the area formula A = 12v, the factors

2° Nunn, T. P. Op. cit., p. 63.
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and 2z..w have equal potency ; an increase of io per cent in either
would produce an increase of ro per cent in the area. This is not
so in the case of the formula v = wr2/: where the factor r is more
potent than the factor h. Similarly, in dealing with the formula
C = E/R, we may discuss the direct and inverse potency of E and
R in determining C. Such a discussion of a formula should pre-
cede all mechanical exercise in substitution ; it should also precede
any formal treatment of the equation, as a relation of equality be-
tween variables. The general character of the equation, as distinct
from the particular, has been strongly emphasized by Thorndike,
who makes "a clear distinction, almost a contrast, between the
equation as an organization of facts to find some unknown or hidden
fact and the equation as an expression of a relation between vari-
ables."2' In the opinion of Thorndike these two aspects, which
are by nature different, should be kept distinct ; he advises that
"the two aspects of the equation should be kept distinct from the
start and to a large extent throughout ; that they should, other
things being equal, be given different names, taught at different
times and in different ways and with different applications." With
this we do not agree. Our conviction is that the particular and
the general should as far as possible be fused together ; that the
student should be led through the particular to the general, and
that an analysis of the general should precede further applications
to particular cases.

Carson expresses a similar view in an article on the uses of
graphs in which he stresses the importance of general concepts in
mathematical teaching:

Although it is not of great difficulty, this discussion of shape is of the
utmost importance, and deserves full and careful treatment. Apart from a
vital application in the drawing of graphs, it forms a true origin for the con-
cept of a function, for the sequence of changes is exhibited as one whole. and
appears as a distinct entity, namely, a function.n

Summary. Let us now consider the course we have outlined in
a little more detail.23 We begin, as we have stated, with the idea

Thorndike, E. L. and others. The Psych )1gy of Algebra, Chap. IV, p. T26. New
York, 1g28.

21 Carson, G. St.L. "The Various Uses of Graphs." Mathematical Gazette, March,
1914, p. 266.

23 The references in this chapter are to the typical problem material in the next
chapter (A Course of Study based on the Function Concept). It should be noted
that only one example of each type of problem is given.
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of a class, which we illustrate by a number of simple examples,
no formal definition of a class being desired at this stage. Through
Ex. z we. learn to subdivide and tabulate classes according to par-
ticular attributes (color and subject), and so to form a manifold
distribution. We now arrange two classes, weight and length, in
ascending or descending order and get our first notion of corre-
spondence (Ex. 2). Even at this early stage we may prepare for
the concept of the variable by using letters to represent the class.
Thus we may write H for height (any height included in the class)
and L for length. The idea of correspondence is brought out more
definitely in the related numerical series of Ex. 4. When dealing
with such series we may, if we so desire, refer to them as arithmet-
ical or geometrical series or sequences. In Ex. 5, 6, 7, we have
the correspondence of points and lines, giving us similarity and
symmetry. (Colored crayons help to make these correspondences
more easily understood.) The idea of correspondence, which
is fundamental to our subject, is still further developed in Ex. 8.
In this exercise the boys are arranged in an array, tallest on the
right, shortest on the left, facing the observer, and from the num-
bers and the graph obtained, some important statistical concepts
are derived: the variation array (or ogive),24 median, mean, and
deviation from the mean. Thus we get, early in the course, an
introduction to graphical representation through a problem which
naturally suggests the form o the graph. In studying this example
the student may confine his attention to the changes in only one
of the variables (the ordinate), since the other variable is a set of
equally spaced intervals. This example does us valuable service,
for it is used again in Ex. i i and /2, through which we approach
the subject of directed numbers. The idea of growth, which is
also functional, is brought out in Ex. 9, when the whole graph of
Ex. 8 is raised two inches. More difficult examples of growth would,
of course, follow.

Concept of the mean. The concept of the mean is of funda-
mental importance. Not only is the elementary idea important in
itself, but the generalized concept is found in the formula fir the:
area of a trapezium, the Prismoid formula, Pappus' Theorem, the
formulas for the Center of Gravity and the Center of Pressure.

" We prefer the term 'variation array' to the more usual 'ogive', since it suggests
an array of quantities of varying values.
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Closely related to the idea of the mean is that of integration, which
we introduce at a very early stage in our treatment of areas. A
word may be said with regard to the method of introducing the
mean. We suggest that it be approached through the yuessed mean.
Suppr...e, for example, we require the mean of three heights (in
inches), 54, 57, 6o. We guess the mean, or average, as 57 and show
that the deviations above and below this guessed mean balance.
IV( now take 54, 57, 6/ and again guess 57 to be the mean. In
this case we notice that our positive deviation exceeds our negative
deviation by 1. It seems natural to conclude that our mean is
greater than 57. A little reasoning would lead us to conclude that
the mean is 57 1/3 and we verify this conclusion as we did before.
We further note that any guessed mean would lead us to the same
result. For example, we may take our guessed mean to be the
lowest number of all, 54, and still get the same result; we may
even take our deviations from zero and arrive, finally, at the
usual method of computation, which is epitomized in the formula
M Y.N/n. By approaching the subject in this way, we are led to
a real understanding of the principle involved, and we prepare the
way later for a discussion of errors.

Directed numbers. We now come to the important topic of
directed numbers,25 using for our introduction the figures of Ex. 8.
The procedure is as follows: Instead of numbering the array from
the end, we number it from the middle (a common drill-procedure).
We then label the boys on the right plus and those on the left minus,
and read their numbers: positive i, positive 2, . . . , and negative
i, negative 2, and so on. The labels thus given to these positive
and negative numbers naturally suggest right and left directions or
opposites. These terms are now introduced, and exercises in their
use given (Ex. /2, 13, /4). Finally we develop the meaning of the
plus and minus signs as operators (Ex. is). This could be done
with the aid of Ex. 8, but not as convincingly as with Ex. /5.
When we combine an operation with a direction, we are faced with
the necessity for a rule of signs. Thus we find the rule of signs
illustrated for the first time in connection with the addition and
subtraction of directed numbers. The procedure is fully exemplified
in Ex. 16. Our second illustration of the rule of signs follows al-

25 The term 'directed number' we owe to Sir T. P. Nunn. The treatment given in
this section is, in the main essentials, the same as that given in his book, The Teach-
ing of Algebra, Chap. XVIII.

Ekt
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most immediately in connection with Ex. 19 and 20, in which we
introduce parentheses.

Generalized arithmetic. Having surveyed the above important
concepts and processes, we are now in a position to generalize our
arithmetic. This we proceed to do in Ex. 21, using problem mate-
rial similar to that already used in arithmetical form (Ex. 22,
27). It is important, in this connection, to stress the fact that an
algebraic letter not only represents a number, but any number of a
particular ensemble. When the student has acquired a little facility
in the use of letters to represent numbers, he may be introduced
to that powerful instrument of functional thinkingthe formula.
Here, as we have already indicated, it is important to bear in mind,
first, that the letters represent quantities of a certain variable class,
and, second, that all the variables are factors entering into a bal-
anced situation. Thus the formula A = 1.1v, for the area of a rec-
tangle, not only tells us that if the length is 5 ft. and the width 4
ft., the area is 20 sq. ft., but it also tells us that the length and
the width are factors (equally potent) upon which the area de-
pends, that 'the greater the length, the greater the area, the width
being constant', and 'the greater the width, the greater the area,
the length being constant', and that 'the area depends on the length
and the width to equal degrees'. Without this conception of func-
tional dependence, substitution exercises of the conventional type
are of little educative value. As stated elsewhere, the concept
of dependence is of the first importance and we cannot begin too
early to lead the student to acquire it. This concept cannot be
acquired in a single lesson or a course of lessons. It must be woven
into the fabric of the course. Examples 31 to 36 indicate some of
the ways in which this may be done. The range of topics could, of
course, be multiplied almost intiefinitely.

Derivation of formulas. Up to the present our formulas have
been taken from various departments of life, but no attempt has
been made, except in very general terms, to derive them from first
principles. It is not wise, however, to pursue this policy exclu-
sively. Geometry and mechanics provide us with many extremely
useful formulas, which can easily be built up at this elementary
stage. We therefore leave this part of our subject for the time
being and take up the study of geometry.

The study of geometry. Here we begin with the ideas of
translation and rotation and with geometrical form (Ex. 37 to 39).
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In discussing these terms the opportunity is taken to include such
interesting and useful exercises as Euler's Theorem, the point-line
formula, correspondence between an area and a line, curves of pur-
suit, and the mechanical tracing of curves, the chief purpose being
to enable the student to become acquainted with some important
geometrical terms (Ex. 4o to 43). Conical projection also enters
to illustrate further the idea of correspondence. This we consider
a most valuable method of developing the perception and intuition
of space relations.

Example 45 is an illustration of an interesting exercise in section-
drawing which requires some degree of 'space intuition'. Experi-
ence seems to show that, when this type of exercise is omitted from
early mathematical teaching, the ability to visualize sections or con-
tour lines of solid forms may remain undeveloped.

We are now ready to introduce time as a variable. We begin
with some very simple problems on linear motion and calculate for
certain defined intervals the change of distance (A s) corresponding
to a certain change of time (A t). From the numbers so obtained
we derive the rate of change of distance with time (A s/ A t) in Ex.
48. Thus the notation of finite differences is introduced very early
in the course.

We now come to the definition of an angle. In Ex. 51 to 53 it is
shown that the angle is a figure, but not only so, it is a figure which
may be conceived as having been generated by the rotation of a
line, just as the line was conceived as generated by the movement
of a point. In the Course of Study we have drawn a distinction
between the angle as a figure and the measure of an angle and have
used the term 'rota' of an angle to correspond with the 'length' of a
line in linear measurement. It should be noted that, in this part
of the work, the class is taught to use a circular protractor. It
would make for much clearer thinking if a circular protractor could
be used exclusively in elementary work. An interesting group lesson
with angles is suggested in Ex. 54. In this example practice is
given in measuring lines and angles and the ideas of scale meas-
urement and graphical representation are reinforced. Some interest-
ing field work (Ex. 55) may now be done, the way thus being pre-
pared for trigonometry which follows later. Another important idea,
that of the locus, may be conveniently brought in at this stage (Ex.
59), as part of the field work. Incidentally, Ex. sg serves as a prep-
aration for the s.s.s = s.s.s. case of congruence (Ex. 113c.). The re-
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lationships between angle, arc, and radius are now discussed. In Ex.
6o we show that the arc is proportional to the radius when the
angle is fixed; in Ex. 61 we show that the arc is proportional to the
angle when the radius is fixed. On the analogy of the formula,
.1 1-2v, we assume that A 0.r or U = il/r, and reserve the com-
plete discussion of this equation until we introduce radian measure.
Analogous to linear velocity we get angular velocity, as an inter-
esting and very important extension of the idea of rate of change.
The idea of angular velocity is usually considered to be too diffi-
cult for elementary work, but we have not experienced this difficulty.
On the contrary, pupils of the junior high school level are keenly
interested in computing the number of revolutions per minute of a
turning body. It should be noted that angles are not restricted to
36o°.

The next section on orthogonal projection may seem, at first
sight, an unnecessary digression, but it is introduced at this point
for the following reasons: (z) It keeps alive the notion of corre-
spondence and supplements the work on conical projection. (2) It
provides material for the study of some interesting geometrical
forms (ellipse, parabola, etc.). (3) It prepares the student for
the trigonometrical ratios, sine and cosine, through horizontal and
vertical projection. (4) It facilitates the discussion of the angle
between two planes, and the angle between a line and a plane (Ex.
68 to 74).

Graphical representation. We now enter upon a more thorough
study of graphical representation. In our first example (Ex. 75)
the graph is regarded as the pictorial or geometrical representation
of a verbal statement, having the formula as its counterpart in the
realm of numbers. Example 75 should be carefully discussed, for
from it the following concepts may be derived : corresponding
change, rate of change, slope, gradient, constant and variable gradi-
ent, interpolation, maxima and minima, point of inflexion. the
graph as a ready reckoner, and the graph as the representation of
a function. Following this are examples of most of the conven-
tional graphical forms: the bar graph (Ex. 8o, Si), the sector
graph (Ex, Ks) , the line of best fit (Ex. 85). The bar graph is
not studied as an end in itself, but as a means to an endthe fre-
quency histograph or frequency distribution of statistics. This we
consider to he a very important part of the work, which should be
linked up quite definitely with the work already done on the %.aria-
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tion array. Even more important for elementary teaching is the
line of best fit, which is fundamental to the physical and statistical
sciences. This part of the work should be done in the physics
laboratory. The opportunity should be taken at this stage to dis-
cuss liability to error, and to impress upon the student the fact that
the line of best fit is an average in geometrical form, indicating a
general trend, and that it need not pass through any one of the
plotted points.

Areas and volumes. Up to the present we have been mainly con-
cerned with quantities of a single dimension. We now pass on
to areas and volumes, which we introduce through the already
familiar conception of the generator and directrix. This method of
approach naturally suggests integration as the operation of continu-
ous summation (Ex. 99). As a very interesting application of in-
tegration, we include the summation of an arithmetical progression.
The method suggested is that due to Nunn.2° The area of a tri-
angle may be regarded as an important special case of such a
progression. We are now quite prepared to extend our ideas of
direction to include the notion of directed areas or length-length
products, and to follow a third illustration of the rule of signs (Ex.
102). Incidentally, the algebraic identities a(b + c) = ab+ ac,
(a+ b) (a b) = a2 b2, and (a+ b)2 = a2 + zab + b2 are illus-
trated graphically (Ex. 103). The last of these identities is useful
in discussing the derivation of the square root of a number." Our
next illustration of a product will be a rate-time product, leading
to the formula S = vt, which, when the relevant factors are all di-
rected quantities, again illustrates the rule of signs (Ex. 108 to
xio).

Before we proceed to study congruence and similarity, we dis-
cuss the intersections of three lines forming a trilateral or tri-
angle, and of four lines f arming a quadrilateral or quadrangle (Ex.
I12). It is important that this broader conception of triangles and
quadrangles should be given when the terms are first presented.
The same remark applies to the introduction of the parallelogram
(Ex. 133). The three ordinary cases of congruence are illustrated
in Ex. 113. This part of the work will naturally be followed by
simple originals depending upon congruence (Ex. 114 to 119). Ex-

" Nunn, T. P. Op. cit., Chap. XIX, p. zoo. See also Lietzmann-Zuhlke.
Aufgabensammlung and Leilfaden Oberstufe, Leitfaden, p. 3. Leipzig, x93o.

17 Nunn, T. P. Op. cit., Chap. XVI.
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ample i 16 deserves special consideration. It is a valuable exercise
for developing a functional attitude towards the subject of con-
gruence. The three-angle case (a,a,a) leads us immediately to the
idea of similarity as correspondence of form. The essentials of
the similarity of figures are clearly brought out in Ex. 123 and 124.
Incidentally, the opportunity is taken to discuss proportionfirst, as
the equality of ratios; and, second, as the equality of rates (Ex. 128
to '30. We now proceed to the study of parallels (Ex. 132 to 136),
using the equal-angle theorem of similarity as our fundamental
theorem. It will be noticed that the examples on parallelism are
taken from solid, as well as from plane, geometry.

Trigonometrical functions. Our next section is a short unit on
the three main trigonometrical functions, which we treat in a man-
ner that has almost become conventional. We have taken care,
however, to introduce the subject in such a way that the value of
the new symbolism in the economy of thought will be appreciated
(Ex. 138 to 140 and 151 to 153). The Theorem of Pythagoras,
which we have not so far needed, falls into its natural place in this
section of the work and is treated in several different ways. The
fundamental equation sin' 9 + cos2 8 = 1 is then presented as the
Theorem of Pythagoras in trigonometrical form

Variation. We now take up, much more thoroughly than is usual
in element.iry mathematics, the study of direct and inverse varia-
tkn. Direct variation will already be familiar to the student, but
it must now be studied, geometrically and algebraically, as an ex-
ample of functional relnonship. The two problems suggested (Ex.
146 and 147) are designed to bring out this relationship both con-
cretely and analytically. From the tables of values of x and y, it is
seen that, whereas in the case of direct variation the two sets of
numbers increase or decrease in the same sense, in the case of in-
verse variation, they vary in a contrary sense (Ex. 147).

Graphs of algebraic functions. The general line of approach to
the graphs of algebraic functions has already been indicated. We
first of all draw, as carefully as possible, the graph of the function

= x2 and, cutting along the line of the graph, make a tracer, or
parabolic edge. By appropriate translations this tracer may be
employed to give us the graph of, say, y 2 (x 3)2 (Ex. 164) .

Further, if we keen the x units to their original length, and alter
the y units to half their previous length, the trace of y = x2 will
now represent y = 2X2 (Ex. 165). Retaining these new units we
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may translate the tracer and so derive the graph of the function
y 2 ..(x 3)". It is important to note, although this has not
been suggested in the examples, that the graph of y 2X could be
obtained trom that of y x" by a uniform elongation of the ordi-
nates of the latter in the y direction. This may actually be demon-
strated with a sheet of india rubber. Similarly, by a contraction
of the ordinates, the graph of y x3 could be made to fit the func-
tion y t/Ix".

A similar method of treatment may be applied to the graphs of
the cubic function y == x3 and of the rectangular hyperbola y z/x.
Finally, we derive from first principles the equation of the circle,
and from it that of the ellipse (Ex. z98). It will be noticed that
the form of the ellipse is obtained from that of the circle by the
expansion or contraction of the ordinates in a definite ratio. The
equation of the ellipse may be derived from that of the circle by
expressing this operation of deformation in algebraic form. For

if we replace y by a v in the .quation. x'-f- y2 = a' we derive
b

" a* T. This method of treatment brings out very clearly

the essential character of the ellipse as a 'deformed circle', or, if
we prefer it, as the projection of a circle on a plane. We suggest
that, for elementary mathematics, the ellipse be defined in this way.



VII

A COURSE BASED ON THE FUNCTION CONCEPT

The function concept the central theme. In the following
pages we have outlined a course of school mathematics embodying
the function concept as its central theme. The first two years' work
is specified in some detail, as this constitutes the basis of the whole
course. The suggested course has been supplemented by defini-
tion and brief explanations of the mathematical terms employed and
by typical problems for school work.

The purpose of these Definitions and Concepts is partly to indi-
cate the general philosophy underlying the course ar I partly to
show that the function concept is not the only concep, to be con-
sidered in a mathematical course. It has already been suggested
that the main themes or disciplines of elementary mathematics are
functionality, calculus, and logic. The concept of the calculus in-
cludes those of the mean, differentiation, and integration. These
concepts, in their elementary form, have been given a place even
in the work of the first year. The purpose of the problems, given
under Typical Problem Material, is to indicate methods of ap-
proach not usually employed. Many of the problems will be
found to be stereotyped and even commonplace. They have been
included to show how easily the old material may be incorporated
in a modern structure. No indication has been given of the num-
ber of problems of a particular type that will normally be re-
quired. This will depend partly on the needs of the individual and
partly on his interests. In the statement of the definitions mathe-
matical rigor has frequently been sacrificed to immediate needs.
The professional mathematician would probably be unwilling to
accept the definitions given of the point, the line, and the plane,
but he may be willing to concede that pupils taught on these lines
will have no more to unlearn than those taught by other methods.
Definitions should not be memorized by the pupil ; they are intended
as a general background for the teacher. The suggested course is
well within the capacity of a normally intelligent class.
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Suggested Course

The notion of a class.
Element of a class.

Correspondence between
classes.

One-to-one correspond-
ence.

Order as a relation:
(a) In value.
(b) In space.
(c) In time.

Linear order and cyclic
order.

The concepts 'greater
than' and 'less than.'

Series.
Simple serial relations.

SUGGESTED

THE GROUNDWORK OF'
Definitions and Concepts

A number of entities or things having a specific
attribute or quality can be said to belong to a cer-
tain class, set, or assemblage. We shall use the
first of these terms.

The natural numbers form a class; so do the
points of a line.

A class may consist of concrete quantities (to
books), denominate quantities (to cm., $1o), and
abstract quantities (to, X).

Each item of a class is called an element of that
class.

Two classes are said to be in one-lo-one corre-
spondence when each element of the one class can
be paired with one, and only one, element of the
other class, and vice versa.

Two classes may be put into one-to-one corre-
spondence in more than one way.

The order of a class is specified as a relation of
some kind among the members of the class. Right,
left; sooner, later; preceding, following; etc., are ex-
amples of such relation. :. We may have order in
value, order in space or position, and order in lime.
Order may be linear or cyclic (reentrant).

The concepts 'greater than' and 'less than' can
be applied only to quantities of the same kind.

When successive elements of a class are con-
nected by the same kind of relation they form a
series or sequence. Each element of a series is
called a term.'

1 For a detailed discussion see, Knopp, K. Theory and Application of Infinite
Series. (Translated from the German by R. C. Young.) London, 1928.
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COURSE

ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS
Typical Problem Material

I. In a library there are 3o books on mathematics, 4o books on history, and
25 books on geography. Of the mathematics books to are red, /2 green, and
the rest blue; of the history books 20 are green, 9 blue, and the rest red; of the
geography books tr are blue, 9 red, and the rest green. Tabulate the books
according to color classes. How many books belong to the red class?

Arrange as follows:

Mathematics History Geography

red
blue
green

This is called a 'manifold distribution'.
(a) How many green books were neither on mathematics nor on geog-

raphy?
(b) How many books were neither green nor historical?

For further examples see Appendix B, Ex. I and II.
Many other examples may be taken from business statistics, e.g., cost of

different qualities of materials.

2. The weights of eight boys were 81, 8o, 92, zoo, 95, it& 137, 120.(pound),
and their corresponding heights 52, 49, 57, 6o, 54, 64, 68, 62 (inch). Arrange
these figures in two corresponding columns: (a) the order of increasing heights,
and (b) the order of decreasing weights. The measurements could be taken
from the pupils themselves. Repeat with other physical measurements.

3. In a final examination in history and geography it was found that io
boys were placed in the same order of merit. The scores were:

History: 87, 23, 47, 58, 79, 63, 52, 72, 37, 68
Geography: 25, 43, 91, 68, 77, 37, 56, 82, 61, 5o

Rearrange these numbers so that they correspond in decreasing order of merit.

4. Can you find laws or relations for the following series of numbers:
(a) I, 2,
(b) 3, 5,

3, 4, 5

7, 9, II
and
and

3,
1,

6,
2,

9,
4,

12,
8,

15?
z6, 32?

Do the series have correspondence? If not, complete the correspondence.
Continue each series for three more terms.

For further examples, see Appendix B, Ex. V.

1.31
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Suggested Course

Similarity and symmetry
as correspondence?

First ideas of geometrical
form.

An array.
Numbers as distinguish-

ing marks or labels of
things.

Dedekind-Cantor Axiom:
Correspondence be-

tween the points of a
line and the domain of
real numbers.

Elementary statistical
concepts.

The variation array and
variation curve.
(a) Average or mean.
(b) Median.
(c) Upper and lower

limit.

Positive and negative
numbers.
(a) Symbols of order.

Definitions and Concepts

Two classes are said to be similar when they are
of the same kind and when there is a one-to-one
relation which correlates the terms of the one class
each with terms of the other class.

Things arranged in order form an array.
The items in an array may be distinguished and

identified by numbers. Numbers may thus be
used as labels.

Dedekind-Cantor Axiom: "Any real number can
be represented in a unique manner by a point on a
line, and conversely."

Measures of any trait of natural objects selected
at random and arranged in order of magnitude
form a variation array.

The mean and the median.

Positive and negative numbers may be used
as symbols of order. A sequence of five things may
be labelled: r, 4, 3, 4, 5, or t, -2, 3, 4, 5,
or 5, 4, 3, -2, 1, or by any other scheme

2 Young, J. W. Article on "Symmetry." Fifth Yearbook, National Council of
Teachers of Hathentatics, 1929, P. 145.
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Typical Problem Material
5. Draw sketches of two similar houses of different sizes. (The word

`similar' is taken as intuitive; its meaning will be clarified in the performance
of the exercise.)

Color some corresponding parts with the same color. Join some corresnond-
ing points. Make also cardboard or paper models of similar houses.

6. Draw two geometrical figures on the blackboard, similar in their main
features but lacking certain correspondences. Ask members of the class to
complete the figures. Similar exercises may be taken with algebraic forms.

7. Draw a symmetrical figure on the blackboard and ask the class to show
the correspondences. Develop the idea of symmetry and illustrate with
reference to architecture, ornaments, etc. Show that a symmetrical figure
may be made to correspond part to part by folding. Give plenty of practice
in making geometrical designs, similar or symmetrical.

8. The heights of 21 boys in a scout troop were measured as follows: 64,
63, 62, 62, 62, 6o, 45, 52, 72, 62, 6r, 69, 66, 63, c. 59, 58, 54. 56, 49, 57 (inch).
Arrange these heights in increasing order, shortest on the left, tallest on the
right. For example:

I

45 49

3

52

4

54

(This may be done with the class itself as a playground exercise.)
Find the average or mean height. [For procedure see Chap. VI, page 121.1

g. Using graph paper, draw a line, which we shall call an axis and mark
equally spaced points on it: 2, 2, 3, 4, . . . Erect at each of these points
vertical lines to represent the heights G: the boys of FA. 8 drawn to scale.
Join the tops of these lines by a curve (variation curve). What is the height
of the middle boy of the array (median)?

If each boy grows 2 in. taller in a year, what will the variation curve look
like then?

xo. Similar examples: weights of boys in class, marks in examinations,
lengths of leaves on a plant.

Show that natural objects selected at random often approximate to the same
form of variation-array. Discuss cases in which this does not apply.

x r. The 21 boys of Ex. 8 are renumbered from the middle, or median, boy
(u). If x x becomes r, 12 becomes and so on, how shall we number the
old numbers lo, 9, 8, 7, . . . ?

(We give q the number / but put a minus sign () in front of it to distinguish
him from xi, whom we call + r.)

The old and new numberings will now appear as follows:
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Suggested Course Definitions and Concepts
of identification, as long as we specify the numbers
by giving them definite meanings. Thus, we may
say: 3 is on the right of 2, or 3 is greater than 2,
or 3 is on the right of -2, or 3 is on the right
of 4. No necessary suggestion of direction is
implied.

The class of numbers is thus divided into two
subclasses, the class of positive numbers and the
class of negative numbers.'

(b) Symbols of direc- Plus and minus signs may be used as signs of
tion. 'direction', e.g., right, left; North, South; hence,

ago. The position or number which separates the
plus numbers from the minus numbers is called
the origin or point of reference (zero, equator, now).
The number zero may be looked upon as a member
of both the class of positive and the class of
negative numbers.

Directe : numbers. Numbers which carry the conception of direction
as well as of magnitude are called directed numbers.'

Vector. A quantity which can be represented in mag-
nitude and direction by a line is called a vector
quantity and the line so representing it is called a
vector.

(c) Symbols of oppo- The origin or point of reference separates a class
sites. into two opposite subclasses. Plus and minus signs

are used to distinguish opposites.

(d) Symbols of opera- Plus and minus signs are used to indicate the
tions. algebraic operations of addition (+) and subtrac-

tion ().
Two or more quantities of the same kind may

be compounded by addition. The quantities so
compounded are called components and the result
of compounding them is called the resultant.

Thus (+3) + (+5) = (+8)
(+3) + (-5) = (-2)

3 See Picken, D. K. The Number System of Arithmetic and Algebra, Chap. III.
Melbourne, 1924.

4 Nunn, T. P. The Teaching of Algebra, including Trigonometry, Chap. XVIII.
London, 1927.
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Typical Problem Material

135

Old .. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 To U

New . --9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I o +I

Old 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

New +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +to +xi

How would a work-party previously numbered (4, 8, 12, 16) now be
numbered?

How many places or paces are there between 7 and + 3; 4 and + 8?

12. (Referring to Ex. Ir.) If we say that the plus numbers are to the
right and the minus numbers to the left of zero (the origin), is 3 to the right
of 6? Is 3 to the right of I? Is 7 to the right of -I-7?

(When numbers like 3, 7, + 7 have the implied notion of direction, they
are written (-3), (-7), (+ 7) and are called directed numbers.)

13. Arrange the following temperatures in increasing order: 6r, 81, 71, 56,
43, 91, 69, 52, 75, 84, 49. Find the average, or mean, temperature and the
difference, or deviation, of each reading from the mean, with the appropriate
sign. Add the plus and minus signs to the deviations.

14. Write down the opposites of: right, up, above, ascent, North, East,
more, add, credit, profit, hence, ahead, raise, to, in, early, quick, forward,
advance, Anno Domini, high, elevation, heavy, dense, condense, acceleration,
attraction, clockwise, and arrival. Give simple numerical exercises on these
terms and their opposites.

15. A boy, starting from a stairway landing, made the following four
journeys:

(a) He went up 20 steps, and then went up 12 steps.
(b) He went up 20 steps, and then down 12 steps.
(c) He went down 20 steps, and then up 12 steps.
(d) lie went down zo steps, and then went down 12 more steps.

How many steps was he from the landing in each case?
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When the resultant and all but one of the com-
ponents are given, the remaining component can
be found bysubtraction, the complement of addition.

Thus (+8) (+3) (+s)
(-2) (-5) (+3)

The above examples illustrate the Rule of Signs.4
The ways in which such operations are per-

formed depend on the nature of the physical facts
from which the quantities are derived.

Association and commu- To the operations of addition and subtraction
tation. the laws of association and commutation apply.

Plus and minus signs are also used to indicate
vector addition and subtraction:

Parentheses.

Generalized arithmetic.

Thus AB + BC = AC
AB AC = GB

Parentheses may be regarded as envelopes or
enclosures within which quantities are grouped for
convenience. An operation affecting one quantity
within the parentheses affects the whole.

Thus 2(3 + 5) = 2.3 + 2.5
3 + 5 3

-I-
5

2 2 2

The letters a, b, c; A, B, C; etc., used in algebra
are simple forms of verbal statements about physi-
cal quantities measurable in terms of certain arbi-
trarily chosen units.s Since algebraic letters
represent linguistic units involving numbers, they
are subject to the laws and operations both of
logic and of arithmetic.

Young, J. W. The Flo:damn:al Concepts of Algebra and Geometry, p. T13. New
York, 1925. "Let it be emphasized that there can be no such thing as an a priori
proof of these laws of signs, but that they are pure conventions, finding their justifica-
tion on the logical side in their consistency with previous assumptions and on the
practical side in their serviceableness."

Nunn, T. P. Op. cit., p. 6. "Such symbolism as (a + b)2 0 ± zab b1, . . . ,

may be regarded as verbal statements about numbers expressed for a special purpose
in a conventional form."
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z6.(a) A boy, starting from home, went 5 mi. East, and then 3 mi. East.

How far was he from home at the end?
(b) The boy went 5 mi. East, and then 3 mi. West. How far was he

from home?
(c) The boy started out for a place 5 mi. East. In the first hour he went

3 mi. East. How much further did he have to go?
(d) The boy started out for a place s mi. East. II, the first hour he

cycled 7 mi. East. How much further did he have to go?
(e) The boy started for a place 5 mi. East. In the first hour he went,

by mistake, 3 mi. West. How much further did he have to go ?'

17. Further suggested topics: temperature changes, profit and loss, time
lines, mechanics, baseball scores; also problemq using vector notation.

How many years are there between goo B.C. and goo A.D.? Between
goo A.D. and 1930 A.D.? Express the result in mathematical form.

i9.(a) The length of a sheet of paper 19 in. and the width 7 in. Write
the length of the perimeter in parenthetical form.

(b) Thirty boys went for a hike, taking in their haversacks some sand-
wiches. Each boy had 2 bread-and-butter, 3 jam, and 4 egg sandwiches.
Express the total number in parentheses.

20. Find the value of 7(50 32), R(co + 32 87), 3(169 is6) in two ways.

21. Generalized arithmetic should not be regarded as a new chapter in school
mathematics, but as an integral part of the development of the subject. Any
statement which can be expressed in the numbers of arithmetic can also be
expressed in the symbols of algebra.

For example, Ex. 16 may be written:
(a) A boy, starting from home, went a mi. East, and then b mi. West.

How far was he from home at the end?
(b) The boy went x mi. East and then y mi. West. How far wt.s he from

home?
Again, Ex. 19 could be written:

(a) The length of a sheet of paper is 1 in. and the width b in. Write
the length of the perimeter in parenthetical form.

22. Find the value of 2(3a + 5b), 6(7a + 3b) 4(6a +

1 Nunn, T. P. Op. cit., Chap. XVIII.
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Nondirected and directed As we have nondirected and directed numbers

numbers. in arithmetic, so we have nondirected and directed
numbers in algebra. For example, S = (-4-4)
+ (+b) is the result of compounding two directed
numbers (+a) and (+b). The signs within the
parentheses are signs of 'direction' and those be-
tween the parentheses are signs of 'operation' .°

Opposites. The numbers (+a) and (a) are opposites, if
(+a) + ( a) = o.

The formula. A formula is the symbolic expression of a verbal
statement of equality or inequality. For example,
a > b may express in shortened form a statement
such as: The cumber a is greater than the number
b or the point a is to the right of the point b.
Again, A 1w may symbolize the statement:
"The area of a rectangle is the product of its
length and its width."

Functional relation. A formula may be looked upon as the expression
of a particular relation and of a general or func-
tional relation, of which the particular relation is
a special case.

Dependency. A term of a formula is said to depend on, or be
a function of, other terms of the formula when,
the latter terms being known, the former is thereby
determined.

The subject of a formula. That term in a formula which depends upon
other terms in the formula in such a way that,
when the independent terms are known, the de-
pendent term can thereby be determined, is called
the subject of the formula.°

Changing the subject of It is customary to place the subject of a formula
a formula. alone on the left-hand side of the sign of equality

or inequality. Any term may, according to our
convenience or need, be taken to be the subject of
the formula. Thus the formula, cost = price
X quantity (or c p n), may also be written
p = c/r or n = c/p.

g For the origin of the term 'directed numbers' see Nunn, T. P., op. cii., Chap.
XVIII.

Nunn, T. P. Op. cit., p. 77 and Chap. X.
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23. In four successive hours a man motored (in miles): (+ a), (+ b), (+ c),
d). How many miles did he motor altogether?

24. If S (3a + b) (2a b) and a .. + 3, b = 2, find the value of S.

25. Add (3a + b + 2c), (a b + 3c), (a + 2b c).

26. Subtract sa .- 4b + 2C from 2a 7b 3c.

27. It is given that P = 3p - 4. Put in two columns the values of p and P
when p = o, I, 2, 3, 4, 5. Illustrate graphically and interpolate other values.

28. Iff(x) is short for 3x + 4, findf(i),A2),1(3),A4),.1(5). Gkph the values.

29. What is the opposite of S ft. up, d yd. West, 1 yr. ago, a lb. lighter?

3o. Show that S ft. up is the same as S ft. down. Use concrete device.

31. The cost of a consignment of jam is given by the formula C = np,
where p is the price per jar and n is the number of jars in the consignment.
Draw up a table and a graph showing the cost of 1, 2, 3, . . . 12 jars, when
the price is 20C. a jar. What is the price per jar if io jars cost $2.5o? How
many jars can be bought for $2.00, if the price is 18c. per jar?

32. (a) The interest I get from a certain sum of money placed in the bank
depends upon or is a function of . . . and . . . .

(b) The cost of painting a cylindrical tank depends upon . . . , . . . ,

and. . . .

33. Discuss the factors upon which the following depend:
(a) The weight of a rectangular block of metal.
(b) The price of certain mining shares.
(c) The exchange rate between America and England.
(d) The speed of an automobile or an airplane.
(e) The health of any boy in the school.
(f) The yield of wheat in a field.
(g) The distance a ball would fall from rest in a given time.

Write our conclusions as follows: The weight of a rectangular block of
metal is a function of the length, width, and height of the block, and the density
or specific gravity of the metal.

Which of the factors you have mentioned tend to increase, and which to
decrease, the thing you are discussing?

Discuss the degree to which the factors enter in Ex. 33 (a), (d), and (g).
(See also Ex. 35.)
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Formula building:

(a) Variables.
(b) Dimensions.
(c) Relations direct

and indirect.

Motion c a material
body.
(a) Translation.
(b) Rotation.

Definitions of
(a) Particle.
(b) Point.
(c) Line and direction.
(d) Curve and direc-

tion.
(e) Angle.

Definitions and Concepts
The cultivation of the formula involves not only

the facility to interpret and apply formulas but
also the ability to collect materials for formula
building. This includes the discussion of possible
factors or variables, the degree to which they enter
into the formula, i.e., the dimensions, and the type
of relationship, whether direct or inverse (the more
. . . the more and the more . . . the less).

Thus the mass of a cylinder depends upon the
radius (to the second degree), the length (to the
first degree), and the relative density.

When all parts of a physical body have like
motion relative to fixed axes of reference, the body
is said to have motion of translation; when different
parts of the body have different motions, the body
is said to have motion of rotation.

(a) A particle is the smallest conceivable ma-
terial body. A particle can have a motion of
translation, but not of rotation.

(b) The geometrical correlate of the physical
body is the geometrical figure; the geometrical
correlate of the particle is the point.

(c) Any two points A and B determine a straight
line (AB) and a direction AB.

The concepts 'straight line' (AB) and 'direc-
tion' AB are thus directly associated. One im-
plies the other. A direction AB implies an oppo-
site direction BA. A straight line may be limited
(line segment) or unlimited (infinite). An infinite
half-line, that is, a line of unlimited length termi-
nated in one direction is called a ray.
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34. The simple interest on a principal P for n years at r % per annum is
P.r.ngiven by the formula: I =
lob

Make a table showing the simple interest on 830o.00 for any number of
years up to to, at 4% per annum. Draw a graph representing the interest
for any year up to to years.

Find a formula giving the rate per cent per annum, when the principal and
the simple interest are given.

35. Find the value of the subject of each of the following formulas, the
values of the other terms being given:

(a) The airplane formula: R = KSV2, when K = .00s, S = 25, V = 120.
Check the result by making S the subject of the formula. If V be doubled,
what will be the change in R?

(b) The falling body formula: S = J4gt2, when g = 32 and 1= 9. Check
the result by making g the subject of the formula.

d3r
(c) The power shy ft formula: M = --, when d s and r = 80.

I2S
Check the result by making r the subject of the formula.

36. (a) Write down a formula giving the area of the four walls of a room
when the length, width, and height are given. If the length be doubled, how
will the area be affected?

(b) Write a formula to enable a man to calculate his salary after n
years, if his salary begins at x dollars, and increases at the rate of y dollars
a year after the first year.

37. Give illustrations of bodies which have
(a) Translation without rotation.
(b) Rotation without translation.
(c) Translation and rotation.

38. The following exercise is intended as a class demonstration:
What kind of geometrical shape would you get in each of the follow-

ing cases?
(a) Rotating a rectangle of wire about one side.
(b) Rotating a rectangular disc about one edge.
(c) Rotating a triangle about one side.
(d) Rotating a circle about a diameter.
(e) Translating a Lit cle perpendicular to its own plane.
(f) Translating a triangle perpendicular to its own plane.
(g) Translating a square along a line not perpendicular to its own length.

(The geometrical terms 'rectangle', 'perpendicular', and 'plane need not
be mentioned but should be indicated by action.)
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A line segment is measurable in terms of a unit
or standard of length. The measure of the line
segment is a real number.

The study of geometry may be approached from
the nonnseirical or descriptive, or from the metrical
standpoint. In the former case the most useful
approach is through a study of geometrical forms,
solid and plane, and through 'projection'.

A curve as the path of Any line, straight or curved, may be regarded
a moving point-par- as a continuous set of points, specifiable as the
tide. path of a moving particle. Continuity is here ac-

cepted as intuitive.
(d) A straight line (hereafter called a line) has

the same direction at all its points; two directions
belong to a curve at any point, except an end-
point.

Projection:
(z) Conical projection.
(2) Section.
(3) Similarity.

PI, P2, . . is a system of points in a plane S.
0 is any fixed point outside S; the lines 0P1, OP:,

. . meet a second plane S' at the corresponding
points Qt, QI, . . . . Then the system of points
Qt, Q2, . . . on S' is the conical projection of the
system of points Pt, Pt, I on S with respect to
the point 0, which is called the vertex of projection.

The lines OPt Qt, ON Q2, . form a pencil or
a sheaf of rays. The figure formed by a plane cut-
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39. Examine models, preferably those prepared by the class as a project,

of the following geometrical forms:
(a) Prism on triangular, quadrilateral, and pentagonal bases.
(b) Pyramid on triangular, quadrilateral, and pentagonal bases.
(c) Combination of prisms and pyramids.
(d) Combination of prisms and prisms (e.g., octahedron).

Make three columns for faces (F), vertices (V), and edges (E).
Add the number of faces and vertices together (F + V) and note the relation-

ship to the number of edges (E). Verify Euler's Theorem: F + V = E 2,

Discuss the case of the triangle and rectangle. (The names of geometrical
solids, except prism and pyramid, need not be introduced.)

40. (a) Draw a number of lines on paper and count the number of points
of intersection. Enter in your book: number of lines (L), number of points

L(L x)
(13), Show that number of points (P) =

2

(b) Mark a number of points on paper and join them with lines. Enter
in your book: number of points (P) and number of lines (L). Show that

number of lines (L) =
P(P x)

2

Note here as elsewhere, the idea of duality.

41. Fold a square sheet of paper so as to make 4 squares. Put a point
inside each square. Connect all the points in succession by a broken line
without allowing the line to cross itself. Repeat with the square divided into
g, 12, and 16 parts. (See Young, J. W., Fundamental Concepts, page 168.)

42. (a) A boy was cycling along a straight road; a dog in a neighboring field
saw the boy and ran directly towards him. What kind of curve did the dog
follow in his pursuit of the boy? Draw the positions of the boy and the dog
after, say, r, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 sec. This curve is called a curve of pursuit.

(b) Three dogs A, B, C are at three different points in a field. A sees
B and chases him, B sees C and chases him, C sees A and chases him. Describe
the path of pursuit of one of the dogs.

43 Drawing certain well-known curves mechanically, e.g., circle, ellipse (string
method), parabola, spirals (unwinding thread on cotton reel), cycloid, epicy-
cloids, and the like. Make mechanical contrivances to demonstrate some of these.

44. (a) Using a small electric torch, project upon a wall shadows of plane
and solid objects (rectangle, circle, cube, sphere, etc.). Note the form of the
figures produced in various p-:sitions. By means of strinr;s, or thin India-
rubber cords, show the directions of the rays through corresponding points of
the object and shadow.

(b) Make a small spherical frame of wire to represent the meridians of
longitude and the parallels of latitude of the earth. Place a small electric
lamp at the center and draw the projections of the meridians and parallels
on plane and cylindrical sheets of paper. (Map projection)
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Motion of a particle
Trans lation.
(a) Direction.
(b) Speed.

Ratio and rate.

Deftnidons and Concepts
ting the pencil is called a plane section. There is
a one-to-one correspondence between the points
and lines of the sections of a pencil of rays.

When the planes S and S' are parallel, the geo-
metrical figures so obtained are similar.

The motion of a particle requires (a) direction
and (b) speed for its complete specification.

The direction of motion of a particle at any in-
stant is one of the directions belonging to the line
of motion at the point corresponding to the given
instant.

The speed, or velocity, of a particle is the time-
rate of change of position.

s s' DsThus v -1 or s wt., and v
1 at

Velocity may be constant or variable.
A ratio is a relation between two quantities of

the same kind; a rale is a relation between two
quantities of different kinds."

yd
Thus

.
is a ratio,

yd.
is a rate."

z in. z sec.

Velocity is a rate.
' Two quantities of different kinds have neither

sum, nor difference, nor ratio."

Rate of change. The rate of change Gi a variable y with respect
to a variable x within a given interval is obtained
by dividing the change in y (6,y) by the corre-
sponding or concomitant change in x (tax).

10 Wallis, J. Treatise on Algebra, r685. "Quantities are of the same kind if they
are comparable, i.e., if it can be proved that one is greater than, equal to, or less
than the other."

11 Henderson, J. B. "The Stroud System of Teaching Dynamics." Mathematical
Gazette, May, z924, P. 99.

is Picken, D. K. "Ratio and Proportion." Mathematical Gazette, Jan and May,
1920; May, 1924.
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45. Examine the form of plane sections of a sphere, cube, cone, and pyramid.
Ask the class to draw figures of imaginary plane sections of other figures (contour
lines).

46. As a class project make similar models of a single-room house, using as
the unit of measurement T in., in., 2 in., etc., to the foot, show that meas-
ures of corresponding parts are in the same ratio.

47. Simple problems on the speeds of vehicles (automobiles, airplanes, ships),
and the distance traversed in a given time. Use line diagrams drawn to scale
to illustrate the problems.

48. A boy cycled from A to X passing certain villages B, C, D, E, and F on
the way. The distances of each village from A and the time of arrival (starting
at noon) are given in the following table:

Place Distance from A (mi.) Time from noon(hr.)

A

B
C
D

F

ol
30

50
Go

8o
Too
120

s

noon
1.30
2.30
3.30
4.30
5.00
5.30

1

Find the boy's rate of cycling during each stage of the journey, thus:
Make two new columns headed As (change in distance) and At (change

in time), and fill in the columns, As and At, for each interval AB, BC, etc.

OZ
ryFind the rate of cycling for each interval.

49. A boat moves along a river, with velocity V (miles per hour) relative to
the water. The velocity of the water relativa to the bank is v mi. per hour.
Show that the distance traversed by the boat in time t is (V + v)t or (V v)t.

Calculate the distance traversed upstream in 4 hr., when V = To mi./hr.
and v = ;-; mi.jhr.

so. The following formula gives the velocity (v) of a stream at the bottom
of a river when the velocity (V) at the surface is given: v = V 207 + I.

Calculate the velocity of the water at the bottom of the river when that
at the surface is 144 ft./min.
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An angle.

Pasch's Axiom.

Direction.

(e) When a physical body rotates, i.e., moves
in such a way that different parts of the body have
different motions, it is said to move through an
angle.

If we take an indefinitely thin rod as the simplest
form of extended physical body, the line is its
geometrical correlate.

Any two lines in the same plane constitute an
angle. The term 'angle' is here defined as a geo-
metrical figure having no necessary association
with magnitude.

"Let A, B, C, be three points, not lying in a
straight line, and let L be a straight line in the
plane ABC and not passing through any of the
points A, B, or C. Then, if L passes through a
point of the segment AB, it must also pass through
a point either of the segment BC or of the segment
AC." (Pasch's Axiom)

Again, "Let A, B, C be three points, not lying
in a straight line, and let L be a straight line pass-
ing through A and not passing through the points
B or C. Then L lies between AB and AC, if it cut
the segment BC." From this axiom we derive the
concepts 'greater than' and 'less than' as applied
to angles.

An elementary conception of direction may be
regarded as intuitive. This is implied :n the state-
ment that a straight line has the same direction at
all its points.

Any two directions in a plane determine an
angle.

Just as the length of a line is measured in terms
of a unit length span between two arbitrarily
chosen points, so the magnitude of an angle is
measured in terms of a unit angle spars between
two arbitrarily chosen directions. To find the
measure of a line, we ' translate' our unit; to find
the measure of an angle, we 'rotate' our unit.

The cycle or complete ro- The unit angle is the degree, which is 1/36oth
tation. part of a complete rotation, or cycle (C).

Right angle. The right angle (R) is one-fourth of the cycle.
Thus C = 36o° = 4R.
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5r. Cut out a paper circle of 2-in. radius. Fold the paper dividing the

circle into 2, then 4, then 8 equal parts. Mark the creases with a pencil,
thus making 8 equal angles at the center. Now divide the circle into 6 equal
parts (by spacing the radius round the circumference). Now divide the
circle into 24 equal parts (6o° 45°). Discuss the division of the circle into
36o equal parts. Measure the angles so drawn with a protractor.

52. Cut out two circles, each of 2-in. radius, and with the aid of a protractor,
divide one of them into parts so that it may serve as a circular protractor.
Make radial cuts to both circles (along the zero line in the case of the circular
protractor) and fit them together so that the sizes of the sectors may be varied
at will. Turn over to the unmarked side, guess the magnitude, or 'rota', of
the angle of the sector, and write the guess down. Turn to the marked side
and test your guess. Enter your work thus:

Guess Test Difference
(with proper sign)

53. (a) Draw a number of angles on your book; guess the number of degrees
in each, and test your guesses with a protractor. Write down the difference
between the guess and the test in each case, with the appropriate sign, thus:

Guess Test Difference

(b) Make a clock-face protractor with two hands marked in degrees.
Draw an angle on the blackboard. Turn the hands of the clock until the
angle between them is, according to estimation, equal to the angle drawn on
the blackboard. Compute the angle of the clock-face by taking the difference
of the 'readings'. Test the estimate by measuring the given angle with an
ordinary protractor. Repeat with angles of various sizes (up to 360°).

Repeat Ex. 53 (a) using . rotating wheel. Take angles greater than 360 °.
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The 'rota' of an angle.

THE NINTH YEARBOOK

Fundamental assump-
tions regarding angles.
(t) Right angles.
(2) Vertically opposite

angles.
(3) Directed angles.

(4) The complete
angle.

The circle.

Points of the compass.

Definitions and Concepts

There is no term for an angle corresponditz to
the length of a line. We suggest the use of a term,
such as 'rota', which suggests 'amount of rota-
tion'. Thus, the rota of any angle of an equi-
lateral triangle is 6o°.

Fundamental assumptions regarding angles are:

(t) All right angles are equal.
(2) When two lines intersect, the vertically

opposite angles are equal.
(3) The rota of an angle may be :mite or infinite,

positive or negative.
Angles greater than 360° may be conveniently

represented on a Riemannian Surface.13
(4) Two directions determine eight angles in

all."

If a finite line OA rotate round a fixed point 0,
the point A traces a circle. The line 0.4 is called
the radius, or the radius vector.

The points of the compass should be studied
practically. (See Ex. 54.)

" The P iemann Surface may he illustrated with a soap film on a spiral frame. See
Boys, C. V., Soap Bubble, London, 1912.

14 Picken, D. K. c' the Complete Angle and Geometrical Generality." Math-
ematical Gazeik, Dec., 2922.
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54 The Points of the Compass. (A group lesson.)
Divide the class into groups of three or four pupils each. Procure a number

of light blackboards (or drawing - hoard with paper), one for each group.
Place the boards upon the workbenches or desks. Procure a number of small
compass needles. Ask the class to draw a number of lines NorthSouth and
EastWest, dividing the board into a set of rectangles or squares. (The
idea of parallelism should be brought out here.) Draw a few lines in the N.E.
S.W. direction, and others in the N.W.S.E. direction. Problems like the
following may be given:

(a) A scout went 3 mi. North, 2 mi. East, and then 3 mi. SouthEast.
Show, by a scale drawing, his final position. Measure his distance from his
starting-point and indicate his direction from the NorthSouth line.

(b) A ship sailed so mi. in the direction N.32° E., changed its course and
sailed 4o mi. in the direction N.20° W. Find its position relative to its starting-
point. (The above classroom technique may be frequently used in this work.)

55. Field Work.15
Use of plane table and alidade to make a map or plan of the school ground.

Compare the plans drawn by various groups and show that they are similar
(i.e., the angles are equal and the sides proportional).

The map may be used as an illustration of conical projection.

11 Shuster, C. N. ''The Use of Measuring Instruments in Teaching Mathematics."
Third Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1928, p. 215.

Swainson, 0. W. Topographic Manual, p. 38 ff. United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey. Washington, 1928.
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Locus. The circle is the locus of all points in a plane
equidistant from a given point.

Angle and corresponding The angle at the center of a circle is proportional
arc. to the subtended arc.

The circumference of a circle is proportional to
the radius of the circle. (C = 2irr.)

The arc subtended by a given angle is propor-
tional to the radius of the circle.

Angular motion.

Anb e of inclination.

Analogous to the velocity of a particle along a
line, we have the angular velocity of a line (rod)
round a point.

Thus (0 = or a wt.

And w
o e' AB

t At

Angular velocity may be variable or constant.

Two rays OX and OY divide the plane which
contains them into two regions. These rays de-
teimine two angle rotas which are in general
unequal and which are known as the two angles of
inclination of the two rays. The angles of incli-
nation of two co-terminal rays are supplementary.
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Typical Problem Material

56. Draw two lines AOA', BOB', such that AO= 0.4', and BO = OB'.
Join AB and A'13' and measure them. Show that AR = A'B'. Show that
the greater the angle (up to 1800) between the lines, the greater is the length
of the line AB.

57. Draw two intersecting lines and see how many different angles you can
find. Measure them.

58. Exercises on circles. Designs with circles.
(The purpose of these exercises is partly to give the pupil experience in the

use of compass and partly to show the connection of geometry with design.)

59. A treasure was hidden in a field 4o ft. from one tree and 3o ft. from
another. The trees were 25 ft. apart. Draw a plan showing possible
positions of the treasure. If the trees were in a direct NorthSouth line and
the treasure was to the East of the trees, where was it situated?

6o. Draw four concentric circles. Make two columns, Radius and Cor-
responding Arc, and show that for a given angle at the center, the arcs are
proportional to the radii, i.e., s1 /s2 = r1/r2.

61. Draw a circle. Measure some angles at the center and their correspond-
ing arcs. (0.2. 01/02.) Measure the rate of change of angle with arc in
each case.

62. How many times would a wheel of 14 -in. diameter turn when traveling
mi. along a road?

6.3. A gear wheel of to-in. radius turns at the rate of xoo r.p.m. A second
wheel of 5-in. radius bears on the first. How many revolutions does the
second wheel make in 5 min.?

64. The pedal wheel of a bicycle of 5-in. radius is connected by a chain to
the rear sprocket wheel of radius. The radius of the rear wheel is 14
in. How far would the bicycle go in to min., if the pedal is turned one
revolution every 2 sec.?

If the pedal wheel were increased from 5 in. to 6 in. in radius, how much
further would the bicycle go in the same time?

65. Show that (a + + (2a 3a is true of angular motion. (Use the
divided circles of Ex. 52.)

66. The angle through which a wheel revolves in a certain time is given in
the following table:

Angle (0) (deg.) 30 6o 90 110 130

Time (t) (sec.) 2 3 4 5

Angle (0) (deg.) 140 175 225 280 600

Time (t) (sec.) 6 7 9 II 20
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Projection.
Orthogonal projection.

Horizontal and vertical
projections.

Perpendicular to a plane.

Angle between a straight
line and a plane.

Angle between two
planes.

Graphical representation.
(a) The graph as a pic-

torial representa-
tion of a verbal
statement.

/

Definitions and Concepts

P1, P2, . . . is a system of points in a plane S.
Qi, 0, . . . are the feet of the perpendiculars from
Pi, PI, . . . to a line XY (or a plane S'). Then the
system of points Qi, Qs, . . . is called the orthogonal
projection of the systen. Ps, Ps, . . . on the line
XY (or the plane S').

The orthogonal projections of a system of points
P1, P2, . . . on horizontal and vertical lines (or
planes) are called horizontal and vertical projec-
tions of the system of points.

A line is perpendicular to a plane when it is per-
pendicular to any line which it meets in the plane.
If ON be the projection of the line OP on the

plane OXY, then the angle between the line OP
and the plane OXY is the angle PO1V.

The angle between two planes is the angle be-
tween two intersecting lines, one in each plane,
each perpendicular to the line of intersection of
the planes. This angle is called the angle of in-
clination of the two planes.

Graphs may be used as pictorial representations
of verbal statements. A graph has its own 'story'.
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Typical Problem Material
Draw two more tables showing change in angle (4 e) and the corresponding

A
ichange in time (4 i) for each interval. Find the ratio in each case.

4

67. Calculate the angular velocity (in degrees per second) of a top which
makes boo r.p.m.

68. (a) Imagine a shower of rain (or the sun's rays) falling vertically.
What would be the shape of the dry patch (or the shadow) made by a circular
disc, a square disc, an ellipse, a sphere, etc., when placed at certain inclinations
to the ground?

(b) Make cardboard models, with projection lines of thread, to illustrate
projection.

69. Show that the sum of the orthogonal projections of a number of vectors
AB, BC, CD, . . . MN on a line XY is equal to the projection of the vector
AN on the same line.

70. Draw a circle and make angles (PDX) 30°, 45°, 6o°, 9o°, 120°, 135°, xso°,
180° from an initial radius OX. hIeasure the projection ON of the radius
vector OP upon the line OX for each position of OP. Tabulate the results
in two columns, Angle and Projection.

Find the angle for which the projection is 0.4, o.5, o.6 of the length of the
radius vector.

71. A ship sailed so mi. in the direction 32° E. of N. How far was it North
of its starting-point, and how far East?

72. A ship sailed 8o mi. in the direction N.3o° E. on the first day of its
passage. 85 mi. N.35° E. on the second day, and 9u mi. N.4o° E. on the third
day. Find the total distance traversed as measured by the log, the effective
distance from the point of departure and the total 'northing' and `easting'.

73. With a straight stick and a number of threads (or with an umbrella
frame) make a framework to represent a right circular cone. Find the angle
between the generating lines and the base.

74. Take the models of houses used in Ex. 46. Find the inclination of the
roof and of the roof edge to the ground.

75. The Graph of a Story.
A boy motorcycled from A to X, passing certain villages A, B, C, D, E, F

on the way. The distances of the villages from A, their heights above sea
level, and the boy's time of arrival at them are given in the following table:
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Interpolation from the When a graph shows a general trend it is pos-
graph. Bible to estimate, to a certain degree of approxima-

tion, values of the variables between the given
data. This process of estimation is called inter-
polation. A graph may be regarded as a 'ready
reckoner', since unknown values of the variable
may be interpolated between ascertained or given
values.

Graphs representing rat( Examples illustrating rates of different kinds are:
of change. speed ° s

A
and slope (gradient)

h

01 Os

Example illustrating constant rate and constant
gradient.
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Place
Distance from

A (mi.)
Height above
Sea Level (ft.)

Time Taken
(sec.)

A o 10 noon
B 30 50 1.30

C 50 200 2.30

D 60 - 600 h 3.30 i

E Bo 1,000 4.30
F zoo goo 5.00
X 120 700 5.30

(a) Make a scale drawing of the journey on graph paper, showing the
distances between the villages horizontally (so mi. to the inch), the correspond-
ing heights above sea level vertically (Soo ft. to the inch).

(b) Tell the story of the journey from the point of view of the cyclist.
How far from A would you expect the boy to be at a height of 400 ft. above

sea level? Where would the journey be most difficult? Where easiest?
(c) Make i-om the data three new columns, Change of Distance (as),

Change of Altitude (sh) , and Change of Time (At) for each interval.

76. Using the data of Ex. 75, work out for each interval the following:

Change in height A h
(a) or

Corresponding change in distance A

Change in distance A S
(b) or

Corresponding change in time A

(c) orChange in height A h

Corresponding change in time A t
h

is the rate of change of height with distance (gradient) between the points
A S

considered.
A s ,

t
is the rate of change of distance with time (speed) between the same

points.
A h

is the rate of change of height with time between the same points.
A 1

77. Water flows into ^ 4:Ink of 50-cu. ft. capacity at the rate of 5 cu. ft.
per minute.

(a) Make a table with columns showing the volume of water in the tank
(V) for each second of time (1) up to the time the tank overflows.

(b) Draw a graph showing how much of the tank is filled each minute.
(c) Find, from the graph, how much water was in the tank at the end

of min.
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Growth curve.

Graphical representation.
(b) Bar graph.

Example illustrating normal growth: since
growth is cont' 'sous and gradual the curve of
growth will be ; smooth curve.

Reference should be made to automatic record-
ers of meteorological phenomena, crescographs (e.g.,
J. C. Bose's magnetic crescograph).

A bar graph or column diagram may be looked
upon as a broadened line graph. In a bar graph
the bases are equal, the relative magnitudes of the
quantities represented being proportional to the
lengths or to the areas of the bars.
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Typical Problem Material

(d) Draw two new columns, Change in Volume (.1 V) and Change in
Time (A 0, and find the rate of change of volume with time.

78. The following measurements of the height of a plant were taken
every Monday morning for nine weeks:

Date June z June 8 June 15 June 22 June 29

Height (inch) I.0 2.2 4.4 7.2 I I . 8

Date July 6 July 13 July 20 July 27

Height (inch) 13.. 15.0 15.6 16.0

(a) Draw a graph showing the height of the plant each week.
(b) Draw a graph liowing the rate of growth of the plant each week.
(c) When was the height 9 in.? When was the rate of growth greatest?

(This example may be prepared for by observing for several weeks the growth
of a tulip, or othe quick-growing plant. Further examples may be taken from
the medical statistics of the school, when such are available and from tables
giving normal weights of babies during the first year of life, and the heights
of children during school age.)

79. Make a formula and draw a graph to represent the simple and com-
pound interests on $200 at 4(5.0 per annum for 6 yr.

80. During a severe rain storm a rain gauge measured the fall in inches
as follows:

Time 9 a.m. to a.m. it a.m. I2 noon I p.m.

Inches 2

Time 2 p.m. 3 p.m. 4 P.m. 5 P.m.

Inches 3 4 5 6

Draw a bar graph to represent the day's fall.

81. The following figures show the growth of trade in the United States
between the years 185o and 1910. Make a bar graph or column diagram to
represent these statistics. (The money is in millions of dollars.)
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Frequency distribution.
Class interval.
Frequency histogram.
Frequency polygon.
Frequency curve.

The frequency histogram is a special form of the
comparison bar or column graph. It should be
given special attention in the school course, since
it is widely used in economics, politics, and educa-
tion. The frequency polygon is a polygon drawn
through the middle points of the tops of the bars
of the frequency histogram.
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Year ... 185o 186o 187o 188o 1890 r900 1910

Imports I I8o* 260 440 645 795 855 1,6Io

Exports 130 230 445 845 87o 1,410 1,78o

St 8o,000,000.

In each case draw a bar graph to represent the rate of increase of import and
export trade.

82. On an examination the number of candidates obtaining scores between
o and ro%, ro% and 2o%, and so on, were given as follows:

Percentage I o-to 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

Frequency 2 12 30 47 54

Percentage so-6o 60-70 7o-8o 80-90 90-100

Frequency 48 29 13 3 I

Draw a 'frequency histogram' of the bar graph to represent the results.
(Use a base-line class interval of one-half of an inch.)

Which parts of the graph would you mark: excellent, very good, good,
only fair, bad, or would you grade A, B, C, D, and E?

83. A teacher gave the following scores to a class on an examination:

Pupil Store for Each Question (maximum to)

A 2 I 3 3 4 4 5 6
B 4 5 5 7 6 7 8 8
C 4 2 3 4 7 8 6 8
D 5 4 5 6 7 8 8 6

5 6 7 5 6 9 7 9
F 3 5 6 5 6 7 6 4

2 3 4 5 7 6 7 6
Ii 4 5 6 6 6 7 6 5

5 3 4 6 7 7 8 7

J 5 6 5 7 8 6 7 8
3 4 5 6 7 6 7 9

Make a frequency histogram of the scores and draw a frequency curve to
represent them.
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Graphical representation
by angles or sectors.

Definitions and Concepts
Angles or sectors of circles may be used to repre-

sent magnitudes relatively.

Graphical representation. In all experimental data derived from measure-
kc) The statistics of ments, errors of various kinds are inevitable. Some

experiment. of these are due to variations in the material
measured, others to 'personal' errors or errors of
observation.

The line of best fit to experimental data is the
line which best represents, in graphical form, the
general trend of the data obtained in an investi-
gation.

Line of best fit.

The frequency curve as The frequency curve is the line of beat fit to the
the line of best fit. vertices of b, given frequency polygon.le

Automatic recorders.

Surfaces.

A plane.

When a variable changes with time, the values
of the variable may often be recorded automati-
cally by a self-recording device. Examples of such
devices are found in self-recording crescographs,
barometers, thermometers, rain gauges, etc.

A surface may be looked upon as a continuous
set of points marking the boundary between two
continuous regions of space. It is the geometrical
correlate of the indefinitely thin sheet. At each
point of a surface there is, in general, an unlimited
number of directions belonging to the surface.

A plane is a surface such that at any point of the
surface all the directions lie wholly on the surface.

(a) Two intersecting lines
(b) Three 'pints not lying

determine one andon the same line
only one plane.(c) A line and a point not

lying on the line

14 Kelley, T. L. Statistical Method, Chap. VII. New York, 1925.
Elderrin, W. N. Frequency Curves and Cort4ez'ion. London, t000.
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Typical Problem Material
84. Draw an angle or sector graph to show the proportion of calcium, carbon,

and oxygen in a sample of chalk (calcium carbonate) weighing too gm., which
contains calcium (40 gm.), carbon (122 gm.), and oxygen (48 gm.).

85. An india-rubber band, 4o cm. long, was stretched by weights and its
length was measured for each weight applied, thus:

Weight suspended (gm.) 0 5 lo I 5 20 25 30

Len, ' . of band (cm.) .. 40.0 41.8 43.4 45.6 47.2 49.0 50.8

(a) Make a line of best fit among the plotted points of these readings
and show that it bears out, approximately, Hooke's Law: "The extension is
proportional to the weight applied."

(b) What weight would you expect to stretch the band to 48 cm.?
(c) What will be the length of the band when 27 grn. are suspended?

86. Draw a frequency curve for the data given in Ex. 7g.

87. Attach a piece of thread to the top of a growing plant, pass it over a
fixed pulley and suspend a small weight at the other end to keep the thread
tight. Fix a light pointer radially to the pulley and note the position of the
end of the pointer daily. This is a simple crescograph.

88. Discuss the type of surface obtained in the following cases:
(a) Translating a thin stick along a line perpendicular to its length.
(b) Translating a circular ring along a line perpendicular to the plane

of the circle.
(c) Translating a triangle, rectangle, etc., along a line not in the same

plane.
(d) Rotating a line (i) round a circle perpendicular to its length, (ii)

round a circle not perpendicular to its length.
(e) Rotating a line about a point outside the line.
(f) Rotating a line about one end (circle and cone); a circle about a

diameter (sphere).
(The pupil should be asked to imagine the result before he sees it demon-

strated in concrete form.)

89. Discuss the type of surface obtained in the following cases:
(a) Translating a line along a line perpendicular to itself, the line

`gradually' decreasing in length.
(b) Translating a circle (or a triangle) perpendicular to itself, the circle

'gradually' decreasing.
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Plane generated by the Since any two intersecting lines determine a
movement of a line. plane, a plane may be 'generated' by the transla-
(a) Generator. tion of a line (generator) in any direction (direc-
(b) Directrix. trix) except that of its own length.

Area. The measure of a surface in terms of a unit is its
area.

Indices.

Algebraic multiplication.
(a) Nondirected num-

bers.

Square root.

The area of a rectangle is given by the product
of its length and its width or A a 1w.

The formula A = aa for the area of a square of
side a may be written .4 = a2.

The following identities may be illustrated
graphically:

a(b + c) = ab + ac
a(b c) = ab at

(a+ b) (a b) = a2 b2

(a+ b)2 + 2ab + b2

To calculate square root geometrically in simple
cases.°

Difference series. A series is an expression of the form u1, u2, . . .

Arithmetic progression. u, where the terms u1, u2, . . . u9, obey some law
of progression. In the simplest case where ul,
us . . . , etc., differ by a constant quantity, the
series is called a difference series, or an arithmetic
progression.

An arithmetic progression may be conveniently
illustrated by a bar graph having equal steps in
height. The sum of an arithmetic progression may
be computed in terms of the area of the graph."

Area by integration. Since a plane may be generated by the transla-
tion of a line in any direction except that of its
own length, an area may be computed by a process
of integration.

17 Nunn, T. P. Op. cit., Chap. VIII.
"Op. cii., Chap. XIX.
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Typical Problem Material
9o. Illustrate with a soap filc.son a rectangular frame with one movable

side.

91. Draw an irregular closed fizure on square paper and calculate its area
by counting squares. Find the area of a circle in the same way.

92. Write a formula for the area of the four walls of a room given the length,
width, and height of the walls.

What will the formula be if the length and width are increased by ro%?
93. Write formulas for the areas of rectangular figures of various shapes (L

shape, T shape, cross, etc.).
If the length and the width of a rectangle are both increased (or decreased)

zoo, by how much is the area increased (or decreased)?
94. The length of a rectangle is 26.54 in. to the nearest .or in., and the

width 17.67 to the same degree of accuracy. Find the area."
95. Factors:

9a + oh = 3(3a + 2b)
22 X 18= (20 + 2) (20 2) = 400 4 = 396

(a + b)2 0 --- (a + b + c) (a + b c)
(a + b)2 = a2 + 2ab b2

g6. (a) Complete the following expression so that it becomes a perfect
square: x2+ 20x. Illustrate with a diagram.

(b) One side of a rectangle was 20 in. longer than the other side. The
area was soo sq. in. Find the dimensions of the rectangle.

Show that (5.3) > V-2-775- > 5.2.
(c) Find the length of a side of a square when the area is 3o sq. ft.

(n. A man dug a trench 2 ft. wide at the following rate: 4o ft. on the first
day, 42 ft. on the second day, 44 ft. on the third, and so on for 6 days. Draw
a bar graph (with the trenches side by side) to illustrate the amount of
ground dug. Find the total length dug and show that it is given by the formula:

S =
2
- (a + 1), where S is the total length, n the number of days, a the length

dug on the first day, and 1 the length dug on the last day.

98. Find the sum of: 5, 8, u . . . to zo terms.
Find the sum of the first n natural numbers.

99.(a) Take a number of strips of wood of the same width and length, and
with them form a rectangle. Keeping the bottom fixed, 'shear' the rest so
as to form (z) a parallelogram; (2) irregular 'parallelograms' with curved
sides.

"Goodwin, IL M. Precision of Measurements and Graphical Methods. New York,
192o.

Jones, II. S. Modem Arithmetic, p. 260. London, 193o.
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Area of a triangle.

Space.

Volume.

Parallelopiped or cuboid.

Algebraic multiplication.
(b) The product of di-

rected numbers.
(1) Directed areas

Definitions and Concepts

Consider a rectangle as made up of a number of
thin rectangular strips of the same width integrated
together. The area is the sum of the areas of these
strips, i.e., is equal to the product of the generatrix
and directrix. Similarly, the area of a parallelo-
gram may be derived from that of the rectangle by
`shearing' the strips. It will then be seen that the
area of the parallelogram is equal to the area of
the rectangle of the same base and height.

The area of a triangle may be determined in
three different ways:

(a) As half the area of the corresponding rec-
tangle or parallelogram.

(b) As the integration of a number of thin strips
of the same width and gradually decreasing lengths.

(c) As the average length of strip multiplied by
the height.

A = lh.

The area of a trapezoid is equal to the average
of the parallel sides multiplied by the height.

Space may be looked upon as the aggregate of
all points. Space holds within its domain all
points, lines, and surfaces.

The measure of space, in terms of a unit, is
volume.

The volume of a rectangular parallelopiped or
cuboid is given by the formula V = hat.

A volume may be generated by the translation
of an area. As in the case of the area of a rec-
tangle, the volume of a cuboid may be computed
by dividing the cuboid into a number of thin
rectangular discs and integrating them.

Since a length may be treated as a directed
quantity, an area or length-length product may,
by a suitable convention a. to signs, be treated as
a directed quantity.

or length- (+A) = (+a) (+b)length prod- (A) = (+a) (b)
ucts. ) = (a) ( +b)

(+ A ) = (- a) (b)
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Typical Problem Material
Show that the area is the same in each case: A = ltv, where 1 is the length

of the base and w the width.
(b) Draw a triangle with base 3 in. and vertical height 2 in. Divide

the triangle into strips by drawing a number of equally spaced lines (about
a dozen) parallel to the base. Show that the area of the triangle is equal to
the height of the triangle multiplied by the average length of the parallel lines.

Ioo. Show, by using a number of strips of wood of the same width but de-
creasing lengths, that the area of a trapezoid is equal to the average le. igth
of the parallel sides multiplied by the height.

Find the area of trapezoids in simple arithmetical cases.

'or. Illustrate the volume of a cuboid as the integration of a number of
rectangular cardboard discs of the same area. Shear these discs and obtain
the volumes of other figures of the same area of base and vertical height.

102. If a rod (+ a) be moved perpendicular to its length a distance (+ h),
it may be said to trace out a positive area (+ A). What sign would you give
the area in the following cases?

(a) (+a) moving a distance (b)
(b) (b) moving a distance (+a)
(c) (b) moving a distance (a)
(d) (a) moving a distance (b)
(e) (a) moving a distance (+b)

Show that (+A) = (+a) (+h) = (a) ( h).
And (A) = (a) (+b) = (+a) (b).
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Rule of signs.

Algebraic fractions.

(2) Rate-time
products.

The rule of signs.

The quotient of two di-
rected numbers.
Ratio and rate.

Definitions and Concepts

These equations illustrate the Rule of Signs.

Graphical representation of fractions by divid-
ing lines, areas, volumes.

Proof that of A I of mA =
mA

n n 4

The product of a nondirected and a directed
number is a directed number, e.g., momentum
mass X velocity. The product of two directed
numbers of different kinds is a directed number,
e.g., distance = velocity X time, i.e., s = vt.

(+s) = ( +v) (+0
(s) = ( v) (+0
(s) (+v) ( t)
(+s) ( v) ( t)

These equations again illustrate the Rule of
Signs.

The quotient of two like directed numbers is a
ratio. The quotient of two unlike directed quanti-
ties is a rate.

The equations
(+s) = (+v)

and (s) = (+v)
( +t) =

=
(v)

( +t)
suggest the equations

(+s) (s)
(+0 ==

(s)
(v)
(+s)

and =(+0 (-0 = (v)
From which follows also:a a (a) (+a)

b b (+b) (b)
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103. Apply the idea of directed area to the equations:

a(b+ c) ab + ac
(a + b) (a b) = a' -

104. Draw a rectangle to represent a rectangular block of ground of area A.
Show that two-thirds of a block is the same as one-third of two blocks or

two blocks divided by three. Thus
2

of A of 2A =
2A

.3 3 3
Repeat with circles.

Show that - of A - of mA
mA

xos. When one-third of a bottle of a medicine A was added to one-fourth
of a bottle of the same size of ariother medicine B, the mixture was found to
measure 31, oz. Find the number of ounces of medicine A and B will each
hold when full.

to& If I I I
, prove that f =

uv
u fl f u+ v

nE
If C --, express E in terms of C, R, and n.R+ nr

107. Reduce the following to a single algebraic fraction:
a + b a b

1o8. Two automobiles, P and N, are moving in opposite directions at the
rate of 3o mi. per hour (34 mi. per minute). They pass a certain mile-post
at the same time. Assuming that they maintain a constant rate, and using
the formula s =vt to determine the distance traversed, find

(a) Where P was 6 min. before passing the mile-post.
(b) Where P will be 6 min. after passing the mile-post.
(c) Where N will be 6 min. after passing the mile-post.
(d) Whe.e N was 6 min. before passing the mile-post.

Show that (+3) (+6) (+K) = (-6)
And (-3) = (-6) (+X) = (+6) (-JO.

10o. A man, named A, saves money at the rate of $20.00 a month; another
man, named B, loses money at the same rate. Compare their financial posi-
tions five months ago and five months hence with their positions to-day.
Write down a formula to represent each person's financial position.

x xo. A man, named .4, saves money at the rate of $20.00 a month, and
another man, named B, loses money at the same rate. When was :1 $zoo.00
worse off; when will he be Eioo.00 better off? When was B Szoo.00 better off;
when will he be Szoo.00 worse off?
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Triangles or trilateral.

Principle of Duality.

Quadrangle and quadri-
lateral.

Congruence.

Principle of Congruence.

Examples of congruence.

Definitions and Concepts
Three noncollinear points A, B, C determine a

triangle. Since any two points determine a line,
three noncollinear points (A, B, C) determine
three lines (a, b, c) through the points A. B, C
taken in pairs. The line segments AB, BC, CA
are the sides of the triangle, and the angle seg-
ments BCA, etc., the angles of the triangle. Three
nonconcurrent lines determine a trilateral.

A triangle has three sides.
A trilateral has three vertices.
Four points, A, B, C, D, no three of which are

collinear, (iPtermine a complete quadrangle; four
lines a, b, c, d, no three of which are concurrent,
form a complete quadrilateral. These examples
illustrate the Principle of Duality.

A complete quadrilateral has, in general, six
vertices and three diagonals.

Two figures A and B are congruent when the
points of A and B have one-to-one correspondence
and the distance between any two points of A is
equal to the distance between the corresponding
points of B.

In the case of plane closed figures, the areas are
also equal.

"Any figure (plane or solid) can be exactly re-
produced anywhere" (Principle of Congruence)."
Two figures which can be 'constructed' to the same
specifications in only one way (i.e., uniquely) are
congruent. Equal lines, equal angles, vertically
opposite angles, rectangles having equal length
and breadth, cuboids (parallelopipeds) having
equal d;mensions, etc., are congruent."

Assumption. Through a point on a line there
exists one and only one perpendicular to the line.

Axiom. If PQ is a given line-segment and OX
a given ray, we can find one, and only one, point
A on OX such that OA = PQ.

Axiom. If PQR is a given angle and 0 X a given
ray in a given plane, we can find one, and only one,
ray 0.4 in the plane and on a given side of OX,
such that angle AOX = angle PQR.

Assumption. Two circles will intersect, if at all,
in two points, one on either side of the line joining
their centers."

30 Mathematical Association, The Teaching of Geometry in Schools, p.35. Lor don, 1925.
21 Forder, H. G. The Axioms of Geometry. For a discussion of congruence based

on the congruence of point couples, see if athemalkal Gazette, March, 1929, p. 32x.
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Typical Problem Material
If they both had $5oo.00 in the bank six months ago, tabulate in two columns

their banking accounts for the following twelve months, the present date
being July 1. Draw a graph to represent the monthly variations.

t I 1. The formula s = /I gives the distance s traversed by a cyclist, when
the velocity and time are known.

(a) If the velocity is increased ro%, by how much is the distance in-
creased?

(b) If the time is increased ro%, by how mt:ch is the distance increased?
(c) If both velocity and time are increased ro%, by how much is the

distance increased?

I I2. Show that a complete quadrilateral has six vertices and three diagonals.

r r3.(a) Copy the triangle ABC, given AB, BC, and the angle ABC.
Measure and rompare the remaining side and angles and the area of the

original triangle and the copy.
(b) Copy the triangle ABC given AB and the angles ABC and CAB.

Show that the two triangles are congruent.
(c) Copy the triangle ABC when the three sides are given and show

that the two triangles are congruent.
(d) Copy the triangle AL C, right-angled at B, when the hypotenuse

and one other side are given.

I 14. Make a prism having edges 3', 4', 5' at the base. and 4', 5', 6' at the apex.
Compare results obtained by the class and find out how many different forms
are possible.

s. If two equal lines are drawn to a line or a plane from a. point outside,
they arc equally inclined to the perpendicular from the point.

6. Draw a number of triangles, ABC, A'BC, A"BC, etc., having a common
base BC and equal sides AB, A'B, ..1"B, etc. Measure the third side, :IC,
.I'C'. .1-C. etc. Show that the greater the angle ABC, the greater is the
third side. Draw up a table of your measurements of angles and third sides
and graph them.22

Irk. Draw a triangle ABC having given the angle B equal to 6o°, and the
sides AB and B(' in the ratio of 3:5. Irow many such triangles can be drawn?
Increase each of the given sides by 25%; what difference does this make to the
shape of the triangle)

22 Swenson, J. A. "Graphic Methods of Teaching Congruence in Geometr." Third
Yearbook, Nation.il Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 19:9, P. 9.6
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Congruence of triangles.

Loci:
(a) Points equidistant

from two given
points.

(b) Points equidistant
from two given
lines.

Similarity.
Principle of Similarity.

Similar figures.

Definitions and Concepts

Fundamental Congruence Theorem.
If two triangles ABC and A'B'C' have AB

=A'B', AC = A'C', and angle BAC a. angle
B'A'C', the triangles are congruent, i.e., BC =
B'C', angle ACB a angle A'C'B', angle CBA
angle C'B'A', and the area magnitudes of the two
triangles will be equal. (s, a, s)

The following additional cases of congruent tri-
angles may be exemplified practically (a, s, a),
(s, s, s), (s, s, a, ambiguous case).

As an important special case of the s, s, a
theorem we consider two right-angled triangles,
which have their hypotenuses and one other side
in each given equal.

Isosceles Triangle Theorem. If two sides of a
triangle are equal, the angles opposite these sides
are equal, and conversely.

The image of a geometrical figure in a plane
mirror is symmetrically congruent with it. This
is true also of non-Euclidean geometry."

Loci. (r) The locus of a point equidistant from
two given points is w line (the perpendicular bi-
sector of the line joining the points).

(2) The locus of a point equidistant from two
intersecting lines is a line (the bisector of the angle
made by the two intersecting lines).

"Any figure car be reproduced anywhere on any
enlarged or dim: e'shed scale" (Principle of Simi-
larity) .24

Two figures, .1 and B, are similar when the
poims of .1 and B have one-to-one correspondence,
and the distance between any two points of A
bears a constant ratio to the distance between the
corresponding points of B.

Two triangles are similar, when they have their
corresponding angles equal, and the sides about
the corresponding angles proportional.

23 Fletcher, W. C. "A Method of Studying Non-Euclidean Geometry." Math-
ematical Gazelle, March, 1023, p. 26z.

24 Mathematical Association, The Teaching of Geometry in Schools, p. 35. London,
1925.

Nunn, T. P. "The Sequence of Theorem,: in School Geometry." Mathematics
Teacher, Oct., 1925. See also Mathematical Gazette, May, 1922.
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Typical Problem Material
za. Scout or surveying problew capable of being solved by assuming the

main congruence theorems, e.g., computing the width of a river or the height
of a building.

119. Simple originals, including the common theorems relating to circles, e.g.:
(a) Equal chords of a circle are equidistant from the center, and,

conversely. Chords nearer the center are greater than those more remote.
Show by measurement.

(b) The angle in a semicircle is a right angle.
(c) Symmetrypoint and line symmetry.
(d) Simple constructions, e.g., to bisect a line, to bisect an angle, to

draw a circle passing through three noncolline.tr points.

120. Show that we can draw many circles as we like through one or two
points, but only one thr.iugh three points.

I2I. A treasure was buried 1 ~ds from each of two trees or so yards
from each of two intersecting fences Where was it? flo,: many possibl-
cases are there?

122. Illustrate similar figures with reference to scale drawings. tnaps, models
of houses, etc., of various sizes.

A photograph 4 by 5 in. was enlarged to to by 121; in. How
tall would a figure 1 in. high become when enlarged! How large would an
area of 3 sq. in. become or enkagement?

123. Cut out four rectangles exactly equal in size; picco them together so
as to make a larger rectangle. Show that the larger reaaogle is similar to the
original.

124. Cut out four triangles equal in all respects to a triangle .1 PC. Piece
them together so as to make a triangle A'B'C" simdar to .1Ik'. Repeat with
nine such triangles instead of four. Compare the sides and areas of .VB'C'
and the original triangle ABC.
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Similar triangles.

Proportion.

THE NINTH YEARBOOK.

Parallel lines.

Parallel planes.

Corresponding angle the-
orem.

$ C = 18o°.
The same direction.

Definitions and Concepts

(a) Given two (or three) angles in each triangle
equal. If ABC and .1113'C' are two triangles hav-
ing angle A = a-gle .1' and angle B = angle 13',
then angle C = angle C' and the sides a:b:c =
a':b1:c' ((1, a, a).

(b) Given one angle in each triangle equal and
the sides about the given angles proportional
(s.a.$).

(c) Given the sides proportional (s.s.$).

If Pl. 112. P., a set of quantities of one kind,
correspond to 0. . . Q,. another set of quan-
tities also of one kind, so that Pi : P2 : . . . : Pn
=01: 02 : . . . : (),,, then P1, P2, . . . P are said to
be proportional to ()I, (-)?., Q. Proportion is,
therefore, a relation of equality between ratios.
Again, if the P's and (Ys are quantities of di....rent
kinds and P1 : -= ()I : Q2, then PI/Qi = P2/Q2.
Thus proportion is also a relation of equality be-
tween rates.

'filbert 's Axiom of Parallels. If L is any straight
line and .1 a point not on L. then there exists in the
plane S determined by L and .4 one and only one
straight line L', which contains A but does not
meet L. The line V is said to be parallel to L.26

If S is a plane and a point not on S, then
there exists one and only one plane S', which con-
tains .1 but does not meet S. The plane S' is said
to be parallel to S.

If two co-planar Noes be rut by a transversal
in such a way that the corresponding angles arc
equal, the two lines are parallel, and, conversely,

txo parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the
corresponding angles are equal.

The sum of the three angles of a triangle is 18o°.
Two ro planar lines have the same ditedion if

they are equally inclined in the same sense to any
transversal crossing them.

2 Hilbert, D. Grundlagen der Geontlrie, p. 2 (). Seventh edition. Leipzig, 1930.
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Typical Problem Material
125. ABC is a given triangle, is a gig line. On draw a triangle

equiangular to ABC. Show that the sides about the equal angles are pro-
portional.

126. Draw two triangles, -IBC ant' having given that the angle .1
is equal to the angle and the sides ....out the equal angles are proportional.
Compare the other sides and angles.

127. Draw a triangle ABC with its sides . 4. 5 in. Draw an enlargement
of this triangle with its sides Oi times those of BC. Compare the angles.

IA Draw a pentagon and make a 3 : 2 enlargement of it without using
a protractor: (a) similarly situated and (b) symmetrically situated.

t 20. Three partners divide the profits of their business amounting to
S24,000.00 in the ratio of 3 :4 : 5. How much did each receive?

13o. A train traveling at a uniform rate goes 16o mi. in 31: hr. How long
will it take to go 30o mi? State in the form: 3oo,'16o =

A train traveling at a uniform rate goes s mi. in 1 hr. How long will it take

to go ss mi.? ns mi.?
ns

mi.? y mt.?

731. If a:bc:d, show that a:c=b:d, and ad= be.
d, show that a :b=c:d.

Illustrate this with a geometrical diagram.

132. Draw two similar triangles BAC. B'.-1(.." having the angle common
and the other angles corresponding. Produce BC and B'C' and note that they
do not meet when produced (parallel lines).

133. Draw twn parallel transversals to two parallel lines (parallelogram).
Ilow many equal angles, can you find? How many equal line-segments can you
find?

134. The theorems known as: the alternate angle theorem', 'the two
right-angle theorem', the angle-sum theorem' should be deduced from the
fundamental assumption.

135. The theorem of equal intercepts for tit) parallel lines. (I)) parallel
planes Keep on a the transversals fixed and *move' the other into various
positions. Including that in which a triangle is formed with the fixed transversal
and the parallels.
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Parallelogram.

THE NINTH YEARBOOK

Equal intercepts the-
orem:
(a) Parallel lines.
(b) Parallel planes.

Proportional intercepts
theorem:
(a) Parallel lines.
(b) Parallel planes.

Indirect measurement.

Trigonometrical ratios.

(a) Tangent of an
angle.

Gradient.

Definitions and Concepts

A parallelogram is the figure formed at the inter-
sections of two pairs of parallel lines.

A set of parallel lines cutting a transversal at
equal intervals, will cut any other transversal at
equal intervals. Similar theorem for a set of
parallel planes.

A set of parallel lines cutting one transversal
at intervals in the ratios a b. c . , will cut any
other transversal in the same ratios.

Indirect measurement is facilitated by the use
of trigonometrical ratios.

Determination of the height of an inaccessible
object by the length of the shadow, using

(a) Similar triangles, and
(b) The tangent of the angle of elevation.
The angle between a line drawn in any given

direction and the horizontal is called the slope of
the line. The gradient is defined as the tangent
of the angle of slope.

The gradient of a straight line with reference to
another line is constant at all points on the line.
The gradient of a curved line varies from point to
point. If ABC is a triangle right-angled at C, AC
being horizontal, then

tan A = BC or BC AC tan A.
A C

Thus tan A is the factor by which we multiply
the ' horizontal advance' to get the correspond-
ing 'vertical rise' BC.

Table of tangents. Practice should be given in the use of a table of
tangents and in estimating tangents from a graph.
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Typical Problem Material
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136. If one of the parallel lines (of Ex. 135) is now translated, still parallel
to the others, we have the theorem of proportional intercepts for (a) parallel
lines; (b) parallel planes.

137. Divide a given line in the ratios 3 :4 : 5.

138. The shadow of a tall chimney measured So yd. At the same time of
day the shadow of a vertical stick To ft. high measured 16 ft.

(a) Find, by similar triangles, the height of the chimney.
(b) Measure the 'angle of elevation' of the chimney, or the altitude

of the sun, from the end of the shadow (32°).
Repeat as a 'project' with a number of trees, telegraph poles, etc.

139. The angle of elevation of the top of a building from a point on the
ground, i6o ft. from the building, was 32°. Find the height of the building.

140. An inclined plane was built at an angle of 32° with the horizontal.
Find the quotient of the 'vertical rise' and the 'horizontal advance' or the

vertical height
gradient of plane. The ratio

horizontal distance
varies with the angle,

and is called the tangent of the angle. (tan 32° = 5/8, or 0.625.)

141. Two boys, using a clinometer, proceeded to measure the height of the
top of the school flagstaff as follows: They selected a point on the playground
and found that the angle of elevation of the staff was 35°. On walking so yd.
towards the flagstaff. they found the angle of elevation to be 42°. Find the
height of the flagstaff above the ground. given that tan 35° = 0.7, tan 42° = 0.9,
and that the observer's eye is 5 ft. above the ground. Verify your answer by
making a scale drawing on graph paper.

142. On graph paper draw a circle cf unit radius 0:1 (r in. or any length to
represent a unit). Draw a line .11' perpendicular to OA. Mark off angles
o°, 10", 20°, 30 °. 40', 50°, 6e, 70°, So°, 00°. and measure the carresponding
perpendiculars P.1. Arrange the angles and the perpendiculars in a table?'

The graph or the table may be looked upon as a ready reckoner to give
the tangent of any angle less than oo°. (Note that g)' has no tangent.)

143. A cathedral spire is situated due North of a point P. From a point
Q, 120 yd. due East of P, the spire lies in a direction NAS°W. Find the distance
from P to a point on the ground immediately below the top of the spire. Find
the height of the spire, given that its angle of elevation from P is 14°. Make
a model.

26 Strayer and Upton. Modern Algebra, p. 250. New York, fo3o.
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The gradient of two
planes.

Tangent of an angle
greater than 18o°.

The Theorem of Pyth-
agoras.

Trigonometrical ratios.
The sine and the cosine

of an angle.

Definitions and Concepts

The gradient of two planes is the tangent of the
angle of inclination of the two planes.

The tangent of an angle in the second quadrant
(between go° and iSo °) is negative.

The Theorem of Pythagoras states: "The square
on the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is
equal to the sum of the squares on the other two
skies."

Thus ii2+ b2 =

The sine and the cosine of an angle may now be
introduced:

sin A = b/c, sin B = a:c.
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Typical Problem Material
144. Explain with the aid of a model or a diagram, why a horse, when

pulling a load up a steers hill, walks in a zigzag path.

r45. OP is a vector revolving from an initial line X'OX. ON is the pro-
jection of OP on X'OX. Make four columns giving: angle PDX, P.V. ()N.
PN ON, and fill in the columns when the angles are e, 3e, 6e, 900, 12o° I5o°,
18o°. Since PN is always on the same side of the line VOX, we may mark it
+; the sign of ON will depend on whether it is on the OX or the OX' side of 0.

146. Draw a number of triangles having sides (a, h, 0 of lengths (cm.):
3, 4, 5, or 5, 12,13, or 8, t 5, 17, etc. Measure the angle C in each case. Write
in three columns the values of a', ht. 0. See if you can detect any relation-
ship between them (a2+ h = (2). Find other sets of numbers that will show
the same relationship. (a = m2 W2, b m2 + n2, where m and n
are integers, will give other sets.)

147. Draw a triangle having sides equal to 3. 4. 5 in. Draw squares on the
three sides (.12, 62, 0). See if you can, by cutting one or more of the squares
a' and b2, fit them so that they together equal L.' in area.

t48. Draw a perpendicular from the angle C to the hypotenuse AB of the
right-angled triangle ABC. Show by similar triangles that L1'2+ b2 = c2.
(Theorem of Pythagoras). 140. 147, 148 represent three stages in the de-
velopment of Pythagoras' Theorem. They have been set down here in con-
secutive order but in practice Ex. 145 would be postponed a little.)

149. A scout troop walked 6 mi. direct East from their base 0. and then 8
mi. direct North to a place .1. How far was the troop front the base at the
end?

150. Using Ex. qt. find the distances between the top of the fiagstall and
the observer's eye, when the two angles were being read.

15t. Referring to Ex. r p). draw a sketch and tind the 'bearing' of .1 from 0.
Write the answer in two North so many degrees East, and East so many
degrees North.

t52. On the first day out a scout troop walked 6 mi. E. and then 8 mi. N.,
and on the second day 5 mi. E. thin 0 mi. N. Draw a sketch of the'
journey and find (a) t he distance of their final position from the base; and b)
their final bearing from the base.

153. .1 scout troop of eight boy:, taking their bearing, from the bast% 0,
were tt : to spread out, between a:t and North, in famlike formation,
each a distance of too d. 1r). The bearing.: of the eight hoys from 0 were

30', So North of Ea -t. Draw a sketch of the
formation and measure the di- ;ttite of each boy East kX) atitl North ,') of the
base O. Put our results down in columns:
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'Trigonometrical identi- The fundamental identities of elementary
t ies. trigonometry:

tan A ---- sin A/cos A, sine A + cos2 A = r.

Projections:
The cosine law.

Proportional variation:
(a) Direct variv tion.
(b) Inverse variation

The projection of a plane area A on a plane P
is A cos 0, where 0 is the angle between the two
planes A and P.

If P represent a set of quantities Pi. Pt. .

all of one kind and Q a set of quantities Qt, 0,
. . . also of one kind, and if the P's and Q's taken
in pairs be related in such a way that

Q, we then say that P varies directly as Q, and
write P cc Q. Again, if P.: P., = Q:Q,, we say
that P varies inversely as Q, and write P cc x/Q.
Since P and Q are types of sets of quantities they
are called variables. (For the definition of a vari-
able, see page 20.) Now, in the case of direct
variation, we have P./Q, = P./Q, Putting
each of these expressions equal to k, a number de-
pendent on the units of P and Q, we have P,-
k(.?, or P = kQ. The statements P cc Q and P = kQ
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Typical Problem Material

Angle x
30 I " I Yir

179

The ratios x/r and y/r are called the sine and the cosine of the angles con-
cerned. Look up a book of tables of the sines and cosines of angles and check
the accuracy of your results."

X54. Find the angles whose sines are o.soo, 0.707, and o.866: (a) by a draw-
ing and (b) from tables.

155. If a, b, c are the sides of a right-angle triangle, the hypotenuse of which
is C, show that sin A = cos B, cos .4 = sin B, tan .4 = sin A cos A, tan B =
sin B/cos B, sin A/a = sin B/ b.

156. Draw a circle of 1 -in. radius. Draw two radii 0.1 and OB havingan angle a
between them From B drop a perpendicular BY to 0.4; from A erect a
perpendicular AP to 0:1 to meet OB produced in P. Using Pythagoras'
Theorem, prove the following identities:

(a) sing a + cos2 a = 1
(b) tan a = sin a / \,/1 = s,/r /cos«
(c) sin cg = tan a / -1-t4111.

157. Using squared paper, mark equally-spaced points along an axis o
represent the angles o°, Ion, 20°, . . . oo°. Draw at each of these points,
ordinates corresponding to the sines of the angles taken from a sine table.
Connect the ordinate points and so make the 'curve of sines'.

158. (a) Show that the projection of a plane area .4 on a plane P is .1 cos a,
where a is the angle between the planes A and P. (Note: Use a square or a
rectangle to begin with.)

(b) Find the area of an ellipse by the method of projection.
159. Direct Variation.

0,

B

BZ

X Az A 113
2C

)r interesting extensions of these ideas to problems in navigation see Nunn, T. P.
Op. ca., Chap. XIII.
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Suggested Course Definitions and Concepts

are equivalent. Similarly, the statements P 1/Q
and P = k/Q arc equivalent.

The functional character of direct variation is
best studied through physical problems, in which
the relationship the more . . . the more' and 'the
less . . . the less' are illustrated concretely.

Direct variation.
Physical problems.

Graphical representation. The graph of direct variation is a straight line.
(d) Graphs as ready- The graph of inverse variation is an hyperbola.
reckoners.
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Typical Problem Material
Draw a number of rectangles 0 A iPiBi. 0 A3P2B2, etc., each having the OB

side equal to half the 0.-I side. Cut these rectangles out and place them so
that they have one right angle common (at 0). Show that the corners P1,
P2o Pi, lie on a line through 0. Draw any other rectangle 0.4PB from
P and show that OB = or y = 12.x, where OB = y and 0.4 = x. Any
one of the rectangles (say 0.PB) may be used a. a type of a very large number
of similar rectangles. Note that the sides and area of these rectangles vary, but
the ratio of the sides y,'x does not vary; LI other words, y/x is constant = k say;
then y = kx. This is called direct variation, the sides of the rectangles being in
direct proportion. The sides 0.-I and OB (x, y) being types of many possible
pairs of sides, are called variables.

rho. OP represents a straight inclined plane supported by stakes .41B1,
A2B., .43B3, etc., and in each case .4B =

84 X X,

(a) Show that the length of the stake varies as the distance of its foot
from 0 in each case.

.4'B'

(b) Make two columns x and . and till in the figures for each stake.
Show that in each case .1.13' 0.1' constant, or y = 72x.

(c) Make two more columns and and find

16r. Example of direct variation.
Write the following in the two forms, P « Q and P =

(a) The circumference of a circle varies directly as its radius.
(b) The interest on a sum of money varies directly as the .ate per cent

and also as the time.
(c) The area of a triangle of given altitude varies directly as the length

of the base.
(d) The weight of a body of given size varies directly as the density

of the material.
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(d) Graphs and ready-
reckoners (continued).
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Typical Problem Material
(e) The speed of a falling body varies directly as the time it has been

falling.
(f) The stretch of an elastic spring varies directly as the force applied.
(g) The amount of water flowing into a bath varies directly as the

time, if the pressure is constant.
(h) The length of arc of a circle varies directly as the angle subtended

at the center.

162. Graphs as ready-reckoners.
(a) Example 16o shows that the graph of direct variation is a straight

line. Draw a graph to enable you to read off quickly the circumference of a
circle when the radius is given.

(b) Draw a graph to enable you to reckon the interest on a sum of
money at the rate of se."0 per annum for any number of years up to ten.

(c) Draw a graph to represent the formula v = 32.1, where v is the speed
of a falling body (feet per second) and 1 is the time (second) that the body
has been falling.

163. Inverse variation.*
You are given that the area of a rectangle is 6 sq.in., but nothing more

about the sides 0 1 and OB. How many rectangles can you make having
this area?

I

194
B.s
04

0 .9, .9 .91 /94 As 6
.2C

This problem should be given immediately after Ex. irk), before EN.
161 and 162 are given. Direct and inverse proportion should he introduced
together and treated a a whole. Numerous examples of both t pc: may be
found in physical experiments.
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Inverse variation.
Physical pioblems.

Examples of inverse vari-
ation.

Definitions and Concepts

The functional character of inverse proportion,
as in he case of direct variation, is best studied
through physical problems in which the relation-
ship the more . . . the less' is seen concretely
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Typical Problem Material
tlake three columns as follows:

a Er

OA Oh
all

Arra

6 6
a 3 6
3 6

etc, etc. etc.

Cut out rectangles 0.41/11Bn . . and place them so that they
have one right angle common (at 0). Show that the corners Ph Ph PI,
be on a curve (called a hyperbola). Take any point P on the hyperbola and
make a rectangle 0.4 PB which may be regarded as a type of a very large
number of rectangles all of area 6 sq. in.

Note that As sides of these rectangles wry, Mt the product of the sides of deed
xy doe: not gory; in other words, xy constant (i.e. k); so y

This Is called intern rdeldii001, the sides are in imam potation.

Make two columns as follows:

It

6 . o 1,11

3.0 1/2 0.5000

2.0 //3 0.333
1.5 1/4 1. 0.250
1.2 1/5 IN 0.200

1.0 1/6 0.167
etc. etc.

Draw a graph of the corresponding numbers in the two columns, x and t 'x.
The graph shows that x and r/x arc directly proportional.

164. The following experiment was made with an automobile tire pump.
A pressure gauge was attached to the open end of the pump. and the pressure
read off for various positions of the piston. The volume of air and the cor-
responding pressure are recorded as follows:

_ . .

Volume of air (cuin.) 3 6

Pressure (atmospheres) 8 00 I 4 00 2 67 I 2 00

Volume of air (cu.in.) 15 I 18 I II

1

24

Pressure (atmospheres)
-.....

I Go ( t it I 1 14 1 oo
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Buggettad Course

Graphical representation.
(e) Graphs of func-
tions.
Functions of a single
variable.

The linear function
CM.

I

Mullions and Comps

A set of quantities belonging to a certain domain
constitutes a variable. The variable w mbol may be
indentified with any particular metber of the do-
main. Such a variable is called an indelsewdeal
variable. If, to each element of the domain of an
independent variable x, there corresponds, in any
manner a definite quantity, r, that all such quanti-
ties constitute a new set, which can be regarded
as the domain of a new ariable y, then y is said
to be a function of x. Inc variable y is called a
dependent variable.

Two variables y rid x are in functional relation
when there is a cor espondence between the quan-
tities . . of the x variable and the quan-
tities y', y,, . . of the y variable and this cot-
respondence fv..iows a prescribed rule.

The equati ,n ax expresses the simplest form
of functions: relationship and is represented graph-
ically by s line passing through the intersection of
the axes of coordinates.

The function y ax is called a linear function
of x. The constant a is the tangent of the slope
or the gradient of the line relative to the x axis.

If o y is the 'vertical rise' corresponding to the
' horizontal advance' A x, then a y/A x. When
0, the angle of slope, is less than ore, (position
AB), tan is positive; when p is greater than 9o
and less than t8o° (position .41B1), tan 4 is nega-
tive. Thus when the line ascends from left to
right (positive slope), a is positive; when a de-
scends from left to right (negative slope), a is
negative.



A COURSE Or STUDY

Typical Problem Material

Draw a graph of these readings and find the law of variation between them.

165. Examples of l"verse variation, Express each as a formula!
(a) The time taken to travel a certain distance varies inversely as the

rate.
(b) The number of days required to dig a trench varies inversely as

the number of men employed.
(c) The number of books that can be bought for g too oo varies inversely

us the price of each book,
(d) The time required for a giwt stint to realise $z,000.00 interest

varies inversely as the rate per cent.
(e) The force required to lift a heavy weight with a lever varies

inversely as the length of the lever; similarly, for wheel and axle.
(f) The length of .wire that can be drawn from a given quantity of

copper varies inversely as the area of cross-section of the wire.

i66. A boy had a trolley running on rails OX (or a block of wood sliding
on a table) from a starting-point 0. He erected a vertical poll on the trolley
and by means of pulleys and string made a device enabling him to lift a weight
(W) through a distance (y) always equal to half the distance (x) traversed by
the trolley along OX. Draw a graph of the path traced out by W relative
to a fixed background. Could you make an arrangement to demonstrate
this?

Since the vertical ris, (y) of the weight depends upon the horiontal advance
(x) of the trolley or block, y called the dependent and x the independent
variable.

167. Draw the grapha of y !,;X, y 2X, y y ax, In each
case make columns showing change in x(Ax) and change in y(ay) for six
points on the graph. Calculate Ay/ ax.

168. Draw the graphs of the equations y 32'x and y 3;x + 5. Show that
they are parallel. Consider the graph of y 3;x to be a thin rod. How could
you get that of y + s from it? Show that it passes through the point
(0, s).

569. Draw the graphs of y Six ro and y ix R.

Draw the graph of y 3ix 4 or y ;.i(x 8) and show that it is a line
parallel to y lix, passing through the point (8, o).

2 2170. Draw the graphs of the functions y
3

+ 6 and y
3
x
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Suggested Course

Translation of the graph
of y ax,
giving (x) y ex +6
by vertical
and (a) y a(x c)
by horizontal transla-
tion.

Solution of linear equa-
tions by graphs.

The parabolic function
y cm.*

Derivation of the graphs
of y b ax' and y
a(x 02 from the
graph of y ax.*

Symmetry of the para-
bola.

Derivation of the graph
of v axe from that of
Y - xe.

Graphical solution of
quadratic equations.

Definitions and Concepts

Since the equation y ax expresses y u a tune-
lion of x, the equation y ax + b also expresses
y u a function of x.

The graph of y ax or y ax + b u ob-
tained by translating the graph of y ax, a distance
+b in the positive y direction (vertical translation).

Similarly, the graph of y a(x c) Is obtained
by translating the graph of y ax, a distance +c in
the positive x direction (horizontal translation).

The graph of y a(x c) or y c)
+6 is derived from y ax by performing each of
the above operations in turn in either ord'

Thus y ax, y ax y a(x c) are par-
allel lines.

Since x and y can have any values we please,
we may find y when x is given, and x wheat y is
given.

The graph of the function y ax' is a parabola;
that of y ix* + 6 is the same parabolic form
translated in the positive y direction, a distance
+6, and that of y a(x c)2, the same parabola
translated in the positive x direction a distance +c.

A geometrical 'trace' of the function y x2
drawn to given units, when cut out, will fit the
graphs of the functions y xl b, y (x c)'
and y (x c)' b, drawn to the same scale.

The parabola y .x2 is symmetrical about the
y-axis.

The 'trace' of the function y xl drawn to
given units will serve to represent the graph of
y axe, if the original x unit is unaltered, and
the v unit is changed in the ratio of ca. The
graph of y X2 may be looked upon as the
mirror image of y .0 in the x-axis.

The graph of a parabolic function may be used
to solve quadratic equations.
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Typical Problem Material
171. Put the equation 3x 4y 6 in the form y sex + 6 and draw its

graph.

tit. Draw the graphs of y y + S, y 2(x 4), on the
same graph paper.

273. Solve the equations : "ix, 3 "ix + to, 6 .2 "i(x 8), by using
the graphs of Ex. 156.

174. A boy had a trolley running on rails OX, from a starting-point 0. He
erected a vertical pole on the trolley and placed a pulley at the top. He then
passed a piece of string over the pulley and fixed two unequal weights at the
ends. He started the trolley off from 0 with uniform speed and arranged su
that the vertical rise (y) of the smaller weight was exactly equal to the square
of the horizontal advance (x) of the trolley. Draw a graph to show the path
of the rising weight relative to a fixed background. Could you make an
arrangement to demonstrate this?

275. Draw the graphs of y - x', y + 5, y x' 5. and show that a
translation of the first will lead to the other two.

176. Draw the graph of y (x 3)2 and show how it is related to that of
y 222.0. Draw the graph of y (x 3)2 + S.

177. Cut out a 'trace' of the function y = x2 and show that it will tit the
graph of the equation y .6 4)1 4.

178. Cut out a 'trace' of the function y e x' to given units. Now draw
the graph of y 3x1, using the same x unit as before, and the length of the
y unit one-third of its previous value. Show that the 'trace' of the function
y x' will now fit the new graph.

79. Draw the graph of y 3(x 2)2 5, using the trace of y .2 x'. Draw
the graphs of y e x', y = x2 + 5, y e (x 3)2.

t80. Solve by graphs: 4 a (x 4)2, 6 (x 4)', to = (x 4)'.
281. Solve graphically: X2 - 3X + a = o, 3x 4 0.
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Suggested Course

he graph of y de +
bx + c,

Definitions and Concepts

Since the expression y ax' + bz+ c can be
put in the form y ox' (bx + c), it is poselie
to build its graph by drawing the line y bx h c
and adding at each point of the line so obtained
ordinates appropriate to y ax'. For example. to
draw the graph of y xl x 6, we first draw
the graph of y x 6, and add, at each point of
the line, ordinates appropriate to y Thus
we get the parabola shown abovc.

The line y bx + c is a Since the parabola is everywhere above the
tangent to the parab line, except at the point A, the line is tangent to
ola y ax' bx + c. the parabola at the point A. Thus the line

y x 6 is a tangent to the parabola y 0 + x
6 at the point (o, 6).

Factors of trinomials.

The Factor Theorem.

The cubic function.

Graph of y ax3.

It will now be advantageous to give some exer
cise in finding the factors of simple trinomial ex-
pressions.

An elementary idea of the Factor Theorem
should now be given: If, in the expression ax'

c, a be substituted for x and the expression
vanishes, then (x a) is a factor of the expression.

The graph of a cubic equation may be introduced
through a practical problem. The general method
of procedure is already known to the class.

The graph of the function y ax' has a point
of inflexion at the origin. The graph of y b
a(x c)' may be derived from that of y ax' by
two 'translations' of the latter.

The graph of y (Le + The line y bx c is an inflexional tangent to
bx + c. the graph of the function y ax' bx + c.
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Typical Problem Material
taa. The time of swing of a pendulum is related to its length by the formula

I - 9.11 ra where I is the length of the pendulum in inches, and I' the .ime of
a complete swing in seconds. Draw a graph which will enable you to Alculate
the time of swing when the length is given. Verify practically.

silk. Draw the graph of the equation y x 6.
At each point of the line to obtained, add ordinates corresponding to y

The result will give the graph of y + x 6.
Place the trace of the graph y x' (to the same units) upon the new graph

and note that it is congruent with it. Note also that the new parabola meets
the line an one and only one point. The line and parabola touch at this point.
The line is said to be a IaNgesA to the parabola.

184. Draw the graph of y Take a number of points on the graph
and estimate their 'coordinates'. Make columns as follows:

y 110. As Ay Ay/Ax

Show that ayjax is not constan..
:Bs. Repeat Ex. 171 using the graph of y + x 6.
For a number of points find ay, ax, and differences between these a's, called

second c.ifferences, ey and Note that Sly .'x is constant in each case.
z86. Find the roots of the equation x2 x 6 .2 o.

037. Find the factors of the expression x2 + 6.

08. I hold in my hand a rectanNular block of wood, the cross-section of
which is a square. The volume of the block is 34 cu.in. I saw off a small
cube from the block and I find that the remaining piece is 6 in. long. Find
the dimensions of the block."

54 Draw the graphs of

y = x3 + 5 Or y 5 = 1-3,
yam= (x 2)3 + s or (y 5) (x 2)

zoo. Draw ail graph of the line y x so. At selected points of this
graph add ordinates corresponding to the function y = xl and so derive the
graph of y a x3 x so. (Note that when x is negative, x' is also negative.
The points of fie graph for negative values of x will, therefore, lie below the
line y x so. Note also that the line y = x is is an inflexional tangent
to the graph of y = x3 + x so.)

IS This problem was set the writer's class, in their first year of algebra, by professor
John Perry,
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Suggested Course De &Mom and Concepts
The hyperbolic function. The graph of y - a/x has already been studied.

The graph of y ...
d

.
The graphs of y - a/x + 6 or y 6 - a/x, and

x a
y a may be derived from that of y a/x byx-- i
simple translations.

The equation of a circle. The equation of a circle of radius r with origin
as center is:

0 + yl . r*.

The equation of a circle of radius r, having its
center at the point (a, b) is:

(x a)* + (y b)* .. O.

The equation of an el- The equation of an ellipse of semidiameters a
lipse. and b, referred to the origin as center, is:

0
x* yl

-t- . I.0
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Typical Problem Material
zor. Draw the graph of v tit, and cut it out. Using this trace, draw

the graphs of y 1/x + 8 or y 8 i t/x, y 1/(x 3) and y ti(x 3)
4- 8 or y 8 3),

X -
41. Draw the graph of y t + -- or y

x - 3 x -3 x 3

43. Draw the graph of y to
x s

or (x s)(y to) z.

zoa. Refer back to Ex. 133. Using the figures obtained for x, y, and r, work
out x', y', r', and show that 0+ r'.

(Most books on trigonometry give a table of squares.)
Can you give any reason why this equation must necessarily be true?

!cis. Extend the above problem and allow the scout troop to radiate from
the base 0 in all directions like the spokes of a wheel. Let the casting be
marked +x and the westing x, the northing +y and the southing y. Then
show that in all cues x.s ys .1. This is called the equation of the circle
of radius r, having 0 as its center.

Check this equation by taking a number of points on it.

196. Draw a circle of z-in. radius with its center at the origin. Draw
another circle of t-in. radius with its center at the point (2, o) or imagine the
fi -st circle translated a distance 2 in. along the x-axis. Show that the equation
o: this circle is (x 2)1+ 1.

Draw another circle of radius z in. with its center at the point (o, 3) or
translate the original circle 3 in. along the y-axis.

Show that the equation of this circle is x' (y 2)' 1.

to; . Draw the circle (x 2)3 (y 3)1 1.

to8. Draw a circle and any dia'neter "VOA to it. Erect a number of
perpendicular ordinates AG, P2,Q2, . . to A'Oel cutting the circle at
PI, Bisect these ordinates at RI, R2 Join RI, RI, . . by a smooth
curve. This curve is called an ellipse. Repeat by doubling the ordinates.

)9o. As in Ex. 08, draw adinates P2Q2, . . . and divide these
ordinates in the ratio of 1:2 at points R1, . . . Join these points and get
another ellipse. Repeat with the ratios 2:3 and 3:2, etc.

200. Draw a circle x2 + vc. = a, and change all the y's in the ratio alb. Show
that the equation of the formed is x2/u2 y2/ i. (For most
classes this exercise would. come later.)



APPENDIX A

TESTS OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS

These tests, involving simple arithmetical and geometrical re-
lations, were designed to discover how far elementary school chil-
dren, without any previous teaching or practice, could cognise mathe-
matical relations and educe their correlates. No information or
suggestions were given the pupils to whom the tests were admin-
istered beyond the instructions at the head of each test. These
instructions were read by the teacher. The time allowed for Tests
z to s was three minutes, for Test 6, fifteen minutes, and for Test
7, five minutes.

The tests were administered to 240 school children attending
London elementary schools. The average age was s z years 2
months and the average I.Q. was 102. None of the children had
ever had any algebra or graphical work before taking the test.
They had studied a little intuitive geometry in the form of geomet-
rical drawing.

As the tests were designed chiefly for the purpose of throwing light
on the pupil's method of educing relations, a personal introspective
inquiry was conducted with forty of the subjects. The tut was
given in the ordinary way, but at the end of each test the pupils
were asked to describe the method they had followed in arriving
at their solutions. No comments or corrections were made by the
experimenter. The remarks were taken down in det .11 and a note
was also made of eye movements, to ascertain whether the rela-
tions were "held" at the first reading or not.

A summary of the observations made by the pupils is given at
the end of each test. This by no means gives a complete account
of the many interesting observations made. The most important
general observations were the following:

1. Rhythm was sensed in all the tests with series. Frequently the rhythm
was likened to music.

2. Relations were used, although not consciously abstracted. In some
cases the relations were completely abstracted with difficulty, but the pupil

194
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MU convinced of the correctness of his correlates in spite of his inability to
state the relation satisfactorily,

3. The more intelligent student abstracted the relation more quickly
than the less intelligent '.shied' the relation more clearly as he used it.

4. Algebraic expressions did not present the difficulty that had been an-
ticipated. It was evident that likeness of algebraic form was readily under-
stood.

s. In most cases the graphs were interpreted with great facility, although
the pupils had never received any instruction in graphical representation.

6. The pupils, without exception, remarked that they found the tests
interesting. Several suggested that their school arithmetic: should contain
problems nt a similar kind. Many of the pupils seemed to derive satisfaction
from the fact that they could test their own conclusions without recourse to
a set of answers.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The test:, were scored as f3llows:
Test Score Total

1 One point for each question 10

2 One point for each question 12

3 One point for each question 8

4 One point for each question t o

5 One point for each connection 23

7. Half of a point for each part
t.: each question 17

So

Several solutions were possible in Test 5,

MEANS AND PROBABLE ERRORS OF THE TESTS

Test Mean Possilde Score P.R.
I ... . 7.01 10 1.47
2 7.62 12 1.61
3 5.52 8 1.08
4 6.80 10 1.01
5 27.78 23 3.54
7 11.70 17 1.0

CORRELATIONS %MD INTELLIGENCE

Test Correlation with Intelligence P.E.
.32 .030

2. 41 .036
3 .49 .033
4 .5O .028

.8t .015
7 .30 .050
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MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS
TEST I

Look at the following rows of numbers. Notice that there art blank spaces
on the right showing where some numbers haoe been ribbed out. You have
to write the correct numbers in the blank spaces.
II 3 3 2 3 a 3 =NM

a. a I 3 3 a I 3 3 - -
3. 3 .S 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 - -
4. o t o s a o 3 3 3 0
5. 1 I 0 o 3 4 0 4 S mik

6. S o 5 0 12 5 0 0 0 S 0 06i winIM

7. 6 o 6 o o 6 o 6 oo 6 o 00 1 WM.

8. S 1 S 0 4 9 4 8 4 7 -
9. 9 1 8 2 7 3 6 4 -
10. 3 I 1 4 3 2 4 3 6 5 4 - W."

TEST 2
In the following lines are two blank spaces, showing where two numbers

have been erased. Write the correct numbers in the blank spaces.
1. s, 4, 6, _,
2. 5, 8, 11,
3. 19, 15, 11,
4. 26, 211 :6, -
S. 1, 4, 8, -
6, 64, 32, 16, -,
7. 1, 31 9,

8.
1-, 1 I-1 --
2 4 6

9.
to,

3,
4,

71

9,
--I 15,
-, --I -

24
U. 2, 6, -I 54, 164, --

z 3 t 5
12. ;I -5 .-+

8 4 8 2

TEST 3
From the four numbers given on the right of each of the following lines,

select one number that will go best in the blank space. 'rite it in the blank space.
1.

2,

3.
4.

5

6.

7.

8.

1, 10, -, 6, 8
3, 9, 18, _, 21
7. 21, 35, 14, -
13, --I 33, 43, 63
1 2 3 4

4 8 16
x x4 x'
Y :Y1 Y4 Ys
x 2y, ax + 3y,

3x 4y> 4x + Sy, -
a + d, a - d, 2t1 +

13, 12, 3, 5

15, 14, 7, 11
4, *2, 18)
431 12, 7, 14

, -5 , -5 ,

32 16 32 64
x1 X3 x1 x3

TA' ;3-I

SX 4y, 5X + 15y, 6x 5y,
6x + 6y

311+ 4d, 3(; + 6d, 3a - 5d,
10 - 3d, 34 + Sd, 3a - 64.1
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TEST 4

In each of these lines there is one wrong number. Cross It out.

1. 4, 71 11. 13
J. r. a. 419, to
.1. 17, 15, 11, 8, 5
4. 27, 21, 1514, 4
5. 3, 9, 27, 80, 243

6. I 2 3 4 I
2X 4X 4X SX 6xxx x x y

7. -1-1, ,.-
Y 2Y 4y 8y I6x

8. x+ 2y, 2X + 3Y1 3X + Sy, 4s -I 5s+ 6y
9. X+ y, X - y, 2X + 3y, 2X - 3y, 3X + sy, sx + 6y
10. 2(a + 0, 3(24 + 4(34 + b), 5(44 + 26), 6(5a 6)

TEST

Look at the following rows of figures arranged in pairs. Each number on
the top row has a partner on the bottom row, but not usually directly under-
neath. These partners have some feature in common, for example, ts and
ss both cid in s. You have to draw lines between the partners that are
somewhat alike, thus: 15

25

IS 21 24 /I 7 13
36 25 37 23 42 22

2. so 7 34 4.5 22 54 64
17 II 49 i6 30 36 25

3. x sa 3y 3x 2y 7b

y 2X 4X 3b 6a 5Y

4. (x + y) (x2+ 2Y2) (x + y + (x 2y) (x2+ 2xy)
(xI yi) (x y) (2x + 3y) (xt+ xy) (x + ay + 3z)

THsr 6

1. The heights of ten boys were taken (in inches) as follows:

A 9 CD E F G H I J

65 53 62 47 56 5! 6o 64 40 57

(a) Arrange the boys by letter on the line below, putting the tallest on the
right and the shortest on the left.

(b) Without doing any calculation guess the average height of the ten boys.
Answer
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s. Ten boys obtained the following scores in English and Arithmetic:

F G H I J

English

Arithmetic

A H C D E

72 7o 68 64 6s

Sr 77 74 68 so

6o S8 S4 Si 48

6: 6o 38 68 Si

(a) Examine the figures and find which boy did much better in Arithmetic
than in English compared with the other boys. Answer:

(b) What score would you have expected this boy to get? Answer:
(c) Which boy did not do t s well in Arithmetic as in English compared

with the others? Answer: -
(d) What score do you think this boy should have obtained in Arithmetic?

Answer: --
3. After his final examination Tom made the drawing given here to show his

score in each subject. Write down, as nearly as you can, his scores in

(a) Arithmetic:
(b) English:
(c) History:
(d) Geography:

80

1.1.;14

60
.!!

40 i

;,I,-

£0 .;

Iii ii;

0
4.4

tc

7
I I I

4. This is a sketch of a road over a hill. The. place marked 0 is at sea level
and the heights above sea level are marked, in feet, on the scale at the side.
The distances of places on the road are marked horizontally in miles.

1%
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(a) How high is A above sea level? Answer: ______
(b) How high is B above sea level? Answer:
(c) How far is A from 0 in miles? Answer:
(d) How far is the highest point above sea level? Answer.
(e) How long would a man take to go from A to B at the rate of 3 mi, an

hour? Answer:

S. Look carefully at the following rows of figures marked x and y. In each
cue the number in the y line is obtained from the number above it in the x line
by a simple calculation, Can you find out how it was done? If so, fill in the
spaces under 8 and to.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

X I 2 3 4 5 1 6 7 8 9 to

y 2 4 6 8 to 12

X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to

Y 1 4 9 25 36

x 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to

Y 3 5 9 II 13

x I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to

Y 21 3 31 4 41 5

/.9Z/ /922 /828 4500 /MS /926 /927 /928 /929 /.50.30
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6. The above chart shows you the wages paid and the profits made by a
grocer from :920 to 1930. Answer the following questions:

(a) How much wai *mid in wages in 1921? ( ) In 1924? ( )
In 1927? (

(b) What were the prorits in 1922? ( ) In 1927? ( ) In
1930? (

(c) In which year were the wages greatest? (

(d) In which year were the profits greatest? (
(e) Look at the chart carefully and find out which of the following state-

ments arc true and which false. If true, write our; if false, write false.
(i) Generally speaking, better wages result in better profits. An-

swe
(ii) Good profits always go with good wages. Answer:
(iii) Generally speaking, profits exceed the wages paid. Answer:

(iv) Profits always exceed the wages paid. Answer
(v) The year of greatest profits was the year of greatest wages.

Answer

TEST 7

(a) In each of the following rows there are four figures, one of which is out
of place because it does not possess the feature that the other three have.
Cross out the wrong figure.

(b) Having done that, look to the right-iiand side of the page and note the
figures given there. In each case part of the figure has been rubbed out.
Complete the figure so that it will be like ti e three that you have left on the
left-hand side of Out page.
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N.
A * A <2)

0 Q ,c>.z r,6
t

4.PL,20-A 4'
TEST 8

The following pairs of figures were drawn exactly alike, but some parts were
afterwards rubbed out. Draw the missing parts so that figures will again
be alike.

/
1 OC

a

o 0 a

(Specimen Examples Only)

LAO___J

= r x
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Imagine the line drawn down the middle of the page to be a mirror, and the
figures on the right to be reflections of the figures on the left as seen in Oh:
mirror. Draw in the missing parts so that the figures will be alike.

J

N

07(1

C

a r

1

_1_ _1_
L L.,

0117

D

OBSERVATIONS ON THE TESTS

INTROSPECTIVE EXA:4INATION

TEST I
This test was designed to test the ability of the pupil to cognize groups of

numbers arranged in serial order.

Observations

x. In all cases of correct response the numbers were visualized as groups,
e.g., (no), (23o), (34o). In most cases these groups were connected rhythmi-
cally. In No. 3, for example, the numbers were given as (333 44), the
three 3's taking about the same time to repeat as the two 4's. In practically
every case the rhythm had to be sensed before the series could be continued.

2. Many interesting interpretations were given of the relations of the numbers
in No. 9. As a general rule, the pupils saw that 9 + x = to, 8 -I- 2 = to,
7 + 3 = to, and so on. In several cases they noted that 9 t = 8, q 2 =

3 = 6. In only a few cases did they read 9, 8, 7, 6 in descending order and
I, 2, 3, 4 in ascending order.

3. Judging by eye movements, the only series read twice were 6, 7, and 9.
The more backward had to read these lines several times.

TEST 2

The purpose of this test was to examine the pupil's ability to detect relations
and to educe correlates to the relations.
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Observations:
z. A striking feature of the responses, especially to the first six examples,

was the insistence that the answers came 'in a flash', or 'almost without think-
ing.' When questioned, all the pupils gave the correct relations, but insisted
that they had not thought them out before.

2. Examples r and 5 made an interesting comparison. In each case the
blanks were filled in without hesitation. When asked how they did No. r,
most replied: 'Went up by twos', and No. 5, 'Doubled each time'. When
asked why they had added 2 in the one case 4nd doubled in the other, they
replied: "It couldn't be anything else." On further questioning they admitted
that they had "adding" in mind at first but they quickly changed to "doubling."

3. Trial-and-error methods were dominant in No. 9, to, and ix. There was
conscious effort to find a relation, which was followed by great satisfaction
when they 'got it'. Many different methods of arriving at the results were
shown.

4. All stated that the problems were 'interesting', because once they had
'found the connection', they could fill in the blanks easily. Satisfaction was
felt by the pupils that they were arbiters of their own work. They knew that
their results were correct.

TEST 3
The purpose of this test was to give exercise in relation finding of several

kind.,. Several examples involving algebraic expressions were given to test
the ability of the pupils to detect algebraic configurations. None of the pupils
examined orally had previously had any algebra.
Observations:

x. Several who had done only moderately well in the earlier tests scored
full points on this test. They attributed their success to the fact that they had
a definite and limited choice of responses.

2. Although none had done any algebra, all except one did No. 6, 7, and 8
correctly. They cognized the expressions as wholes, as like configurations.

3. The word 'like' was used in various ways, as: 'all odd numbers', 'all
even numbers', 'all ending in the same number', 'all divisible by 7'.

TEST 4
This is similar to the other tests but requires a different kind of response.

Observations:

1. In reply to No. r, several crossed out 4, because all the other numbers
were 'primes', the majority crossed out r t, taking the numbers as a progression.

2. Several observed that the series of No. 5 "got bigger quickly" and so
decided that they must "multiply."

3. To No. 3 the most popular response was to cross out 8 "because all the
other numbers are odd." Only a few crossed out 15.

4. The examples involving algebra (6 to to) gave little trouble to the non-
algebra pupils. As in Test 3 the algebraic expressions were treated as con-
figurations.

TEST 5
This is a simple matching test, involving similarities of form and structure.
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The difficulty lay not in detecting similarities in single cases but in getting thebest possible set of connections for th% whole.
Observations:

. This test did not appeal to the less intelligent pupils who made hakver
connections seemed obvious and then left the rest unconnected. The more
intelligent pupils found the test very interesting, because in some cases more
than one connection was possible. For example, in No. z it was possible toconnect 7 and 42 or 7 and 37, but the selection of 7 and 42 would have left
21 and 37 unconnected.

2. For No. 2 more than one solution was possible, {e.g.,{ in 54 641
Y8 s6)but in practically every case 54 and 18 were connected, then 64 and s6. The

reason given for this combination was that the divisors 9 and 8 were 'better'then 2 and 2.
3. Although the pupils had not learned algebra, x2 and y' were read as

`x squared' and 'y squared '. When questioned they remarked that "if 32is ,3 squared, then x' must be x squared." They had had the notation 33
in work on prime numbers.

4. It was remarkable that many pupils did No. 4 without hesitation, although
they had never before seen expressions of the kind. When they were asked toadd x + 2y to 2X + y many were successful.

TEST 6
We have given samples from a large number of questions of a similar type.The purpose of the test was to find out whether, without any previous formal
instruction or training, children of elementary school grades are able to detect
serial and functional relationships expressed in tabular or graphical form.
Observations:

The results of the test were most instructive, for they showed that
z. Even pupils of inferior intelligence experienced little difficulty in interpret-ing the graphs. In some cases they estimated the values with considerable

accuracy. For example, in No. 3 they gave one result as 'somewhere between
zoo and zos feet', showing that they had given limits to their estimates.

2. In most cases kinaesthetic imagery was employed. Observations such
as the following were made: "I imagined myself on the line," "I imagined
myself drawing the line," "I stood between the points," and "I balanced thetwo numbers."

3. The pupils did the test with obvious interest and enjoyment and sug-gested that their school arithmetic should include problems of this type.
4. The responses were given so quickly and with such confidence that oneregretted having in the past spent much time teaching the obvious. Exercisesin the interpretation of graphs should come before exercises in construction.5. In questions 2 (a) and 2(b) the answers were sometimes given very quickly

but the rationalization of the answers took a long time. Replies like the fol-
lowing were given: "It must be 'I', it couldn't be anyone else." Whenasked to explain why 'I' had done better than one would have expected, the
first reply was: "He did better than H"not "He did better than H and J."
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The descending order of the scores in English was not mentioned, but the fact
was carried over to the series for arithmetic. In not a single case did the pupil
think it necessary to state that the English scores were in descending order,
but all insisted that the scores in arithmetic should have been in descending
order. There was an obvious transfer of meaning and of attention from the
English to the arithmetic series. Yet when questions 2(b) a.id 2(d) were dis-
cussed the scores in English were used as a basis. It was obvious that the
serial character of the English scores was carried in the mind as a concept.

TEST 7
This test of form discrimination presented little difficulty even to the less

intelligent.

Observations:

t. Only the more intelligent crossed out the fourth figure of No. 7. The
key to the problem was 'symmetry'. In most cases the ellipse was crossed
out. Very few crossed out the third figure of No. 8. Again, the key to the
solution of this question was 'symmetry'.

2. Most pupils crossed out the second figure (triangle) of No. zo, the reason
being that the triangle did not 'look like' the other figures.

3. It was surprising that so many saw that the key to No. 14 was 'bisection
of the area'. When this problem was given to a class of adults, several failed
to give the correct answer.

4. The solid figures of No. Is and 16 proved no more difficult than plane
figures. In all cases of error the figures with circular bases were crossed out.

TEST 8
We have given a few samples from a large number of problems on similarity

and symmetry. The restoration of similar figures presented little difficulty
but the symmetrical figures proved a stumbling-block even to the more
intelligent. In some cases the pupil folded the paper and worked out the cor-
respondences by an obvious 'thought experiment'. When questioned after-
wards many stated that they put the left-hand figure face down on the right-
hand figure 'in imagination'.

Some interesting results were obtained by comparing the first and second
parts of the test. In the first part the pupil was asked to make the two figures
alike, for example:

El 0 X
This did not prove a difficult exercise.

In the second part of the test the pupil had to unite the two configurations
into a composite figure to be filled in a third blank space. This proved a
stumbling-block to many, the difficulty being that the positional relations had

A 0 0 0 X A El 0 0 X
to be 'held' and carried to a third position, whereas the first exercise consisted
simply in marking a one-to-one correspondence. The materials of the two
parts were the same.



APPENDIX B

MORE ADVANCED TESTS OF MATHEMATICAL
RELATIONS

TESTS OF MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS

TEST I: CLASSES

I. In a certain elementary school there were 131 boys altogether. There
were 34 boys in Standard I, 32 in Standard II, 32 in Standard III, and the
rest were in Standard IV. Of the boys in Standard I, to had blue eyes, 12
had grey eyes and the rest had brown eyes; of the boys in Standard II, 9 had
grey eyes, xi brown and the rest blue; of the boys in Standard III, to had
brown eyes, 8 blue, and the rest grey. In Standard IV there were equal nu n-
bers of boys with blue, grey, and brown eyes.

Fill in the following table and write at the right-hand side how many boys
altogether had blue eyes, how many had grey, and how many had brown.

Note: Standard IV is the highest class.

Standard I Standard II Standard III Standard IV Total

blue ....
grey ....
brown ..

Total ... 13 z

t. How many boys did not have blue eyes)
2. How many boys in Standard II had neither blue nor grey eyes?
3. How many boys above Standard II had brown eyes?
4. How many boys below Standard III did not have grey or brown eyes?

II. One hundred and sixty boys sat for a scholarship examination in English
and arithmetic. The results were published in the grades A, B, and C; A
being the highest grade. It was found that in English 26 boys obtained A
and 89 obtained B, and that in arithmetic 3t boys obtained A and 85 obtained
B. It was also found that 12 boys had A in both subjects, 65 had B in both,
while to boys had A in English and B in arithmetic and x i boys had A in
arithmetic and B in English.

207
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Fill in these numbers on the following chart and answer the questions given
below:

Arithmetic

E lish.
A B C Totals

A

B

C

Totals 160

1. How many boys obtained C in English)
2. How many boys obtained C in arithmetic)
3. How many boys obtained C in both subjects
4. How many boys obtained .1 in English, but did not obtain A in arith-

metic)
5. how many boys did not obtain B in both subjects?

HI. The heights of a number of boys (measured in inches and tenths-of-an-
inch), were given as follows:

58.2, 64.3, 57.8, 68.7, 50.0, 67.3, 51.7, 57.2,
50.0, 55.o, 60.7, 62.8, 65.o, 53.4, 56.7, 60.0,
62.3, 66.7, 54.3, 54.9, 64.9, 51.7, 63.5, 68.2,
53.5, 57.3, 56.4, 59.9, 51.3, 57.5, 62.4, 69.9.

The boys were divided into 4 classes: from 5o to 55 (but not including 55),
from 55 to 6o (but not including 6o), from 6o to 65 (but not including 65),
from 65 to 70 (but not including 70).

Write on the line below the number of boys in each of these classes.

5o 55 6o 65 70

z. How many boys were more than 6o in. in height?
2. How many boys were not above 55 in. in height?
3. How many boys were more than 55 in. and less than 65 in. in height?

TEST 2: CORRESPONDENCE

IV. In a term examination in mathematics it was found that zo boys were
placed in exactly the same order of merit in algebra and geometry. The per-
centages obtained were:

Algebra: 42, 91, 67, 49, 74, 58, 51, 61, 72, 84

Geometry: 71, 46, 53, 82, 90, 65, 77, oc3. 85, 57

Draw lines connecting the corresponding scores of each boy.
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V. The following rows of figures marked x and y correspond to one another;
that is, for each number in the x line there is a number in the y line, and for
each number in the y line there is a number in the x line In each line there are
blanks showing where certain numbers have been rubbed out. Fill in the
blanks. Having none that, write at the side, in words or in equation form, the
law or relalionship between the corresponding numbers of the two lines.

x z 3 1 s 6 7
I

Y I 4 9 16 36

2

x 1 2 3

3 S 9

6

13

3

x 3 5 11

Y z6 22 28

5 11 14 20

26 50 290

VI. Two sets of numbers x and y are related according to a given rule,
so that, when the x number is known, the y number is determined. The x
numbers are r, 2, 3, 4, 5. Write down the y numbers corresponding to these
x numbers when y is:

x. Twice the x number increased by r.
2. Twice the square of the x number.
3. Twice the square of the x number decreased

by 2.

Answer
x.
2. -----

3.

----

4. Three times the cube of the x number in-
creased by 2. 4.

5. The reciprocal of the x number decreased
by /.

5.
6. The square of the x number increased by

twice the x number.
7. The x number added to its reciprocal. 7.
8. The square of the x number added to the

square of its reciprocal. 8.
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TEST 3: CORRESPONDING CHANGES

VII, On the left-hand side of this page there are certain geometrical figures.
In these figures certain changes me made, the rest of the figure remaining the
sun:, You are asked to note the corresponding changes in the other ways
specified,

Figure

t.

a.

4.

4.

6.

7.

at.

C

Chow Made
Height doubled.

Phal Me
Ctsposaliati

Chow Is
Ares

Sides doubled. Area

Vertex moves along a Area
lime parallel to hale.

Angle B increases. Side AC

Point A moves along Angle 14.4C
circumference.

Circles moved until Common chord C
they touch.

WE is parallel to BC.) Ratio AR: EC
C moves along line BC.

(11C is parallel to NCI NC'
Neil moved from BC
to position at which
BB' -1.414.

Avant



Figaro
9.

to.

gt.

14.

1 j.

24.

a t.

t6.

Ir.
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Cagan Maio
(A'VCIY is parallel to
A BCD) All'CLY moves
from A 11CD to position
at whisk' 0.4'

ItiN4 Ib
Corrarpmadiat

Cadoso fa

Area A' &CT'

(11C is a diameter) A B.414C1
moves along circumfer-

(0 is the midpoint of
AB) P moves from II
to O.

AP. PS

Al revolve round 0. Angle ACB

Radius of base in- Volume of cone
creased too.

Radius of sphere in
creased ro%,

C moves so that AC+
CB is constant.

Circle rolls along a line,
touching it.

(Cear wheels hearing
on one another) wheel
A turns through angle

Volume of sphere

Position of point C
(draw curve)

Position of point P
(draw curve)

Angle through
which wheel C
turns

Annie

31I
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TEST 4: THE INTERPRETATION OF GRAPHS

VIII. The marks obtained by i i boys in an examination in mathematics
were represented diagrammatically as follows:

CO

80.
70.
40,
50.
40,
30.
W .
/O. il0,

li de COE E GI/ I JAr
Write down the names of the boys (by letter) in order of merit, and write

underneath the marks of each.

Order of merit:

Marks:

IX. The diagram below shows the exports and imports of a particular port
from 1920 to 1930. Examine the diagram carefully and answer the questions
given below.

numbers
represent
thousands
of pounds.

V/920 2/ 22 Z. 24 25 24 27 18 29 30
1. When were the exports greatest?
: When were the imports least?
3. When was the yearly rise in exports greatest?
4. When was the rise in exports and imports the same?
5. What were the exports in z923? .C____,000.
6. What were the imports in 1927? £ _poo.
7. What were the imports, when the exports were ix moo&
8. What were the exports, when the imports were .C8o,000?
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X. The graph given below represents the equation y - ix 3.

7
d

s
4
$
Z

z. Put a cross on the graph where x = 2. Find the corresponding value of y:
2. Put a small circle on the graph where y = i. Find the corresponding

value of x: .

3. Draw a line parallel to the graph through the point (2, o). What is the
equation of this graph?

4. Take any two points on the graph. For these two points find the change
in x value and the corresponding change in y value, and write down the value
of the quotient

y change
=

corresponding x change

XI. The graph given below represents a certain quadratic equation.
T

1. What is the equation of the graph?
2. Put crosses on the graph where (x z) (x 3) = 3. What are the cor-

responding values of x?
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3. As x varies from o to x, y varies from _ to
4. As x varies from 2 to 4, y varies from to
5. The value of the function y is zero, where x

TEST 5: FORMULAS

XII. Write down the formulas to find:

x. The area (A) of the four walls of a room,
given the length (1), wi lth (w), and height (h). I.

2. The area (A) of a rectangle, given one
side (a) and the diagonal (c). 2

3. The area (A) of the whole surface of a
circular cylinder, given the radius of the base (r)
and the height (h). 3.

4. The volume (V) of a right circular cone,
given the radius of the base (r) and the height (h). 4.

5. The dista ce (d) traversed by a train,
which goes at the rate of th mi. per hr. for the first
ni hr. and v2 mi. per hr. for the next n2 hr. S

6. The distance (d) between two cars which
start from the same place and travel fort hours
with speeds vi and v2 mi. per hour: (a) in the same
direction; and (b) in directions at right angles to 6. (a)
each other. (b)

7. The depth (d) of water in a cylindrical
tank (radius of base = r ft.) after it has been sup-
plied with water for n hours from a tap which gives
V cu. ft. per hour. 7.

8. The nth term (N) of the series 4, 7, ro,
13, 8

g. The nth term (N) of the series 2, 6, 18,
54, 9

to. The nth term (N) of the series 2, 5, ro,
17, 26, . . . . to.

XIII. In each of the following formulas the quantity on the left-hand side
is called `the subject of the formula.' You are asked to find the effect on the
subject of the formula, when certain changes are made in some of the other
quantities.

Formula Change Made in Term
I. C = zar r is doubled.
2. S = igt2 1 is trebled. 2

3. A = V:3---a2 a is halved. 3
4

4. E = R.0 R and C are both doubled. 4

5. 1 = 2r 1 is doubled. 5

Change Made in the
Subject
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it74
6. 1 1=

7. R = KSV2

u v

9. 11 =
RC2T

if is doubled and 1, b, d halved. 6.

(a) S is increased zo%. 7, (a)
(b) V is increased zo%. (b) .

u and v arc both increased zo%. 8.

R and C are increased zo%. g.

TEST 6: RELATIONS

XIV. We frequently find that one quantity depends on a number of other
quantities. For example, the interest obtained from an investment depends
on the amount invested, the rate per cent., and the time the money has been
invested. Complete the following sentences showing the dependence in each
case.

z. The circumference of a circle depends on
2. The area of a rectangle depends on and
3. The volume of a rectangular box depends on , and

4. The weight of a rectangular block depends on
and
S. The volume of a sphere depends on
6. The price paid for a bag of wheat depends on and __.
7. The wages received by a workman depend upon the number of

he works and the per day.
8. The distance traversed by a ball in falling from rest depends on

and ___
9. The amount of expansion of an iron rail when heated depends on

and _
zo. The area of a triangle depends on the when the

is constant.
ix. The volume of a given mass of gas depends on its and

XV. In the following examples there are several dependent factors entering
into the case. Full marks will be given for any two correct factors.

x. The speed of a motor car:
2. Good health:
3. The yield of wheat from a field:
4. The amount paid in income-tax:
5. The exchange rate between England and America: _
6. The cost of running a motor-car:
7. Success in school work.
8. The price of certain mining shares:
q. The bending of a beam fixed at one end:
xo. The premium paid on a life insurance policy: ,


